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Introduction

“As a cultural talisman, wild salmon have demonstrated
their power as they have diminished in numbers. Scarce
salmon have pitted fishers against one another in
recurring 'fish fights' along the Columbia. They have
sparked expensive efforts to replace wild salmon with
hatchery salmon. They have sparked an unsuccessful
opposition to the dams whose electricity replaced the
salmon as the great good that the river could offer. They
briefly made nuclear energy an environmental saviour;
reactors by eliminating the need for dams, would
preserve the salmon.”1

This passage from Richard White`s 1996 book The Organic Machine illustrates the power and
cultural significance of the vanishing wild salmon. The totemic character of the salmon crosses
historical, cultural, and geographical borders, as Freeman House argues in Totem Salmon: Life
Lessons from Another Species.2 Similarly, Joseph Taylor III argues that there are cultural
characteristics that co-exists with the ecological characteristics of keystone species such as salmon.3
This is important. However, what is interesting is that the loss of these totemic beasts can be
considered a catalyst for change. That is, it appears that at the threshold of extinction, the potential
of loss has put in motion a new reality. It is on this threshold of loss that the necessity of designing
for fish became paramount. White`s poetic depiction of the agency of the vanishing salmon of the
Columbia River constitutes the point of departure for this dissertation. What follows, then, is an
attempt to take White`s line of thought one step further and zero in on three specific design efforts
which were spurred by the potential or actual loss of wild salmon, not only in the Columbia River,
but in the Grand River running through the city of Grand Rapids, and in Akerselva in Oslo. In order
to answer questions regarding the material culture of a fish behavior experiment, the category of
1

White,Richard. The Organic Machine (New York: Hill and Wang, 1996). 91.
House, Freeman. Totem Salmon: Life Lessons from Another Species (Boston: Beacon Press, 1999).
3
Joseph E. Taylor III, Making Salmon: An environmental history of the northwest fisheries crisis (Seattle and London:
University of Washington Press, 1999). ix.
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experience pertaining to an environmental sculpture and fish ladder, and what kind of boundaries
that are blurred through the act of exhibiting salmon runs in an urban park, I will study three
fishways and fishway design processes initiated between the 1950s and the present. The three cases
which form the material for this dissertation in one way or another relate to the issue of extinction,
or rather, they were brought about by the extinction of wild salmon. Extinction, despite its
popularized understanding as schismatic event, is a process. Stories of extinction, then, are valuable
prisms for historical research because of their unfolding through a complex network of events and
temporalities. While extinction in itself will not be the main issue in what follows, it will serve as
conceptual backdrop to discuss the efforts put in place to mitigate extinction. However, the
processual nature of extinction will form a methodological red thread throughout the dissertation.
In what follows, then, themes and concepts relating to the breaking down of boundaries between
so-called nature and so-called culture will be developed by looking at fishways as design
interventions in ecosystem processes. What is at stake in this study - which is not a conventional
close reading of material and archives – is the ambition of implementing more-than-human
perspectives into the history of design. To put it differently, by using the process of extinction as a
mode of thought to disseminate how man-made structures can rehabilitate broken ecosystems, this
dissertation`s main ambition is to contribute to the implementation of more-than-human
perspectives to the history of design.
Fishways are vertical structures in waterbodies that disperse fish in different life stages in a cycle
of upstream and downstream movements. There are different terms describing different structural
fishway designs. The umbrella term “fishway” designates all types of fish passage designs which
allow fish and benthos to navigate beyond an obstacle. In what follows I will mostly use the term
fishway as it makes the general characteristics of a passage or infrastructure for fish movement
explicit. However, the term fish ladder (which is operationalized in chapter 2) describes a particular
fishway design where the form of a ladder, a successive ascending pattern of pools and weirs, allows
fish with locomotor preferences for jumping, including salmon and steelhead, to jump from one
pool to the next. While “fish ladder” designates one particular type of design, there are a number of
other types of fishway designs that fall under the umbrella term “fishway”. These differ in form and
technicality depending on factors such as target species, climate, and topography.
The oldest and most widespread design is the pool and weir ladder. It consists of a series of
rectangular pools, allowing fish to jump from one pool to the next in a series of upward movements.
Slotted fishways such as vertical slot and baffled fishways are among the most common types found
in conjunction with dams and other man-made obstructions. Velocity, turbulence, and eddies –
9

which are the factors that condition the object – are obtained through the structure`s form. But the
success of the design relies entirely on fish volition. These structures in the stream thus function
using the affordances of heterogenous vectors: the environment, animals, technology, and humans
all condition the function, form, and legibility of the structure. Today, fish behavior is the key
informant of fishway design, and engineering efforts and fishway research mainly draw on the most
recent findings from biological studies. This dissertation will understand fishways as conduits for
the more-than-human in all its forms. They are actual infrastructure, but they also solicit
infrastructural thinking. They join together the before and the after through the mundane and
minute. However, they are also place specific, static and grounded, half submerged in moving
fluids. As such, the fishways dealt with in this dissertation play an important role in moving human
and fish attention in a certain direction.
This capacity to govern attention, not only as a cerebral activity but as a bodily one as well, can best
be understood through a framework of material culture and aesthetics. In other words, while
traditional historical studies of fishways deal with policymaking, environmental history, and
economics, this dissertation will understand the three fishways in question as carriers of meaning
and as being able to affect human and more-than-human bodies. 4This affective capacity, however,
does not only concern animal bodies, but water, ecosystem processes, and urban landscapes as well.
With this in mind, I have sought to understand the fishway research experiment at FERL, the Grand
Rapids Fish Ladder Sculpture, and the Lower Waterfall fishway through the lens of art and design
history, which allows me to deal with these structures in the stream within a framework of aesthetics
and material culture. By exploring aesthetic, epistemological, environmental, and structural
conditions at work in the three cases I not only want to understand what kind of experience or reality
the structures produce, but also expand on an understanding of what constitutes an aesthetic object.
Hence, in this dissertation I will zero in on three different structures, which, while representing the
same type of object, each demonstrate somewhat different aesthetic concerns.
*
The construction of dams in general evokes images of environmental protests, flooded valleys, or
drained landscapes. Their impact on fish and aquatic life in the rivers they reside in are detrimental.
This detrimental effect of dams upon fish populations have been the issue for conflicts, political
debate, and legislation, and have walked hand in hand with the discourses surrounding dam

4

Brett Towler, Alex Hoar, and David Ahlfeld, "Ecohydrology and Fish-Passage Engineering: Legacy of Denil and the
Call for a More Inclusive Paradigm," Journal of Water Resources Planning and Management 138, no. 2 (2012).
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construction in general.5 The history of dam architecture and design has received due scholarly
treatment within the fields of design history, environmental history and history of technology. There
are scholarly works devoted to the aesthetic as well as technical aspects of these modern wonders,
often referenced as the epitome of modern advancement.6 As Sara Nichols argues, reflecting on the
seminal graphics of George Baehler whose critique of the 1930s and ‘40s European cement cartels
under the pseudonym Pollux brought to attention the monopolizing power of a few major actors:
Through territorial and often geopolitical monumentality, sheer material intensity, the interweaving of state
and capital, and the labor required to build them, dams represented some of the most jarring contradictions
between the promise offered by modernism and the means to achieve them.7

Nichols’ reflection on the contradictory relationship between modernism and dam construction
reveals the significant role of hydropower in the construction of modernity. Furthermore, as will be
discussed in chapter 2, the relationship between dam construction and concrete and cement affirms
the interwovenness between this particular conglomerate and ecosystem processes.
Because of dams` damaging effect on ecosystem processes including fish migration, the
construction of fishways or other fish facilities became a staple of dam construction. All over the
world legislation concerning fish migration and dam construction was introduced at different
intervals after the industrial revolution. In some parts of the world, these legislative acts had a long
lineage spanning centuries.8 There are traces of legislation regarding fish passage in sixth-century
Roman law, which established in legal terms the “public right to fish.”9 And in England §33 of the
Magna Carta called for the removal of fish weirs in order to “facilitate navigation.”10 Although
these examples reflect the tension between the public right to fish and private use of waterways,
5

Dolly Jørgensen has written on controversies surrounding dam removal. According to Jørgensen, dams radically alter
ecosystem processes, and dam removal has become a regular ecosystem restoration practice. However, as Jørgensen
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The structural art of dams has been treated by engineer and historian David Billington in:
David P. Billington, The Tower and the Bridge: The New Art of Structural Engineering (New Jersey: Princeton
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they demonstrate a historical presence of water and fish infrastructure put into legal terms. More
modern legislation, however, is directed towards ecological restoration of obstructed aquatic
habitats. Nonetheless, as I will discuss in chapters 1 and 2 in this dissertation, a tension between
rights to water and fish still permeates these histories.11
Curiously, fish passage facilities such as fishways which today are an inherent part of dam
construction, have not to my knowledge been treated scholarly within architectural or design
history. These structures designed to facilitate movement for inhabitants of the river may not
encapsulate the aesthetic essence of a time in the manner of dam or hydropower architecture, but
this does not mean that they are mute. Design of fishways in conjunction with dam construction
still exemplifies historically predominant attitudes towards the human- more-than-human
relationship. Today, most Western countries have established legislation that oblige all modern
dams to facilitate movement for fish beyond obstructions. This is for instance visible in the
European Union Water Framework Directive from 2000, or the U.S. Clean Water Act of 1972.12
The importance of fishways and other fish facilities when it comes to circumventing obstructions
in waterbodies exceeds the obstacle itself because the collapse of populations of keystone species
such as salmon has ripple effects far beyond the area where a dam or other obstruction is placed.
The importance of safeguarding fish passage for ecosystem processes thus spotlights how fishways
are entangled in geo-environmental processes, as Theodore Castro-Santos and Alex Haro write:
“Impeded fish passage can have consequences that extend beyond the organismal level. For
example an extensive literature documents the current and past importance of marine-derived
nutrients (MDN`s) to forest ecosystems in the Pacific Northwest America.”13 The return of
migrating fish therefore plays a crucial role in geo-environmental networks; transporting marine
nutrients from the ocean to places on the planet where the sea does not reach. This dissertation will
argue that safeguarding fish migration through fishway design demonstrates a variety of political,
cultural, and aesthetic concerns; concerns tying fish to the built environment.

11
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Fishways are built as structures for negating impediments and as such they provide us with the
means for thinking about the relationship between built and “natural” environments. These are truly
objects of the “Anthropocene”, forever changing the course of water, migration patterns of fish, and
the history of the river. Moreover, these structures in the stream necessary to prevent the collapse
of river fisheries also brought into existence a new reality for the fish living in the river. The fish,
once inhabiting a realm of water and riverbed, became users of design and structure. They became
inhabitants of different realms and the offspring of governmentally planned hatchery programs. As
Castro-Santos and Haro stress:
The extensive fragmentation of riverine habitat that has occurred, especially throughout the Northern
Hemisphere, has extirpated these and other freshwater migrants by preventing access to key spawning and
nursery habitat. These losses and similar losses occurring worldwide – have significant economic and cultural
costs as well, impacting both freshwater and marine fisheries important to subsidence, recreational, and
commercial interests. For these reasons, restoration of the river continuum constitutes major challenges to
conservation biologists, managers, and civil engineers.14

Here, Castro-Santos and Haro highlight the networks that grow out of riverine habitats, and that the
fragmentation of these habitats have consequences far beyond the specific place of obstruction, but
that these obstructions take part in complex geo-environmental systems of both ecological and
cultural character. This paragraph also spotlights how rivers are arteries of the planet, how they are
indispensable watery continuums for the planet`s circulatory functioning. Fish, and in particular
migratory fish such as salmon and trout (so-called anadromous and diadromous fish), are crucial
players in this circulatory functioning.15 As such, rivers are perfect prisms for critical engagement
with the complex and open-ended systems that make up the whole of this planet, be it rocks or ideas,
water or books, fish or libraries.
I am going to let this context serve as the point of departure for this dissertation; that fishways
provide us with the means of thinking about human-animal relationships, ecology and a false
nature/culture dichotomy. As such, fishways can be considered techno-semiotic beacons for more
than epistemic trajectories.16 A good case in point is the contemporary discussion on the term
14
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ecohydrology that is taking place within the fields of environmental engineering and biology. In an
article from 2012, the authors discuss how terminology – in this case the term ecohydrology –
changes function and meaning over time. In a complex world, where binary logics are becoming
increasingly problematic, the authors call on this epistemological conundrum when they argue that
the lexicon of science and engineering is no different from the general features of language; it is
fluid and changes form over time.
They argue that a description of ecohydrology - which traditionally delineates the relationship
between water and ecological systems – must include a description of fish passage engineering,
stream restoration and dam removal.17 This description of the role of fishways and fish passage
facilities in ecosystems and ecosystem processes intimates a break with binary logics of nature and
culture. Because fishways and other fish passage facilities have been instrumental in maintaining
or restoring hydraulic ecosystem processes for centuries, it is no good to keep treating waterbodies
or fishways as separate entities. As the authors argue, fish passage structures have been part of water
ecosystems since at least ancient times.18 This way of understanding ecosystems and ecosystem
processes as something which also include structures (as well as technology in all its multifaceted
forms) is to the core of this dissertation`s interest.
By drawing on contemporary scholarship within design, art and architectural history, as well as
environmental humanities, I aim at placing a discussion on fishway design within a context of this
collapsing of binary logics. I will draw on theories and scholarship which presume an understanding
of the environment as already including the built environment. From recent scholarship on how
modern and postmodern designers and architects reconfigured the environment, to how artists have
critically engaged with ecological thought, to the way environmental humanities thinkers
understand nature as already using some of the creative practices that we traditionally relate to
cultural practices, this dissertation aims at confronting binary logics and separate life worlds of
human beings and animals.
Because fishways in general, with their long history, can be understood as a sort of proto bioengineering, they merge species through design. Fishways are, to borrow a phrase from design
these structures are analytics for an investigation of the complex relationships of the more-than-human. Donna
Haraway, The Companion species manifesto: Dogs, People, and Significan Otherness (Chicago: Prickly Paradigm
Press, 2003), 5.
17
Towler, Hoar, and Ahlfeld, "Ecohydrology and Fish-Passage Engineering: Legacy of Denil and the Call for a More
Inclusive Paradigm," 77-79. 77.
18
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writer Fattori Fraser, “concrete design realities,” used by individuals whose ontological reality we
cannot access.19 What concerns me, however, is not the ontological reality of fish or ontology in
general, but how fish behavior and preferences have been understood and dealt with in the designing
of the three fishways in question. As such, while keeping an eye on the situated knowledge of
scientific research, I will draw on reports and academic articles from the field of fisheries biology,
ecohydrology, and hydraulic engineering when dealing with the relationship between fish and
structure.

Fishway history: a short introduction
The earliest written accounts of fishways can be found in France in the early 17th century.20 Since
then a number of fishways have been erected, and fishway regulations and concerns have been
incorporated into legislation all over the world. According to John Orsborn, early fishway design
was “based more on intuition than scientific and engineering efforts.”21 Orsborn traces the first
scientific approach to fishway design to 1908 and the Belgian G. Denil who performed research on
fish behavior. The legacy of Denil is important as a background for this dissertation because Denil
is still sited as one of the most influential researchers dealing with fish-passage design. Brett Towler
and others have argued that it was Denil who took fish-passage research in the truly interdisciplinary
direction it needed in order to succeed. Denil, they argue, “sought to move fish, not just water.”22
In 1940, the University of Iowa was the first to use fish as research objects. However, these early
investigations into fish behavior were viewing their animal objects as mechanical machines rather
than conscious beings with life-worlds of their own, thus revealing their Cartesian heritage.23
In 1942 the British Institution of Civil Engineers released a report which considered fish to have
“certain definite habits and well-marked preferences”, but they were simultaneously described as
“[not conscious beings,] able to act in anticipation of difficulties ahead”.24 The main research on
fishway design was therefore still focused on the technical aspects of construction and hydraulic
engineering. It was not until the preliminary research for the Hells Gate fishway in 1950 that
biological studies were openly considered. Here, fish psychology as well as disturbing factors such

19

Fattori Fraser, "Desertification, or designing new worlds in the dust," in The Culture of Nature in the History of
Design, ed. Kjetil Fallan (London: Routledge, 2019). 103-115. 111.
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22
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Inclusive Paradigm," 77-79. 78.
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as human odors were considered to have an impact on how well the design worked.25 The research
for the Hells Gate fishway was conducted at the Fisheries Engineering Research Laboratory (FERL)
at the Bonneville dam, which is the case study for chapter 1 of this dissertation. The study will show
that fish became participants in biological and engineering research which studied the preferences
and behavior of fish in actual transit.
Most of the literature on the history of fishway design that I have come across during this project a literature consisting of a quite large but fragmented body of works by engineers and biologists cites the 1961 book Design of Fishways and other Fish Facilities by Charles Clay as the first
comprehensive manual for fish passage design. Here, Clay aims at giving biologists and water body
managers a thorough understanding of important terminology and principles of general fish passage
design.26 Clay also disseminates the historical background and the technological specificities of
fish-passage design, and as such he engaged in an interdisciplinary approach to fishway design, one
that incorporated historical as well as technical conditions for successful fish passage. This implies
that Clay understood the importance of history for fishway designs, because in designing objects
which aim at restoring ecosystems it is important to keep an eye on how structures have functioned
in the past. Interestingly, in both Clay`s historical assessment as well as David Billington`s work
on the dams of the New Deal era, ideology and aesthetics are not discussed. This is not surprising
in relation to Clay`s highly technical design manual, but Billington, who traces the ideology and
the cultural significance of the dams built in Roosevelt`s great scheme, does not pay the same
attention to fishway design as he does to the dams they belong to. The engineer John Orsborn,
however, already in 1989 highlights how attitudes to nature and non-human animals can be traced
in seminal fish-passage research from the early 1900s until today.27 Orsborn, a professor at
Washington State University, has according to Brett Towler stressed that the field of fish-passage
design needs “interrogators, not specialist.” 28 This implies that already decades ago Orsborn saw
the need to investigate the epistemological foundations for understanding fish-behavior and fishpassage design in order to achieve true interdisciplinarity.
Whereas Clay was mostly interested in the technical aspects of fishway construction, Osborn paid
attention to how his predecessors understood fish behavior and preferences. Granted there are
almost twenty years separating the two, and that Clay`s work is a design manual and not a historical
survey, it is interesting to see how notions of interdisciplinarity as well as epistemology is treated
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quite differently by the two. What they agree on, however, is that the efforts by the FERL at the
Bonneville dam on the Columbia River are seminal in the realm of fishway design. Both authors
cite the research done at this facility as significant for the development of the field, as it was the
first research facility in the world that studied fish in actual transit. Thus, in the spirit of Denil, the
lab sought to find out how to move fish and not just water. Or, in other words, the lab sought to find
out how fish moved in different water conditions. The efforts of FERL serve as the first case for
this dissertation, and forms a bridge between designing as a process and design as a result.
Therefore, it is the efforts and ideology as well as the “closed environment” paradigm of the postwar years that will provide the historical framework for the first chapter of the dissertation. In
chapter 2 and 3 less emphasis will be placed on science in favor of attention to aesthetic, ecological,
and environmental issues. What concerns me in the two last chapters is how different aesthetic and
ecological concerns were either addressed in the process of designing fishways or how they are at
work in the finished structure. In order to deal with the morphing of aesthetic and ecological
concerns in fishway design from the 1950s to the present I have chosen to approach the topic
through the concept of topology. In other words, I will look for changes and alterations which still
preserve the general function and formation of a fishway. I will get back to methodological issues
concerning this topological approach later on, but now I want to direct attention to the background
and context of the three topological formations I have chosen to call “Experiment,” “Experience,”
and “Exhibit.”

Fishway Design Topologies
This dissertation draws on processual thinking. As such, the concepts developed throughout it
relates to processual and relational theories. Before I discuss the theoretical and methodological
issues related to this processual thinking it is necessary to discuss how this processual thinking is at
work in the dissertation`s three main chapters. As I will discuss in the section on methodology, this
Ph.D. project draws on the method of infrastructural ethnography (this will be fully discussed in the
sections on method and theory). This means that I have approached the research through the
framework of infrastructure as a means to make feasible an otherwise gigantic task. The body of
scholarly work, the sheer amount of fishways erected over the world, and their socio-political
contexts invoked the need to develop methods and framework which made this task manageable.
Moreover, the lack of disciplinary tradition for this type of work required an approach that made
narrating a history of the cultural and aesthetic significance of fishways possible without close
reading of traditional archival records. With this in mind, I will now spend some time clarifying
how the subject matter (fishways) work and unfold through the dissertation. Moreover, I will clarify
17

how the three chapters develop through a continuous formation, the reason why I have chosen this
approach and where key concepts overlap and differ.
This dissertation will deal with three fishways or fishway design processes through the framework
of continuous formation. This means that while the object (fishway) is continuous, I will discuss
how the fishway design research at FERL, the Fish Ladder Sculpture in Grand Rapids, and the
Lower Waterfall fishway in Oslo operationalize different and similar scientific, aesthetic, and
ecological concerns. This approach differs from more conventional historical approaches to fishway
design such as the already mentioned article by Towler et. al. Here the authors argue that current
trends in ecohydrology and fish passage engineering is best understood historically in relation to
public policy on fisheries.29 Given that most historical research on fishway design has been
conducted within fields closely related to fisheries research and engineering, this statement is not
surprising.30 Policy making is an important and perhaps significant backbone to the research done
by the FERL, and it is a crucial historical context for an understanding of how the Fish Ladder
Sculpture in Grand Rapids came into existence. Policy making and the convergence of natural- and
cultural heritage conservational strategies, also mobilized the efforts for erecting the Lower
Waterfall fishway in Oslo.
However, there was another thing that kept trigging my curiosity as I researched these structures.
Namely, that it seems to be a quite discernible example of design meeting ethology, creating a
somewhat elusive gesture towards something in the realm of an etho-design. That is, a piece of
concrete design reality that forms part of an ecosystem, but that at the same time is brought about
as a result, or rather, as an answer to fish behavior. For this reason, I will place the three fishways
in this dissertation within a historical context of ecology, ethology, design, and art. By doing so I
seek to unveil yet understudied trajectories within the history of art and design, namely the aesthetic
conditions of the (structural) engineering of ecosystem processes. For this reason, I will use
fishways as an analytics to think about the contact points between the natural sciences, design, and
ecosystem processes where the aesthetic conditions of these contact points become the issue for
analysis.
This dissertation will develop through a sort of fishway design topology that discloses what I have
chosen to call the three Es: Experiment, Experience and Exhibit. The ambition is to unveil what
29
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kind of aesthetic or material condition each of the three topological formations occupies. In order
to do this comprehensively I will draw on the history of ethology, ecology, art, and design to show
how the understanding of concepts such as “the environment,” “ecology,” and “animal behavior”
changed in the years between 1955 and the present. The history and development of the field of
ethology provide this dissertation with a historical framework for dealing with how the more-thanhuman has been understood and subsequently how the concept of fish locomotor preferences
operated in fishway design processes.
Clay`s 1961 design manual is still cited as relevant for the design of fish passage, which in itself is
interesting because there have been numerous advances in the understanding of fish behavior and
preferences, as well as in hydraulic engineering. The structures` form, however, seems to withstand
time. This argument, of course, is overly simplifying the matter; a miniscule change in rotor gradient
would not be perceptible to the naked eye but can create a huge impact on water turbulence and
flow. This brings me to an important line of argument within this dissertation: a fishway is more
than a sleek concrete structure, it is a conduit for water and fish. As such, a study of fishways is as
much, if not more a study on life in moving fluids, of water, of flow and resistance. Because of
fishways` nature of being both uniform and singular, habitation link and design, culture and nature,
it is prudent to deal with them through the notion of topology. They are forms that stay continuously
invariant on the threshold of sameness through changes and variations.31 What concerns me here is
that this way of dealing with fishways allows for the relational and the dynamic history of change
and continuity to unfold.
This topological approach is visible in the three chapters’ overlapping aesthetic and historical
analysis. In particular, chapters 2 and 3 operationalize aesthetical analysis with more than one
contact point. Firstly, there are several etymological similarities between the word “Experience”
and “Exhibit”. Secondly, the way I have chosen to interpret and put these concepts to work in the
chapters, unveils how they overlap when understood through the concept of greyness (discussed in
the section on theory). If topology, then, describes a continuous formation, which operates on the
threshold of sameness, it is necessary to explain how this is at work in chapters 2 and 3 in order to
show how they overlap and differ from one another. The reason why I focus on chapters 2 and 3
here, is that chapter 1 differs from the following chapters both thematically and conceptually.
Furthermore, the subject matter in chapter 1 is aesthetically and functionally different from the Fish
Ladder Sculpture in Grand Rapids and the Lower waterfall fishway in Oslo. While chapter 1 deals
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with the relationship between design and scientific research methods in the post-war era by looking
at the fishway design research done at FERL, chapters 2 and 3 zero in on the aesthetic and cultural
significance of two urban fishways. This means that chapter 1 focuses on the material culture of
laboratory work in a context of the design research paradigm of the 1960s by using the experiments
at FERL as case study. Subsequently, in chapter 2, I draw attention to further developments in
cybernetics and ecological knowledge of the 1970s, but through a different scale. In chapter 2, then,
scientific knowledge function as a contextualization for a discussion on 1970s ecological
consciousness. The chapter`s main ambition is to draw attention to the aesthetic qualities of the Fish
Ladder Sculpture, and it is therefore treated through the framework of earth art. Scientific paradigms
plays less importance in the dissertation`s third chapter. In chapter 3, then, I zero in on the Lower
Waterfall fishway in Akerselva in Oslo to discuss the processual nature of extinction. Here,
scientific paradigms is substituted with policymaking and urban planning. The chapter`s main
ambition is to use the Lower Waterfall fishway as an analytic to discuss the role of loss and
extinction in rehabilitation efforts. Overall the three main chapters collectively develops a story
about design as intervention – not understood as an interference or hindrance, but as an active
engagement with nature – in fractured ecosystem processes. As such, all three chapters will discuss
how fishways materially and conceptually rejects the Cartesian split. Collectively, then, all three
chapters will show how these structures in the stream blurs the boundaries between established
categories.
However, this boundary breaking quality of fishways have resulted in somewhat overlapping
qualities between chapters 2 and 3. It is therefore necessary to explain some of the reasoning behind
this overlap and interchangeable use of concepts and themes in chapter 2 “Experience” and chapter
3 “Exhibit”. Overly simplified, experience and exhibit designate events or occurrences, which are
revealed or manifested in one way or another. For the purpose of this study, they both designate the
material and abstract condition of making the connection between nature and culture visible. The
difference, however, lies in the perspective on the subject matter. In chapter 2, “Experience,” I zero
in on a fishway that is also a piece of environmental sculpture. Accordingly, the theoretical starting
point for the aesthetic analysis of the fishway is that of earth art`s preoccupation with
phenomenological experience. One of the core tenets of earth art`s engagement with the
environment in the 1970s was to collapse the boundaries between the artwork’s established
boundaries, both institutional boundaries such as the gallery or museum, but also its material and
affective boundaries. By actively engaging with the layers of sedimentation of the “Earth`s crust,”
as Robert Smithson wrote, early earth artists sought embodied experience as a means to make people
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aware of the way human beings were part of ecosystems and geo-historical events.32 As such, the
viewer`s bodily experience, the way it was affected by the artwork, became part of the artwork`s
logic. Not only through analysis or interpretation – favored conventional approaches to
understanding artworks – but through the event that unfolded when a body meets the artwork and
the earth.
Similarly, the Fish Ladder Sculpture in Grand Rapids opened up the relationship between the
public, sculpture, fish and river by extending the sculpture`s body onto the flowing river. In doing
so, this monumental sculpture opened up a sort of public space and at the same time engulfed the
viewer in its architectonic body and the river. Chapter 2, hence, sets out to show that earth art`s
preoccupation with bodily experience as an ecological postulation is at work in a sculpture which
is a fully functional fishway. This is all to say, that “Experience” is chosen here as a topological
formation to designate the point in time where affect and embodiment rallied through disparate
discourses like an echo bouncing from one mountain to the next. Moreover, chapter 2 will, by
drawing on Rosalind Krauss` dissemination of what kind of experience modern sculpture occupies,
zero in on the material qualities of concrete in order to show that bodily experience of the
environment also includes the man-made environment. In these aspects, chapter 2 overlaps with
some of the key postulates in chapter 3. Chapter 3 “Exhibit” will zero in on the river restoration
efforts made in Akerselva river in Oslo between 1986 and the present. As such, and keeping in line
with the topology of the dissertation, chapter 3 can be understood as a sort of continuation of key
concepts from chapter 2.
If experience designates how an event or materialization affects the body, then exhibit is the act of
making something appear or happen. To put it differently, experience can be considered as the affect
on a body from that which is exhibited. While it might seem counterproductive to discuss the
experience of what is materialized before a dissemination of that which is exhibited, it serves two
purposes in this context. First that the trope of affect and embodied experience gains traction in the
1960s and ‘70s and therefore fits chronologically for the narrative of this dissertation. On the other
hand, the years following 1970s environmental consciousness seems to encapsulate a different
mode of thinking. While activism and social revolt characterizes 1970s environmentalism, it was
gradually implemented into policymaking and urban planning in the following decades. And while
the main ambition of this dissertation is to delve deeper into the aesthetic and cultural conditions of
the three fishways, it is also an ambition to use these fishways as prisms to discuss how the past
works on the present. I am referring to the infrastructural thinking at work in this dissertation,
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discussed further in the sections on theory and methodology. The second reason why I discuss
experience before exhibit is to draw attention to how two seemingly similar structures have
disparate social, cultural and aesthetic functions. Because, while the Fish Ladder Sculpture and the
Lower waterfall fishway operate within similar urban and political contexts and they produce
similar ecological experiences, this dissertation sets out to describe how, on the threshold of
sameness, the role of art (sculpture) and design (engineering and landscape architecture) operates
differently.
The reason why themes and concepts in chapters 2 and 3 generally overlap, then, is first that
infrastructural thinking solicits continuation rather than breaks. Second, because of the structures`
social, urban and political contexts. And third because of this dissertation`s interdisciplinary
approach. Interdisciplinarity in this context not only refers to the interdisciplinary nature of
environmental humanities, but also the challenge and benefits of working with the points of contact
between art, design and architecture. The themes and concepts developed in chapters 2 and 3, then,
are as follows: fishways in urban contexts, re-introduction of fish in rehabilitated urban rivers,
fishways as boundary breaking structures, and ecological experience. These concepts and themes
at times operates interchangeably. As explained above, this is primarily due to the infrastructural
thinking at work in the dissertation overall. Moreover, the overlapping nature of the development
of these concepts stems from the structures’ factual similarities. They are both urban fishways that
in some way or another partake in aesthetic and cultural heritage projects. However, the chapters
thematically differ from each other in relation to the operationalization of extinction – both as
concept and event – because, even if the Grand River also experienced a great loss of fish, chapter
3 seeks to expand on the notion of extinction to become part of the aesthetic experience of the
fishway. The key postulation in chapter 3, then, is that while the Lower Waterfall fishway has a
similar urban context as the Fish Ladder Sculpture in Grand Rapids, it is the process of extinction,
rather than mere ecological experience that is exhibited in the structure.

***

As already mentioned, this dissertation will consist of three main chapters each dealing with a
particular topological formation related to one particular fishway design or design strategy. Each
provides us with ways of thinking about fish, water, environment, and structure under the umbrella
of cultural critique. It is here prudent to say a few words about some of the technicalities of these
fishways as this will not be discussed to a high degree in each chapter. In an article with the catchy
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title “Thinking like a Fish,” the authors disclose that one of the major findings from the efforts at
FERL was the design of the vertical slot fishway.33 As already mentioned, the most common type
of fishway design was the pool and weir ladder, where fish with locomotor preferences that included
jumping could climb the ladder with adequate success.
The pool and weir ladder did not, however, accommodate more sluggish species and it also proved
difficult to implement into rivers with high water velocity. Subsequently, while researching the best
design solution for a fishway at Hell`s Gate on the Fraser River in British Columbia - a passage that
had been drastically narrowed after a rock slide in 1913, resulting in water velocities that made it
impossible for the sockeye salmon to pass through it – FERL engineers and biologists came up with
the vertical slot pass.34 The vertical slot pass consists of a number of interchanging slots with a
winglet at each slot which manipulates the aerodynamic flow of the water. In his description of the
aerodynamic principle utilized in the vertical slot, Clay also points out how this design is
particularly suitable for installation at natural obstructions, as he explains:
[the principle utilized consists of] turning the flow from a jet back on itself, thus increasing the efficiency of
energy dissipation in the pools. In addition the geometric pattern of eddies that were formed, which was
reasonably stable at all depths, provided better resting areas. Because of its ability to accommodate itself to
wide fluctuations of headwater and tailwater elevations, while still maintaining simplicity of design at
reasonable cost, this type of fishway has proved to be ideal for installation at natural obstructions.35

Interestingly, and something I was not aware of when choosing the three case studies for this
dissertation, the fishway in the final chapter, chapter 3, is the first vertical slot design installed in
Norway. Hence, in addition to the general topological approach of the invariable operating on the
threshold of sameness, there is a morphing in design (as result) from the first to the third chapter.
To be more precise, the first chapter deals with how a scientific and methodological approach to
fishway design reveals a central metaphor of “circulation” through one of the laboratory`s design
experiments. In this chapter, the issue concerns the role of scientific experiments in the post-war
era`s search for objective and verifiable solutions to design problems. In the second chapter, this
perspective will be inverted as an artist and designer educates himself on the principles of fishway
design and fish behavior. The Grand Rapids Fish Ladder Sculpture, designed by Joseph Kinnebrew
in 1975, is a fully functioning fishway designed with the basic principles described by Clay, but it
provides us with a way of thinking about how earth artists in the 1970s opened up questions
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concerning environments, ecology, social responsibility, and feedback. Finally, in the last chapter
we will see how a protracted urban planning project in the middle of Norway`s Capital resulted in
the installment of a vertical slot fishway in Akerselva. The Akerselva fishway provides us with a
prism for thinking about aesthetic conditions concerning climate change, melting ice caps, water,
and life in moving fluids.
This should demonstrate that fishway design has grown into what it is today through
interdisciplinary collaboration between those who give form and those who interpret behavior
within form. This means that fishway design relies on joint efforts between different fields of
knowledge in order to achieve a design that is effective – that fish choose to use it, and that is safe
and economical for them to do so – thus demonstrating, quite vividly, the relationship between
design and ethology. As such these structures in the stream open up questions relating to use and
participation. For, who are actually the users of these designed structures? And what part do they
play in the design process? If fishways in general are designed on the basis of ethological studies,
with fish locomotor preferences as the foundation of the hydraulic design, then does this type of
design effort unsettle a traditional understanding of participatory and user-centered design?
James W. Malazita argues: “In practice, every stage of various design processes furthers normative,
ethical and ontological arguments – implicit and explicit claims about how the world is, how the
world should be, for what purpose, and for whom and what.”36 This claim is as true for fishway
design as it is for furniture design, architecture, or graphic design, because even in the miniscule
and the implicit there is normative, ethical, and ontological arguments. By re-formulating Malazia`s
argument, then, into a postulation on the implicit and explicit claims imbedded in the various stages
of fishway design processes, we end up with a question on who the users of these structures are,
and how they should be? To answer this question, or rather, to let Malazia`s postulation guide us
through this study of the aesthetic and material conditions of fishways, we need consider who the
users of these structures are. Hence, this dissertation will argue that the issue of user and how a
fishway should be can be deciphered through an analysis of the structure`s form, how it is situated
in connection with the urban or rural, and what type of purpose it serves in the space it occupies. In
what follows, then, I will keep the issue of user and function in the back of my mind, while delving
into the question of what kind of experience and reality the experiment at FERL, the Fish Ladder
Sculpture, and the Lower Waterfall fishway produce.
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Background and Motivation: ecology, the more-than-human, and design
This dissertation on the design history of fishways takes its inspiration from contemporary
discussions within the environmental humanities dealing with multispecies entanglements. The
perspectives offered by the host of scholars that have delved into the realm of relationships between
the human and the more-than-human open up a world of co-becoming, entanglements, symbiotic
relationships and hauntings. In a bid to approach this multispecies and more-than-human reality that
constitutes the condition of our time, the Ph.D. project that resulted in this dissertation grew out of
a concern with how the built environment connects and affects not only human beings, but also
engages a host of actors and agents in open-ended processes. Thinking about environments as
always multiple, and about the built environment as not only concerning human beings, brought me
to an interest in environments specifically designed for other-than-human animals and organisms.
Or, to put it crudely, an environment designed and built by humans to be used and accessed by nonhuman animals.37 I wanted to delve into multispecies worlds where other-than-human animals were
not reduced to mere representation, or in some other way were operationalized allegorically. I
wanted to look at design practices and objects that (to use what in design and architectural history
is a loaded term) functioned in the “wild.” Rather than tracing ideology driven isms I was drawn to
the unspectacular, to the mundane and the withdrawn. I was drawn to infrastructures aimed at
mitigating anthropogenic effects on ecosystem processes.
This brings us to the question of multispecies worlds of multiplicity, entanglements and complexity,
because, as Ursula Münster, Eben Kirksey, and Tom van Dooren stresses, “species are always
multiple, multiplying their forms and associations.”38 The fact that species are always multiple, the
question of complexity vs. singularity, will therefore serve as the primary perspective in this
dissertation. There is no novelty in stating that entanglements, reciprocity or feedback are crucial
to a majority of today`s epistemic trajectories, not only in contemporary humanities research, but
also in the social and natural sciences, artistic research and practices, and, crucially for this
dissertation: in design, design practices and design thinking. I will come back to the issue of
relational theories in the section on theory, but now I want to zero in on the relationship between
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design and multispecies studies in this dissertation. First off, one could say that design and design
history already contain this kind of multiplicity and complexity. Design is never a solitary, isolated
event. Neither if one treats design as a verb (designing) nor if one treats it as a noun (design): a
practice or a thing/result. Design history, consequently, does not necessarily seek out grand isolated
objects of exceptional aesthetic quality. Design history seeks the multiple, the complex and the
entanglements at work in the objects, systems, infrastructures and things created by a host of
different actors and agents.
Design history today, Kjetil Fallan reminds us, “is no longer primarily a history of objects and their
designers, but it is becoming more a history of the translations, transcriptions, transactions,
transpositions, and transformations that constitute the relationships among things, people and
ideas.”39 To this I would like to add that design history today is no longer just a history of things,
people and ideas. The ambition of this dissertation is to show that it is a history of things, people,
ideas, fish, bacteria, viruses, oceans, mountains and rivers (although I will mostly concern myself
with fish and water). The scholarship on multispecies design history is, if not non-existent, then at
least limited. Scholarship on the material, philosophical, cultural and political history of animals,
however, is plentiful. For this reason, I apply multispecies and animal perspectives from fields such
as cultural and media studies, while at the same time having one foot in design and art history. The
juxtaposition of cultural critique and animal studies has been explored by Nicole Shukin in her
2009, Animal Capital.40 While Shukin merges biopolitical critique and animal studies, her
materialist approach to the “question of the animal,” which challenges how Foucauldian biopolitics
reduces “social bodies” to human bodies only (or, if animal bodies are mentioned in biopolitical
critique, they are there to serve as the exemption or difference, such as in Derrida`s description of
the non-criminal killing of animals), has provided this dissertation with some disciplinary kinship.
Shukin argues that distinction between species is decisive for discourses of biopower; if critically
engaged with, the difference that is produced by designating animals as “the other” can produce
new ways of questioning the border drawn between humans and animals.41 Her project, then, is to
merge and expand on the predominant trajectories of biopolitical critique, where “the animal” is
largely understood in relation to the human, and animal studies, where materialist approaches
predominantly have been sidestepped in favor of theoretical postulations on the otherness of
animals. By approaching “questions of the animal” through the substance of animal bodies, meaning
39
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the guts and blood and genomes of animal specimens, as operational in capitalist systems, Shukin
discloses how animal bodies partake in the histories of cars, telephones and pandemics.42 My
approach differs from Shukin`s in many ways. First off, there is no biopolitical critique at work in
this dissertation. Second, while the logic of capitalism is discussed in chapter 3, the crux of this
dissertation`s objective is not to understand fishways within capitalist systems. Third, while
difference and “otherness” is discussed throughout the dissertation, it is not operationalized as an
apparatus to understand the fishways in question. An exception occurs in chapter 3, where I describe
what I call in-difference as an apparatus at work in the staging of salmon runs in Akerselva. What
connects Shukin`s project and my own, then, is the materialist approach to the critical examination
of how animal bodies work in the world. Moreover, Shukin`s juxtaposition of biopolitical critique
and animal studies, which merges the material with the theoretical, has provided me with a model
for thinking about how to merge design history with animal studies, precisely because of this
“material beginning.”
While there, as already mentioned, might not be a substantial scholarship on multispecies design
histories, there are a few studies in design history and adjacent fields that scrutinize the material
and technological aspect of human/ animal relationships. Environmental historian Dolly Jørgensen,
for instance, has prolifically worked on the entanglements at work in more-than-human networks
of power, and the arguments posed in her 2014 article “Not by Human Hands: Five Technological
Tenets for Environmental History in the Anthropocene,” were some of the most important
postulations on the historical agency of animals for the development this project.43 In this article,
Jørgensen zeroed in on the relevance and potential of including animals in networks of power, not
merely as representation or substance, but as sentient and animated beings enmeshed in the cultural
and material life on this planet. Her discussion on how animals are technologies as well as “users”
of technology ushered my attention towards the issue of animal volition in relation to the
technological and material.44 While the use of STS methods and theories became less relevant
(though not irrelevant) for me than I originally had planned, the question of animal volition in
relation to historical research stuck with me.
Another case of design history that deals with design and animals is the scholarship of Jette Lykke
Jensen. I find it important to mention Jensen`s research here in this section on background and
motivation, to show that there actually is scholarship in the field of design history dealing with what
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I call “design for animals.”45 In the book where Jensen`s chapter on the environmentalism of
gardening was published, the contributors all deal with what editor Kjetil Fallan calls “the culture
of nature in the history of design.” With this, Fallan designates how different ideas about “nature”
have been demonstrated in design processes, products, theory and education (to mention a few).
The book`s approach to “nature” as a trope or mode of thought at work in the history of design, has
guided the research in this dissertation. While I do not concretely seek to uncover the idea of
“nature” as a trope in fishway design, the issue of how “nature” or “the animal” was understood in
the three fishways discussed here have provided analytical “hooks” for my understanding of the
aesthetic and material conditions of these structures.
Similarly, in The Culture of Feedback, Daniel Belgrad discusses how “feedback” was at work in
different scholarly, artistic and social discourses in the 1970s. Hence, like the idea of “nature” as a
mode of thought at work in the history of design, Belgrad discusses how “feedback” in its many
disguises was operational in a range of fields, from music to systems theory to animal studies.
Belgrad`s description of the connection between general systems theory and the evolution of
ecological thinking, behavioral sciences, ethology and animal studies that took place in the 1970s
is particularly relevant for the understanding of the relationship between design and “the animal.”
He writes: “Because ecological thinking privileged feelings and empathy over consciousness and
language as the means of cognition and communication, it left little basis for claiming that humans
held monopoly on intelligence.”46 Belgrad`s project highlights the synergy effects between natural
sciences, the social sciences and humanities, and artistic practices in a way that is of crucial
importance for the reading of the material in this study on fishways. And while my approach, for
the same reasons mentioned in relation to the issue of the “culture of nature,” differs from that of
Belgrad in that I am not tracing the trope of “feedback” in fishways, his study is an important
resource for the understanding of the relationship between ethological studies, cybernetics and the
material culture of fishways. As I will show in chapter 1, cybernetic thinking was largely developed
in the field of ethology and behavioral studies.
The relationship between behavioral studies and the way designers and architects understand the
“environment” has come to the attention of a number of scholars the recent years. In the context of
this section on the contact points between design and animal behavior (or questions of the animal)
the 2020 book The Responsive Environment by Larry Busbea deserves mentioning. Busbea
highlights how ethology and behavioral studies influenced how architects and designers understood
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the relationship between environment and behavior. Here, Busbea investigates the synergy effects
of ecological thinking, cybernetics, biological sciences, and design practices. The book is a study
of what he calls the “reciprocal production of new theories of environmental response across
multiple disciplines and the design of architectures and interfaces that would come to be known as
responsive environments.”47 According to Busbea, questions of boundaries and spatial identity
came to the forefront of some of the most influential design discourses of the 1960s and 70s.
Interestingly, Busbea highlights the thinking of anthropologist Edward T. Hall as a profound
influence on the design discourses of the time. Hall, who famously pioneered proxemics – a
scientific notation system for the analysis of how humans use space – had several links to behavioral
studies, and as Busbea notes, he was influenced by Heini Hediger`s studies of spatial distance in
animals.48 Busbea traces the significance of Hall`s theory on the formation of architectural design
for architects of the 1960s and 70s, through their application or reading of proxemics.49
Busbea`s work is important for this dissertation because it calls attention to how behavioral studies,
gained significant attention because of its potential implications for the human condition. In
opposition to the emphasis on what in some circles, but not all (much of environmental activism
and ecological thinking of the 1970s opposed this anthropocentric appropriation of ethological
findings), were considered as the benefits of animal behavior studies for the human condition, my
project has, as mentioned, been to study design and designing for other-than-human users. A litmus
test when it comes to how animal and other more-than-human users have emigrated into design
practices was the 2019 XXII Triennale di Milano, displaying a number of works questioning how
design would or will relate to other organisms, through what has been referred to as “restorative
design.” The exhibition Broken Nature, curated by Italian architect and curator Paola Antonelli,
explored these questions by delving into the murky waters of the Anthropocene or Chthulucene to
probe questions related to design`s potential for restoring broken ecosystems and ecosystem
processes.50
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“Humanity is in peril”, writes Antonelli in the exhibition catalogue.51 “Yet,” she continues, “many
well-meaning texts and videos about the status of the environment are in truth concerned not with
the cosmos in its entirety – all species, planets, and things – but rather with humans` present and
future predominant position in the universe.”52 Thus highlighting the dominant anthropocentrism
in environmental discourse. It is easy to conceive of the climate crisis, environmental crisis and
other popularized terms relating to the current planetary condition, as pertaining to humanity`s
future and present on planet earth. In fact, as many have argued, the planet will be fine; it is
humanity that is in jeopardy. However true this statement might be, that the earth is indifferent to
human existence and that it will in fact “heal” if human beings were out of the proverbial picture,
leaves us at nothing short of a standstill. It also diverts attention from the notion that “environment”
is more than tectonics, space, and climate. An environment is in fact a complex and dynamic reality,
one that relates as much to the abstract as the concrete. The Triennale`s conceptualization of
entanglements or connections was, by Antonelli, not considered oxymoronic vis-a-vis design
practice, quite the contrary, as she argues: “[t]ranscending limitations by using the means at our
disposal to achieve set goals in an elegant synthesis that is always more than the sum of its parts is
the definition of design.”53 This final statement by Antonelli, then, sums up the objective of this
study on the design history of fishways neatly. If what Broken Nature defines as “restorative design”
refers to design practices and objects with the potential and ambition to rehabilitate and rebuild
broken ecosystem processes, fishways (though not necessarily as radical or experimental as some
of the works on display at the Triennale) can perhaps design historically be understood as very old
examples of “restorative design”?
While most (not all) of the works on display at the Triennale demonstrated more experimental and
conceptual approaches to the idea of “restorative design,” an example that closely resembles the
nature and function of fishways as I understand them, is the “Oyster-tecture” project by SCAPE
studio commissioned for the “Rising Currents” exhibition at MoMA in 2009.54 SCAPE`s design
was a proposal for an ecological infrastructure in the New York Harbor which appropriated the way
in which natural occurring oyster reefs provide barriers against erosion and flooding in hydraulic
ecosystems. By zeroing in on the direct correlation between the problems of erosion, flooding and
general poor ecological conditions of the New York harbor and the history of oysters in New York
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(as described by Mark Kurlansky in his 2007 book The Big Oyster55), SCAPE`s “Oyster Tecture”
envisioned a structure which would not only provide the New York harbor with a natural barrier
against flooding and erosion, but one that would engage the more-than-human (oysters and
structure) in a respiratory relationship between organisms and the environment. This respiratory
relationship would have benefits for the harbor`s entire multispecies population.
I understand SCAPE`s “Oyster Tecture” project as an infrastructural project similar to the nature of
fishways. So, to conclude this section on “background and motivation” I will let SCAPE`s “Oyster
Tecture” serve as the final example of how the more-than-human and questions of animal and
multispecies entanglements appear in design history. What concerns me with SCAPE`s proposal
for a respiratory design solution for broken or damaged ecosystems is that it functions in accordance
with the same parameters as fishways generally do. While fishways (with some exceptions, such as
the one discussed in chapter 2) can generally be understood in the context of structural engineering,
and not necessarily through the concept of radical or experimental design, and as such have not yet
(to my knowledge) been treated conceptually, the idea of structures responding to broken or
damaged ecosystem processes is demonstrated clearly in the history of fishway design.

Methods, tools and sources
There was no established tradition or method within design history for doing multispecies or critical
animal studies while staying true to the objectives and ambitions of contemporary design history,
which somewhat oversimplified can be described as an “emphasis on the relational and reciprocal
dynamics of idea and object, mind and matter, ideology and practice in historical studies of
design.”56 Therefore, I had to beg, borrow, and steal from other disciplines in order to make this a
feasible task. However, the relational and reciprocal nature of design and design history generate
conditions ripe for multispecies perspectives. After all, design history already deals with the morethan-human: it investigates how objects act in the world. Putting multispecies studies to work in the
context of the designed environment, then, was aided by Dolly Jørgensen`s call for the integration
of more-than-human animals into environmental history research.57 Jørgensen argues that drawing
on STS scholarship that makes use of methods adept for studying large constellations of actors and
agents, historical research is able to incorporate more-than-human actors to the “stories we tell.”58
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Jørgensen argues that more-than-human animals are connected to technology and the built
environment because they partake in intricate networks of power, where human agency is not
always on top of the hierarchical pyramid.59 Incorporation of STS methods into design historical
research can have similar benefits for the study of more-than-human agency. Like Jørgensen, Kjetil
Fallan has brought attention to the benefit of a closer exchange between STS theory and methods
and design history especially for scholarship on the relationship between environmental concerns
and design.60 These multiple, networked and socially constructed conditions of our material
surroundings, served as the starting point for this investigation of the design history of fishways.
Appropriately, then, the methodology adapted for this dissertation was inspired by Jorgensen’s and
Fallan`s call for an integration of STS and design history.
Accordingly, the methodology applied here draws on the STS method of infrastructural
ethnography as articulated by Susan Leigh Star.61 Infrastructural ethnography has functioned as a
general mode of thought around the social, cultural and environmental networks at work in fishway
design. Furthermore, by drawing on the relational and ecological nature of infrastructure – as both
concept and material object – for doing historical research, mundane and at times boring events
come into view. One of the challenges of this approach is that it requires a combination of close
reading of documentation, handling large quantities of data, and more conventional ethnographic
procedures like field work and on-the-scene learning.62 Another challenge is scaling the disparate
data sources and on the ground learning experiences in relation to each other.
Such an approach would exceed the objectives of this project. However, Leigh Star argues that due
to infrastructure`s rather complex relational nature, its methodological approaches “[…]
transmogrifies to a combination of historical and literary analysis, traditional tools like interviews
and observations, systems analysis, and usability studies.”63 This approach of combining
conventional art and design historical methods like historical and literary analysis, with more
unconventional approaches such as interviews, observation, and systems analysis, in order to
examine complex and multifaceted structures – that are simultaneously concrete and abstract –
proved fruitful for a design history of fishways. The method applied in this project, then, is a
combination of archival research and a wide reading across disciplines together with oral history,
and visual and material analysis.
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The importance of cross and inter disciplinary wide reading to this project is significant. This
approach not only broadened my perspectives regarding possible approaches, it has also been
crucial for the development of this dissertation`s subject matter. This means that while an inter-and
cross-disciplinary wide reading has been a methodological tool in itself, it has also provided the
project with interesting design subjects. This is evident in the dissertation`s three chapters, which I
will come back to in the section on “Thesis Structure,” but worth mentioning here is for instance
the difference and similarities between the design of aqueducts and Ant Farm`s speculative design
of the Dolphin Embassy from 1974 in chapter 2. The latter is a subject matter quite conventional
for art and design historical research, and my discussion draws on Felicity Scott`s archival retrieval
project from 2008.64 The former, however, involved a wide reading of sources that would both fall
within and outside conventional art, design and architectural history, such as cultural geographer
Denis Cosgrove`s discussion of the relationship between water control and landscape, Karl August
Wittfogel`s definition of hydraulic civilizations and Richard White`s socio-ecological historical
account of the Columbia River.65 One of the most interesting outcomes this wide reading in regards
to the question of subject matter is that it allowed less “designed” things to be taken into account.
Theoretical and material questions of water, rivers and fish, for instance relied on a broad body of
academic literature exceeding conventional art, design and architectural historical discussions.
Without exhausting how the pandemic limited the scope and approach of this project, it is worth
mentioning that without the wide reading across disciplines the dissertation`s scope and subject
matter would have been even narrower than it is in its current form. In other words, crossdisciplinary wide reading helped me bridge the gaps where I originally planned on doing fieldwork
and incorporating approaches from STS. As such, the project`s dealings with laboratory situations
became theoretical instead of practical. This is evident in my utilization of Peter Galison`s study of
the material culture of laboratories. However, I was able to conduct one field trip to Oslomarka
fiskeadministrasjon`s (OFA) fish hatchery facilities in Sørkedalen outside Oslo in the fall of 2019.66
A fish hatchery is a sort of hybrid between farm and laboratory although its main objective is
farming for aquaculture. When I visited the facilities on August 13th 2019, there were no eggs or
fry in the facility`s tanks and pools. What I did get to experience, however, was the material culture
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and conditions of the facility. I was guided through the facility`s different stations and OFA
manager, Finn Hungerholdt, explained each stage of the hatching process from harvesting of eggs
and semen to the transportation of fry to the different lakes and rivers cultivated by OFA.
While the original plan of following the fry from hatching to river the following year was interrupted
by the pandemic, my visit to OFA`s facilities helped me better understand the material conditions
behind the aquaculture of the Akerselva River. Furthermore, conversations with the facility`s
manager contributed to develop my analysis of extinction as an ongoing process as discussed in
chapter 3. I would also mention that a visit to a hatchery like this one has been of crucial importance
for someone trained as a design historian. While much of a design historian`s conventional subject
matter can be experienced either in museum collections or as they appear to us as quotidian things,
fish hatcheries are not part of the design historians general repertoire. This experiential approach to
aquaculture therefore afforded me the chance to learn not only the before-mentioned material
conditions for hatchery programs, but also the rhetorical, scientific and factual practices taking place
in and around fishery programs.
Another methodological challenge at the onset of this project was how to do interdisciplinary
research without proper training in fields such as environmental history or multispecies studies. For
this reason, I spent considerable time training as an environmental humanities researcher. I focused
this training around multispecies perspectives, but it also included courses in the theory and methods
of environmental humanities as well as partaking in monthly Ph.D. seminars at the Norwegian
Researcher School for Environmental Humanities. In March 2018 I was privileged to join more
senior multispecies researchers and STS scholars at the “Closing the Gap” workshop in Shanghai.
Here I was able to workshop my Ph.D. proposal from idea to a concrete approach to the relationship
between design and more-than-human animals. Another interdisciplinary learning platform for this
Ph.D. project was the collaboratory project “+Habitat+”, where I joined forces with scenographer
Annike Flo and biologist Hanna Bjørgaas for a site-specific staging of naturecultures.
Although the “+Habitat+” project was not directly linked to my study of fishways, it provided me
with conditions for learning how to collaborate with scientist and artists. Through this
interdisciplinary project, I experienced first-hand the overlaps and divergences in methods between
disciplines. Furthermore, I learned how the humanities can play a crucial role in bridging the gaps
between different disciplines because of humanities scholars’ training in the analysis of practices,
material conditions, as well as critical examination of culture. While the different courses and
interdisciplinary projects listed here are perhaps not methodology in a conventional sense, they have
been of crucial importance for the formation of this project. The field trips to the OFA’s hatchery
together with the many courses and seminars in environmental humanities have provided me with
34

a framework for doing interdisciplinary research. Moreover, these interdisciplinary learning
platforms and experiential approaches to the material conditions guided the way I situated fishways
within the framework of art and design history.
The initial idea for this project was to perform a sort of genealogy of fishways. However, as it
became apparent that these structures were diverse but at the same time uniform, a genealogy of
fishways seemed not only too vast an undertaking, but also contrary to the aim of the project.
Instead, I chose to approach the subject matter through the procedure of case studies. I draw on
Rosalind Krauss` approach to modern sculpture, where she argues that the process of case study in
developing concepts applicable to the understanding of formal and organizational expressive
concerns, within “a limited but representative number of works from within the development of
modern sculpture,” provides a broader understanding of the development of modern sculpture, one
that includes both critique and theory, as well as history.67 In the following, then, I will approach
the development of fishway design in a way that is similar to Krauss` dealing with the development
of modern sculpture. By investigating the formal, ecological and aesthetic formation of fishway
design through three disparate fishways and fishway design processes, I want to develop three
concepts applicable to the fishways in question but also to wider design and art discourses around
questions of the more-than human, aesthetics, and ecology.
According to Robert E. Stake and Tineke A. Abama, case studies as research methodology “is a
way of unravelling the complexity of one demarcated entity.”68 Stake and Abama identify different
approaches to dealing with case studies that, in short, delineate between the universal and the
particular. Stake`s approach is what he calls naturalistic case study, which aims at in depth close
studies of the singular within its own ordinary setting and natural habitat.69 The problem of such an
approach to design history or design culture is that it becomes too singular, too particular to fathom
the universalities at play in culture. Culture, generally, is the complex manifestation of ideas,
attitudes, expressions, and habits that brings together much more than the particular. Thus, Stake`s
naturalistic approach to case studies will fail to serve as an approach to identify themes or modes
of being within complex cultural expressions. What seems to be one of the fundamental differences
between Stake`s naturalistic case study and the more universal case study as developed by Robert
K. Yin, is the role of theory. In a critique against Yin`s approach, Stake argues that naturalistic case
studies presuppose a preordained theoretical framework to identify complexity, and that this ends
up as a sort of universalism. While on the other hand, more generous readings of naturalistic case
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studies acknowledge naturalistic case studies` character of studying naturally occurring
circumstances in the study setting, with the aim of understanding the “particularities of a case from
multiple perspectives, leading to case reports which describe the meaning and contexts of that
particular case.”70 These perspectives, of course, are primarily developed for research in the natural
and social sciences, but they can serve as a point of departure for describing and reflecting on the
approach I have chosen for this dissertation. The reason why I mention them here is to describe
some of the potentials and conflicting trajectories regarding the case studies approach.
I will not dwell more on the difference between a naturalistic and universal approach to case studies
and rather draw on the way Krauss uses case studies to analyze the nature of modern sculpture in
order to reflect on the concepts and mode of operation of the three fishways I study here. In order
to unveil these concepts and modes of operation at work in the design experiment at FERL, the Fish
Ladder Sculpture in Grand Rapids, and the Lower Water fall fishway in Akerselva I will now zero
in on the material I have used in the three case studies. Moreover, as mentioned, I will let the
material unfold through three topological formations which operate on the threshold of sameness in
order to show how aesthetic and material concerns develop and change through a quite uniform
infrastructure.
In the first chapter, which deals with the experiments at FERL on the Bonneville dam, I have drawn
on reports and historical accounts of the US Army Corps of Engineers` efforts at the dam. The
extent of data and material on the Bonneville dam is substantial. This dam was built and managed
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, probably the largest confederate of engineers in the world,
and has a long and well documented lineage. Navigating these archives as an art and design historian
took some courage. These were archives unlike archives in museums or connected to artistic
practices, and as such confronted me with language and terminology I was not yet familiar with. In
this chapter I have mostly utilized a report written by head biologists at FERL, Gerald B. Collins
and Carl H. Elling, who describe in detail the nature of the ethological studies done at the lab.71 I
have approached this report as the primary source for the study of the efforts at the lab, and while
it mostly describes the nature and practicalities of the ethological experiments at the lab, it provided
me with insight into the material conditions of the “endless fishway,” the main experimental facility
at FERL. A secondary source for this chapter was Lisa Migettho and Wesley Ebel`s account of the
US Army Corps of Engineers` efforts to salvage fish populations on the Columbia River.72 In Saving
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the Salmon, Mighetto and Ebel discuss the relationship between biologists and engineers at
Bonneville, thus providing me with a framework for understanding how these different professions
worked together in a real-life setting. Mighetto and Ebel`s account was commissioned by the Corps
and therefore must be dealt with accordingly. For this reason, I have concerned myself with the
facts, data and references they describe, not with their historical and ideological analysis.
The covid pandemic almost made the entire second chapter of this dissertation collapse. I was not
able to travel, and as most libraries, museums, and archives were closed for the better half of 2020,
the material I was able to attain was limited. However, I was able to conduct two Facetime
interviews with the artist Joseph Kinnebrew, who created the Fish Ladder Sculpture in Grand
Rapids, and Wendy Ogilvie, the Director of Environmental Programs for the Grand Valley Metro
Council, graciously provided me with context and descriptions of the sculpture`s role in the public
space along the Grand River. Ogilvie also provided me with images from the construction of the
sculpture in 1974, which came to serve as evidence of the material conditions of concrete at work
in the sculpture. This allowed me to draw on Adrian Forty`s thinking on the material culture of
concrete and to perform an analysis of the sculpture`s material condition beyond its function as a
fish ladder. The secondary literature in this second chapter includes Jospeh Antenucci Becherer`s
description of the Fish Ladder Sculpture in relation to the Grand Rapids public art collection, which
directed my attention to the relationship between earth art and the Fish Ladder Sculpture (Becherer
places the fish ladder and environmental sculpture in the context of Robert Morris`s Project X).73
Another secondary source in this respect was the collotype suite produced by Kinnebrew as an
extension of the sculpture. In this suite, which was published in 1975, editor of Design Quarterly,
Mildred Friedman, describes the Fish Ladder Sculpture as a new type of public space which opened
up a number of aesthetic and ecological concerns.74 Similarly, a 1982 article in the New York Times
by Grace Glueck also positions the Fish Ladder Sculpture within the context of what can best be
described as an active engagement with an environment where the artwork exceeds traditional
institutional trajectories.75 Moreover, in this article Glueck draws attention to how this sort of
environmental artwork comes into being through collaboration between architects, engineers and
city planners, and as such performs environmental work “in a realer sense.”76 These secondary
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sources, then, collectively provided me with a framework for describing and understanding the Fish
Ladder Sculpture in the context of earth art of the 1970s.
In the third chapter of the dissertation, I have been able to draw on a number of primary and
secondary sources as well as my own bodily experience of the structure. Among the primary sources
available to me have been the archives from Akerselva Environmental Park at the Cultural Heritage
Management Office in Oslo. From this archive, I have drawn on a number of reports written by city
planners as well as newspaper articles covering the project from 1986 to the 1990s. Another primary
source was the material in the archives of the Directorate for Cultural Heritage, which included
statements by minister of Environmental Affairs and primus motor behind the Environmental Park
project, Sissel Rønbeck; this became a key source for understanding the ideological and political
background of the environmental park project. The primary sources also include the above
mentioned visit to OFA`s hatchery facilities in Sørkedalen in Oslo. This visit provisioned a material
and experiential backdrop for discussing the reality and concrete actions of re-establishing a healthy
fish population in Akerselva after a number of toxic discharges into the river. While field work is
not a traditional method for art and design historical research, this first-hand experience of the
facilities in Sørkedalen, of how they work, their layout and their day-to-day practices provided me
with an understanding of how design processes can be dispersed and include a multitude of actors
and events. The 2014 report published by the Freshwater Ecology and Inland Fisheries Laboratory
at the Natural History Museum in Oslo and the Norwegian Institute for Water Research, “The
Return of Atlantic Salmon (Salmo Salar L.) and Improved Water Quality in Urban Rivers in Oslo,
Norway,” has served as an important primary source for understanding biological assessments and
research done in Akerselva.77 A conversation with landscape architect Line Beate Løvlien at
Norconsult provided me with context and practicalities regarding the process of designing the
Lower Waterfall fishway. Furthermore, Norconsult`s technical drawings from the project were
given to me by Oslo municipality`s Water and Sewage Administration and contributed to my
understanding of the technicalities of the fishway.
The secondary sources for chapter 3 include historical accounts of the environmental park project
as well as the history of parks and recreation in Oslo, as described by Sigurd Senje in Akerselva:
veiviser til miljøparken.78 In Ola Bettum`s article “Akerselva – fra rynke til smil i byens ansikt,”
published in Byggekunst in 1987, he describes the history and longevity of the environmental park
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project.79 Gaute Heyerdal`s 2011 book Fiske I Oslomarka: Oslomarkas fiskeadministrasjon 19362011 deals with the history and activities of OFA,.80 These sources have provided me with a
backdrop for understanding the histories and ideologies at work in the collaboration between city
planners, governmental agencies, architects, cultural heritage managers and fisheries organizations
involved in the environmental park project. While the focus for chapter 3 has been the planning and
execution of the fishway at Lower Waterfall, the architecture and cultural heritage efforts in the
areas surrounding the fishway has also been of relevance. For context and material on the Oslo
School of Architecture and Design, one of the repurposed buildings along Akerselva, I have drawn
on Karl Otto Ellefsen`s 2008 essay “Where Architecture is Thought, and Learned.”81 In this essay,
Ellefsen highlights some of the main concerns and design strategies involved in the re-design of the
old factory building that eventually came to house AHO. This has provided me with a conceptual
backdrop for discussing the role of re-designing and restoration along Akerselva. By
operationalizing these primary and secondary sources in the three case studies, then, I show how
the continuous formation of these three fishways demonstrates how aesthetic and ecological
concerns were envisioned and articulated in the years between 1955 and the present.

Oral History: methods, problems and ethical considerations
As mentioned, the pandemic made archival research difficult and as such, a major source of
information for chapter 2 came from FaceTime conversations with the artist and designer behind
the Fish Ladder Sculpture, Joseph Kinnebrew. In addition, chapter 3 draws on a phone conversation
with the landscape architect in charge of the Lower Waterfall park, Line Beate Løvlien at
Norconsult. The latter was less important for the research than the former, as it mostly provided me
with information about where to find relevant material for further investigation. Nevertheless, the
use of interviews or oral history as research method represents a number of benefits and challenges
which need to be addressed properly. Furthermore, by properly describing the interviews, their
context, and subsequent interpretation and editing I will be able to show how oral history is at work
in this study. Due to the very brief duration and content of the conversation with the Norconsult
landscape architect, I will focus the main portion of this deliberation of oral history methodology
around the conversations I had with Joseph Kinnebrew between august 8th and October 30th 2020.
I will give a short summary and description of conversation with Løvlien at the end.
After it became clear that I would not be able to travel to the US around 6 months into the pandemic,
I concluded that I had to rely on oral accounts of the design of the Fish Ladder Sculpture. The
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growing interest in postmodernism`s art, design and architectural history has provided historians
with a unique opportunity of live witnesses. Furthermore, as Ida Kamilla Lie has argued, design
history`s preoccupation with actors, groups and events that evade traditional institutional contexts
and documentation practices has prompted a need for methods that includes oral history and grey
literature.82 In a 2006 special issue of Journal of Design History, guest editor Linda Sandino points
out how oral history as a methodological tool offers more than the traditional interview. Oral
history, she argues, “focuses on people in order to understand them as subjects in the socio-historical
contexts of the immediate past or the present.”83 Sandino`s excellent formulation on the
methodological difference between interview and oral history, is particularly beneficial for design
history`s interest in the socio-political networks of things. Moreover, calls for an integration of oral
history into design historical research, like that of Sandino, seems to emphasise the already
mentioned integration of STS methods into the study of design. Furthermore, as mentioned above,
the study`s infrastructural approach relies on oral history in order to understand people as “subjects
in the socio-historical contexts of the immediate past or the present.”84
Although a larger group of subjects for the application of oral history in this study would have been
preferable, Joseph Kinnebrew`s account of the process and ideology behind the Fish Ladder
Sculpture was invaluable for this project. Because of this project`s post-humanist focus, the use of
oral history was always guided by an ambition to avoid hierarchical systems in the distribution of
facts and stories. For this reason, I wanted to approach the material gathered from the interviews
with the same distance and closeness as I would any other material. The interviews were not
recorded, because I did not want the subjects to feel constrained by a preoccupation with the
technicality of recording.85 Instead, I relied on a conversational form in order to establish rapport
and intimacy, and thus affording the interviewee space to recall the event in their own time and
pace.86 I will get back to the techniques, methods and theory behind the interview design, but first
it is necessary to give a short summary of oral history as a method for design history.
As mentioned, the infrastructural approach in this project affords fishway design to come into view
thorough networks of ideas, materiality and environmental concerns. This includes networks of
power, of culture and their socio-historical context. These heterogeneous networks are not
symmetrical and despite this project`s more-than-human focus, the ambition was never a flat
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hierarchy or ontology. This has implications for the implementation of oral history because
interviewing the artist and designer of the Fish Ladder Sculpture, chapter 2`s main subject matter,
places the information in a particular position. On the one hand, I got a first-hand account of the
ideology and process behind the design of the sculpture, on the other hand their account also
partakes in a larger socio-historical context. Balancing the two, while at the same time meeting the
source`s historical memory with humility and objectivity, then, was of crucial importance.
R.K. Grele describes oral history as “the interviewing of eye-witness participants in the events of
the past for the purposes of historical reconstruction.”87 While the most significant importance of
oral history into historical research has been to include more “hidden stories” into the historical
record, this approach has also contributed to the documentation of histories missing from archives
that are more traditional.88 The use of oral history in this study falls under the latter category. Where
traditional archival documentation could be described as a sort of curated and petrified recollection
of the past, oral history is a live and dynamic account of historical events that unfolds through the
exchange between two or more people. Oral history, then, can be thought of as a memory testimony.
This however, presents certain methodological challenges, because memory is not objective.89
Furthermore, as Ida Kamilla Lie points out, the interviewer always frames oral history accounts.90
Therefore, the contextualisation and analysis of the source’s account requires an awareness of how
one approaches the interview design.
The interview technique chosen for the conversations with the artist Joseph Kinnebrew draws on
what Kathryn Anderson and Dana Jack calls “deep listening”.91 This means that the interviews were
organized less through a formal questionnaire, and more towards asking open-ended questions and
listening without “immediately leaping to interpretations suggested by prevailing theories.”92
Appropriately then, the conversations I had with Kinnebrew were organized in two stages. In the
first stage, Kinnebrew`s accounts of the events taking place in the 1970s unfolded without much
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interference by me. In the second, I had processed the material from our first conversation and
subsequently asked more follow-up questions. This approach allowed the interviewee`s memory of
the historical events to unfold dynamically. Memory, as opposed to conventional archival
documentation, is not structured by static “objective” standards. Memory partake in a dynamic
exchange between the past and the present and it unfolds in real time.93 One of the challenges, then,
when dealing with memory as documentation, is to be aware of the relationship between the
researcher and the interviewee. When allowing the interviewee to narrate the story on their own
accord, important information about the event becomes visible in the way this narration takes place.
Approaching these real-time accounts of past events through “deep listening”, then, requires special
attention to the mode of narration chosen by the interviewee.
In the case of the interviews conducted for this current study, the general framework of the story
was already set by the focus on the Fish ladder Sculpture. Kinnebrew also already knew about the
project`s environmental and more-than-human focus through e-mail exchanges prior to our
conversations. As such, this framework established by me as a researcher could potentially provide
ethical challenges in that it was leading the conversation in a particular direction. Moreover, this
framework would potentially also place particular emphasis on the artwork`s relationship to the
more-than-human. However, such frameworks are necessary for research. While such frameworks
might potentially cause constrains and be leading, they also help guide attention to the subject matter
(Fish Ladder Sculpture) and away from the subject (the artist). So, while interviews with an artist
or a designer in some cases would run the risk of perpetuating art history`s focus on the artist as a
great creator, situating the conversation within a framework of environmentalism and ecosystem
restoration guided the conversations towards issues outside of the artwork.
While the conversations were not recorded, transcriptions were made from notes taken along the
way. These transcriptions are stored according to data protection guidelines and the interviews have
been reported to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data, according to UiO guidelines.94 These
general guidelines ask that oral history sources be anonymized in order to protect personal data.
This ethical consideration is challenging when dealing with art, design and architectural history,
particularly if it is important to identify the oral sources in order to legitimize certain claims. For
this current study it has been important to identify the sources because of their relevance for the
fishways in question. This brings us to the methodological issue of source selection. To this I would
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like to add that the data protection guidelines in their current form are less suited for historical
research as they appear to have been developed with methods from the social sciences in mind.
As mentioned, there would have been great relevance for this study to use oral history to a wider
degree. A larger group of interview subjects would have provided the study with more complex and
rich narratives of the social, political and cultural networks at work around the fishways in question.
For instance, user surveys from OFA members or the general public could have provided interesting
data for the development of chapter 3. Similarly, interviews with politicians, architects, and
engineers involved in the construction of both the Lower Waterfall fishway and the Fish Ladder
Sculpture, would have provided a broader data set.
The selection of interviewees were made according to their role in the design of the Fish Ladder
Sculpture and the Lower waterfall fishway. The original idea of using oral history here was to
provide the study with first-hand background information, as well as to attain information about the
whereabouts of further documentation. The study`s focus on objects not accounted for in
conventional museum collections, prompted this need for such oral sources. However, the richness
of Kinnebrew`s account of the Fish Ladder Sculpture became invaluable for the development of
the dissertation`s second chapter. This is information that I would not have been able to access
otherwise. The selection of oral sources, then, has been made on pragmatic and methodological
basis. Pragmatic because of the pandemic`s limitation on this project. Methodological, because of
the study`s ambition of a materialist perspective. The latter means that while citizen science or
crowd sourcing information could have given the project interesting and creative perspectives, I
focused the project on wide reading of literature across disciplines as it would provide me with less
subjective opinions.
The data collected and processed through these interviews, then, are accessible to the public through
the dissertation text. In short, and while this processed and edited data is contextualised and
analysed through art and design historical literature, the main questions that organized the
interviews can be summed up as follows:
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-

Information regarding the commission and funding

-

The relationship to environmental legislation and other environmental policymaking

-

The role and knowledge about salmon behavior

-

Ideas, ideology and design process

-

Material and construction

-

What kind of knowledge did he have to gain in order to design a functional fishway

To conclude this section on the methodological issues of using oral history it is necessary to say a
few words about the process of editing and ethical considerations. The editing of information
gathered from the interviews is based on what I understood as the “meta story” at work in the
accounts. As mentioned, the challenge of memory testimony is that it is not a neutral account of the
events that transpired. However, this non-neutrality also gives important cues for the further editing
of interview transcriptions. As such, I have only used direct quotes when claims could be
substantiated by other sources, or where they express personal opinions. Furthermore, the “deep
listening” approach unveiled what I interpreted as the “meta story”. In the case of chapter 2, it the
meta story is how the artist wanted the sculpture to teach people about ecology as well as the poetic
and aesthetics of migrating fish, which he referred to as “an incredible drama”. However, the extent
to how the information is used in the dissertation text is limited. The oral history accounts have
been invaluable for the development of the concepts and themes of chapter 2, but it is important to
note that the ambition of this project is more of a theoretical nature than a close reading of the work
itself.

Theory
As mentioned, this dissertation is highly influenced, both methodologically and theoretically, by
processual thinking and relational theory. Process philosophy as developed by among others Henry
Bergson and Gilbert Simondon, is a branch of continental philosophy which designates an
ontological position where being is continuously changing through dynamic relationships. While
this overly simplified explanation of processual philosophy does not account for the complexity of
the field, it here serves as an entrance point for discussing the processual and relational theories that
have guided this research. The extent of processual and relational theories in post-humanist
discourses is substantial. I will not describe and contextualize all of them here, but relevant for this
dissertation`s post-humanist perspective is the processual thinking developed by scholars such as
Donna Haraway, Anna Tsing, Astrida Neimanis and Karen Barad, to mention a few. Also Amanda
Boetzkes` discussion of earth art’s preoccupation with environmental ethics, which has guided the
analysis in chapter 2, engages with the dynamic relationship between subjects and their
surroundings. However, these relational theories are discussed further in the introduction to the
chapters in which they are operationalized. The main theoretical challenge for this study was to find
a way to describe how these relational theories worked within the framework of ethology, ecology
and material culture in the design history of fishways. To put it differently, I needed to find a sort
of general relational framework that could operate as an arch between the different chapters`
exposition of concepts and themes. A second challenge was the chapters’ overlapping concepts and
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themes, and how to balance them through an overarching theoretical framework while at the same
time letting individual differences develop in each chapter.
For this reason, I have zoomed out and looked at how these fishways are situated in relation to
concrete and conceptual ecosystems. The main theoretical framework for this dissertation also
provides tools for describing and understanding the historical contexts of issues such as animal
behavior, ecology, feedback and networks, in general terms. Additionally, it provides a theoretical
framework for discussing the minute and miniscule, because it describes and engages in the
breaking down of boundaries between established categories. This means that the overarching
theme of this dissertation is the breaking down of boundaries and as such a critique of the Cartesian
dualism at work in conventional western philosophy. The objective of this dissertation is to study
fishways as design interventions in ecosystem processes. In order to do this comprehensively, then,
I needed a theoretical framework for describing the processual and relational nature of ecosystems
that also included human beings and the built environment.
The main theoretical framework which has guided my understanding of which kind of ecosystems
fishway design intervene in have been the concept of Grey Ecology as explicated by Jeffrey Jerome
Cohen.95 Cohen`s Grey Ecology is a critique of ecological thinking as always being perceived as
green. A grey ecology (which is only one of many prismatic compositions of ecology) Cohen
argues, is an ecology in which contrast and copular logics are obscured. In other words an ecology
where boundaries are blurred. As Cohen argues:
A green ecology judges a culture by its regard for nature, where “nature” is typically regarded as an external
entity, culture’s other. A grey ecology refuses such separations, and believes that the haunting of monsters
reveals communal values, shared aspirations and lived ethics[...] as well as the coinhabitance and alien thriving
of the nonhuman […].96

Cohen`s project of describing an ecology of greyness, or rather, an ecology which operates in
grayness, is a bid to approach ecotheory from the perspective of post-humanism. Because greyness
designates a lack of color and contrast and as such boundaries and categorizations become less
obvious, grey ecology offers a way of describing the world where Anthropos just becomes one of
many players in the game. Grey is the lack thereof, it is belatedness and repetition. It is the absence
or limit of reflection of wavelengths when light hits the objects of our human perception. Materials,
surfaces and spatial qualities determine how light is reflected or absorbed to create the appearance
of grey – or lack of wavelength reflection to the cone cells in our eyes. The appearance of grey is
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thus interplay between the material world and our sensory capacity. The associations and
conceptualizations that this interplay defines, then, stretches into both the material and the
conceptual realm.
For Cohen a grey ecology is a way of sidestepping normative judgments of “nature” or ecological
processes, where the disasters and negative consequences of environmental entanglements are
either disregarded or left understudied. As such, grey ecology aims at zeroing in on the sublime
consequences of multiplicity and species entanglements. For this reason greyness offers a way to
deal with the consequences of environmental disasters, extinction and the depletion of natural
resources, not as an end result, but as an active player in the histories we tell. These consequences
of anthropogenic activity on the planet sets in motion new realities and new types of existence,
which might appear as deformed or out of place, such as invasion of jelly fish after rising ocean
temperatures, or the corona virus as direct consequence of globalization and treatment of animals.
Cohen`s grey ecology, then, designates kinship with how the editors of Arts of Living on a Damaged
Planet describe worldly entanglements through the concept of monsters and ghosts. 97 By describing
every landscape as haunted by past ways of life, something that is signified by absence, they zero
in on how extinction or depletion can only be felt indirectly through the belatedness or lack of
presence.98
Stories of hauntings are generally stories of objects moving with no apparent causality, or of
unexplained noises or phenomena all signifying the lack of a coherent causality. Thus, ghosts can
only be present through matter. And as such they transcend the conceptual, the abstract, through
matter. The eeriness or uncanniness of the haunted landscape, where only absence tells us the stories
of multiple pasts or possible futures, leaves no-one uncorrupted. Similarly, fishways are structures
where the “soul without the body” and the “body deprived of the soul”, the material and the
immaterial, come together through a continuum of the riverscape.99 A continuum which is put in
motion after extinction of wild salmon. As such, fishways haunt the landscape with the stories of
multiple pasts by staging annual salmon runs as if it had an unbroken lineage, as if it was never
gone. All of this implies the breaking down of boundaries. Boundaries that only exist in the
imaginary. Concretized through the materiality of fishways is the illusory boundary between
categorizations such as human/animal and nature/culture.
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Throughout this dissertation I will employ grey in various forms to make evident this intersection
between the immediate and the absent, between (so-called) nature and (so-called) culture, between
the conceptual and the material. I will employ grey to call attention to spatial relations between
humans and animals which both join and separate us as fellow inhabitants of this planet. And I will
apply a metaphorical coat of grey to the three grey concrete structures at work in this dissertation
to ask what sort of ecosystem fishways co-create. Secondly, the material, the grayness of structures
cast in concrete allows me to delve into the material reality of fishways because the material culture
and history of concrete unveils how this material is being used and what networks of power it
reveals. Moreover, concrete`s greyness offers a conceptual tool for questioning continuums instead
of breaks, because of its nature of being both “natural” and “unnatural.” So, in addition to the grey
color mostly associated with concrete, concrete as a material which is composed of sand, gravel and
water (“natural” materials) and subsequently mixed together by human (or machine) labor, its
material properties and culture also present the blurring of boundaries. Concrete as a conglomerate
engages in a dynamic relationship between environmental and aesthetical concerns (as well as geopolitical and historical entanglements). Concrete is one of the most environmentally harmful
building materials on this planet, and the expected increase in cement production for the future is
exponential. I will draw on materialist theories in order to discuss this further.
In order to deal with this type of boundary breaking through a design intervention in grey ecologies,
I need a second theoretical framework for dealing with continuums instead of breaks. A processual
theory which both describes the concrete and abstract nature of fishways (as well as the concrete
and abstract nature of history) is, again, infrastructural thinking. The application of infrastructural
thinking both as theory and method in this dissertation, then, has guided both my thinking and my
“doing” throughout the project. In addition to Susan Leigh Star`s infrastructural ethnography which
has informed the project`s methodology, I will draw on Marina Vishmidt`s description of what she
calls “Infrastructural critique.”100 Vishmidt is interested in the “in between” structures of society,
the mundane and unassuming suture that holds something together with something else. Understood
as a continuation rather that a break or a glitch, infrastructure operates as a prism for investigating
the passing into or gliding transformation from something to something else. To critically deal with
infrastructure through infrastructural critique allows me to zero in on transformations that evades
traditional distinctions between epochs or paradigms, notions that have proved to create or
perpetuate dichotomies or oppositions. As Vishmidt writes:
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The passing into a condition of “formerness,” of obsolescence (or even of sublation, if we approach “former”
as a kind of holding-on, the retention of an implicit or a potential) signals an operation performed by a present
on a past. As such, [infrastructure] relies on a minimal armature to give it sense and provide a substratum for
the elaboration of further and more complex trajectories.101

With this, Vishmidt describes how an infrastructural critique offers a way to unveil how norms,
ideas and values are carried over in from one “epoch” to the next, not as clear breaks where the
former epoch is left behind and the new one comes about from nowhere, but through the gliding
transformation of the past working on the present.
Infrastructural critique deals with both matter and concept, the thing and the idea, and “brings the
transcendental down to the empirical.”102 An infrastructural critique of fishways, then, will make
this condition visible because infrastructural critique acts as a “greying”, a way to “disfigure[e] the
smoothness of the line.”103 By drawing on Vishmidt`s appropriation of infrastructure as a critical
tool, I will zero in on how the imaginary comes into contact with the material. Infrastructure as a
theoretical apparatus for historical analysis, helps us describe how something becomes something
else by drawing attention to the process. As such, it is a way of dealing with how something works
upon something else.
To summarize, then, the overarching theoretical framework in this dissertation is the concept of
grey ecology. I will use this concept to think with throughout the text, but it will not be fully
operational until the third chapter. However, even if grey ecology and grey zones are not explicated
through chapters 1 and 2, it is still working “behind the scenes” as a tool for thinking about the
breaking down of boundaries, and to zero in on events which question binary logics. Furthermore,
because this dissertation`s main focus is the fishways as design interventions, and fishways are
actual infrastructure which also solicit infrastructural thinking (continuums rather than breaks) I
will be guided by Marina Vishmidt`s description of how the past works on the present. If
infrastructure operates as the thing between something and something else, then infrastructure is
fundamentally relational. As John Durham Peters argues, “[w]ithdrawal is [infrastructure`s] modus
operandi, […], which sacrifice their own visibility in the act of making something else appear.”104
For this reason, I will discuss how fishways as design interventions in grey ecosystems make
histories of ecological through, ethology, art, design and cultural heritage appear.
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Brief overview of dissertation structure
As mentioned, there are several thematic and conceptual overlaps between the three chapters. This
means that the development of the dissertation is primarily thematic. However, the three chapters
are organized chronologically with a somewhat changing scale regarding size and material in each
chapter. In addition to the scaling between the three main chapters, this introductory chapter is
proportionally large in the dissertation’s overall structure. The reason for this is the dissertation`s
ambition of exploring possible approaches for the integration of more-than-human stories into the
study of design. Appropriately, then, the methodological, theoretical and thematic exposition of the
study`s subject matter needed sufficient clarification. Chapter 1 “Experiment” focuses on the
efforts made at the Fisheries Engineering Research Laboratory at the Bonneville dam in the first
years of operation. The lab´s endeavors are situated in the post-war years of the pacific northwest.
In this chapter I will read the lab`s efforts in a wider context of the emerging relationship between
design and science. The post-war years saw a significant shift in means of production, and this
production included the production of knowledge. The chapter will pay special attention to the
relationship between engineering, design, architecture and science, as it seems that in the designscience relationship the divisions between disciplines seemed to be of less importance than
traditional art history gives attention to. Furthermore, this chapter is of crucial importance for the
rest of the dissertation as it will show how work at the lab engaged with fish in the design process.
Though seminal in the world of fishway design, the modernist credo of producing a controlled
environment permeates the mentality at FERL. This form of designerly research process, one that
would come to stretch its tentacles into history, ecology and other-species-life worlds, envisaged
the ethos of the time. Chapter 2, “Experience”, will focus on the Grand Rapids Fish Ladder
Sculpture designed by American artist and designer, Joseph Kinnebrew VI. What is at stake in this
chapter is the Fish Ladder Sculpture`s propensity to be subjugated to its objecthood and materiality
as an object of art history. That is to say that the functional aspect and the object`s users (the comingling of fish and humans) is in danger of being read as mere representation or as immersion.
The point that this chapter will try to make obvious is that the Fish Ladder sculpture is both. I will
argue that the Fish Ladder Sculpture should be understood in the context of earth art of the 1970s.
I will show that experience and immersion relates to broader tendencies in society at the time, and
that this experience urged for an active engagement with other forms of intelligence and
environments. Fundamental to this active engagement is the concept of feedback. I will show that
the Fish Ladder Sculpture is a concrete feedback object. In chapter 3, “Exhibit”, I will discuss the
fishway at Nedre Foss in the Akerselva River in Oslo. This fishway opened in 2014 after a long and
historically multifaceted discussion. Concretely, I will read the fishway in connection to the
Akerselva Miljøpark project (AMO) that was established in 1986 as a result of a joining of forces
49

between cultural heritage and natural preservation efforts. I will suggest a reading of the fishway in
Akerselva River as a grey zone. I will identify the notion of “exhibit” as a fundamental trope in the
kind of landscape design effort found in the AMO project. I will use the fishway as a prism to show
the distributed qualities of the design ecosystem of the AMO project. Furthermore, I will argue that
this kind of experience-based landscape design, where animal population becomes ultimately linked
to experience value of the project, adheres to neo-liberal principles of commodification.
The concluding chapter, “Concluding and moving forward,” takes its departure from the notion of
process and ventures into more experimental and perhaps, speculative grounds. While this chapter
serves as a summary of the findings and questions of this dissertation, it also speculates on the way
forward. As mentioned, the primary aim of this project was never to do a conventional close-reading
of archival record, but to investigate possible methods for doing multispecies design history. For
this reason, I want to use the concluding chapter to discuss some of the outcomes of this project, as
well as the way I have discussed the project`s findings along the way. Furthermore, the concluding
chapter will address the possible futures for the project by speculating in the advantages of drawing
on creative and practical methods that are starting to gain traction in the environmental humanities.
The concluding chapter, then, will call on more collaborative forms of engagement and
interdisciplinary research to further integrate design history and more-than-human histories.
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Chapter 1
Experiment

If, as Hannah Arendt claimed, ‘the modern
world began with the first atomic explosion’,
then modernity was born in the American
desert – a simulated end ad infinitum. The
practice-zone, or materiality, of simulation
depends on this tabula rasa for the production
of a controlled environment.1

This paragraph by the design writer Fattori Fraser demonstrates how the American desert provided
modern science with its ultimate goal: a blank slate for the production of a controlled environment.
Or rather, the desert as a blank slate provided a controlled environment which was coveted by
modern scientific research`s ultimate goal of producing objective results within environments
unsullied by unknown factors. While the American desert provided modern scientists with a blank
slate because it was conceived as barren, engineers and biologists at the Bonneville dam on the
Columbia River in the first half of the 20th century were confronted by an environment which was
anything but. The construction of several large dams on the Columbia River throughout the first
1
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half of the 20th century caused major damage to the river’s ecosystem processes, particularly the
migratory patterns of salmon and steelhead. Engineers and policymakers were aware of this
problem while constructing the Bonneville dam – one of the largest dams on the river – and
subsequently added three fishways into the original dam design. Although these fishways were
surprisingly effective, nobody really understood why, making the urgency of understanding how to
design fishways based on the behavior and preferences of migrating fish in actual transit a
paramount issue.
Thinking with Fraser’s conceptualization of the American desert as a site for scientific experiments,
this chapter will consider the Columbia River as a site for modern scientific experiments and the
quest for a controlled environment through the topological formation I have chosen to call
“Experiment.” By drawing on Fraser’s conceptualization as a narrative framework for thinking
about landscapes as places for scientific experiments in the post-war era, I will first suggest that the
Bonneville dam provided its scientists with nothing like a blank slate, since a river, unlike a desert,
is neither conceptually nor concretely arid, but is rather an artery brimming with life. Hence, if the
American desert was considered a blank slate, as Fraser argues, and as such provided a controlled
environment for modern science’s pursuit of objectivity, then the situation at Bonneville dam can
best be conceptualized as a grey slate: not quite blank and not quite saturated. Since the fishways
at the Bonneville dam were so successful and nobody understood why, some clarity had to be
gained. Therefore, in 1955 the world’s first fishway design research lab was installed on top of the
Washington Shore fishway at the Bonneville dam to provide biologists and engineers with some
answers to the question why fish preferred certain fishway designs while rejecting others. To return
to the metaphor of a grey slate, then, we can see that the perceived aridness of a desert provided
modern science with a controlled environment, while the situation on the Columbia River in the
years leading up to 1955 provided scientists and policymakers with a conundrum. In the face of
uncertainty, some contrast and clarity had to be added in order to achieve the modern ideal of a
controlled environment.
In this connection, the historical background for this chapter on experimentation is the beginning
of the twentieth century, during which time extensive efforts to maximize the conservation of water
for human use led to the construction of a considerable number of dams on the Columbia River
basin. The Bonneville dam was erected between 1933 and 1938 to provide people with employment
during the Great Depression and supply electric power for economic development in the Pacific
Northwest.2 The curious juxtaposition between the threat of extinction and the surprising success
2
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of the three fishways at the Bonneville dam cumulated in the establishment of a lab placed on top
of the Washington Shore Fishway in 1955. Financed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (the
Corps), this formed a part of their program for providing cost efficient design criteria as well as test
experimental design solutions in a real life setting.3 In this lab, engineers and biologists worked
together in order to understand what constituted good fishway design. The Fisheries Engineering
Research Laboratory (FERL) was operational from 1955 to 1985, and is credited with the invention
of the Ice Harbor fish ladder and the vertical slot fishway.
In 1951 when the research program was established, one of the central questions was to understand
how fish and structure functioned together. What made the fish use the fishways at the Bonneville
dam, when others were rejected by these migrating vertebrata? And how should one design fish
facilities with a maximum of safety for fish and at the same time construct cost efficient structures?
Questions such as these lay at the heart of FERL’s efforts, and this is what I call the grey slate, a
state of uncertainty which evoked the need for understanding the behavior of migrating fish in
actual transit. Hence, out of a realization that the established techniques of catching and moving
fish to a laboratory would not provide any certainty when dealing with the complex relationship
between movement, river, fish and structure, FERL was installed as a closed environment in
conjunction with a conduit. This grey slate that faced the engineers, researchers and policymakers
at the Bonneville dam provides us with a conceptual framework for examining scientific
experimentation in the post war era.
After a discussion of the circumstances which produced the need for fishway design experiments,
where the history of the Columbia River Control plan and the Bonneville dam will be considered, I
will direct attention to how the relationship between design and science developed in the “Design
Methods Movement”. The first report on the experiments carried out at FERL was published in
1961, and a year later the Conference on Systematic and Intuitive Methods in Engineering,
Industrial Design, Architecture and Communications was held at the Imperial College in London.
In the following discussion I will consider some of the papers presented at this conference in order
to show how questions concerning systems, control and problem solving techniques were dealt with
by engineers and architects. The reason for doing this is to show that the relationship between
objectivity and open-endedness is not as straightforward as it might seem. By discussing how
engineers such as William Gosling understood the possibilities embedded in systems engineering
and how architects such as Christopher Alexander probed questions relating to dynamic systems, I
will show how conflicting ideas of design’s potential for providing definite solutions caused the
3
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“Design Methods Movement” to lose its initial momentum. This will in turn provide us with an
objective framework in the form of what can be described as “tame” problems, meaning problems
for which there are definite and verifiable solutions. What concerns me here is the idea that the kind
of design problems which engineers such as William Gosling and K. W. Norris discussed at the
1962 conference reveals how engineering design required methods and solutions which were more
related to the methods of the natural sciences than the social sciences. From this perspective, a
continuous line can be traced between the issue of “tame” problems to a design experiment at FERL,
which demonstrates how experimentation within a controlled environment revealed what kind of
ideas and epistemologies were at work when fisheries biologists and engineers met.
By drawing on Peter Galison’s analysis of the central role played by metaphors in scientific
experimentation, I will show how the relationship between scientific experimentation and epistemic
trajectories reveals more about the nature of the experiment than it reduces it to either theory or
empiricism.4 In particular, I will identify “circulation” as a central metaphor at work in the design
experimentation which was carried out through the “endless fishway,” a closed unit inside an
experimental era, in which fish swam round and round. My ambition is to ask how “circulation” as
a central metaphor worked both conceptually and concretely. The reason for reading the
experiments in the “endless fishway” through the concept of “circulation” is to probe questions of
the relationship between an organism and its environment. Here, I will draw on William Gosling’s
explanation of flow systems to show how, despite the circulatory nature of the experiments in the
“endless fishway”, we are dealing more with an open-ended and relational design experiment than
a design experiment that was solely interested in control. I will therefore appeal to the relationship
between cybernetics and ethology as explicated by Donna Haraway and Jakob von Üexkull to show
how, because of a fishway’s nature in being both a “tame” design problem and a conduit that
provides a milieu for fish in transit, the question of a controlled environment is both simple and
complicated at once. In summary, the chapter will show how the issue of the relationship between
design and science can be found in the activities at FERL even if they were never explicated as
such. It also aims at highlighting how, through the experiments in the “endless fishway”, fish
became a participant in a design experiment and not just a biological experiment. Furthermore, the
chapter will show that the concept of circulation as understood both in architectural theory and as a
physiological principle touches on some of the fundamental scientific trajectories in the post war
era. Thus, I will demonstrate the topological formation of “experiment” as the first case for this
study on the design history of fishways, because it provides us with a proverbial bridge between the
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scientific history of fisheries engineering and the subsequent aesthetic conditions of fishways that
belong to urban planning projects and public art collections, as we will explore in chapters 2 and 3.

1.1 A Concrete Place: historical background
The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) now recognizes the Bonneville dam, the first
federal dam of 55 dams in total which make up the power and navigational system of the Columbia
River, as a historic landmark due to its significance as a power producer in the area and because of
its unique construction design.5 It is one of the largest producers of hydropower energy in the USA.
One of the major challenges relating to the dam design was how to mount a dam of this scale on a
very irregular river floor. Leveling the river floor would be a highly time-consuming and expensive
exercise, and it was solved by designing horseshoe-shaped timber cribs as cofferdams, a new type
of innovation completely in line with the ideal principles of structural design: efficiency, economy
and elegance.6 These were fitted into the irregular river floor, so that the design matched with the
topography of the river instead of designing the “invisible” river floor to fit the structure.
As mentioned, the river floor topography gave rise a challenge needing to be overcome by the
“artifice of man” and the cofferdam designs were a result of the ideals of structural design. However,
I suggest that this can be understood as a way of designing with the landscape. By designing
cofferdam structures that fitted the river floor, instead of leveling the river floor, the dam in its
design reality became inherently adapted to the submerged landscape. Thus, this massive structure,
which at first glance represents the opposite of the landscape it resides in, is inevitably built with
the landscape. It is even tempting to suggest that all structural engineering designs which are made
to control the forces of nature (i.e. through water irrigation control and water power management)
through their tectonic reality should incorporate the physical capacities of the elements.
In 1932, before the Bonneville dam was erected, the annual reported revenue of fisheries on the
river was estimated to amount to over 10 million US dollars.7 This monetary measurement of the
estimated fish population – or, rather, the estimated value of fish as a commodity – seems not
surprisingly to have been the primary driver for the Corps to incorporate plans for a fishway in the
first drafts of the dam proposal. According to David Billington, the Seattle division engineer,
Colonel G.R. Lukesh had already brought the issue of fish passage to the chief engineers as early
5
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as 1929.8 Then, in 1933 another Corps engineer argued that studies of how best to facilitate the
movement of fish beyond the dam had to be conducted before initiating construction.9 In that same
year, before any construction started on the Bonneville dam, fishways were included in the dam
design.10 The three fishways installed at the Bonneville dam were considered to be a great success,
and, although the cumulative effect of all the dams on the Columbia River still caused problems for
the migration of anadromous fish, it was the apparently well-functioning Washington Shore fishway
on the Bonneville dam which became the object of interest among biologists, engineers and
policymakers.11
The cumulative effects of the many dams on the river basin indeed represented the crux of the
matter. A dam in certain cases, as Richard White has noted, might even aid fish migration. If
designed properly, dams in some cases may provide favorable conditions for salmon, such as
allowing for a decrease in the loss of spawning grounds associated with flooding or drought, or by
regulating the water temperatures.12 However, none of the dams on the Columbia River was
designed with the salmon in mind, and, as mentioned, the cumulative effects of all the dams on the
river changed the nature of its biodiversity within the river’s ecosystem. As White points out, today
the Columbia River, whilst once a river for salmon, is now a river that produces carp and chad.13
The dams of the Columbia River control plan have thus engineered not only a new landscape but
also a new ecosystem. In White’s words:
In the beginning, it had been salmon that had drawn humans to the river. The places where the river’s energy
was greatest – at the Dalles and the Cascades, and Celilo Falls, at Kettle Falls and Priest Rapids – had
concentrated salmon when they returned to spawn, and at these places fishermen, too, concentrated.14

But in this new river, the designed river, “the architects […] have been nearly constant in their
protestations of concerns for salmon, but they have quite consciously made a choice against the
conditions that produce salmon.”15 Thus, even though salmon still have a sort of totem status at the
Columbia River shores, there is there in fact a new reality: a new river.
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1.2 Being in the dark: the Corps’ conservational strategies for salmon
The US Army Corps of Engineers who were in charge of building and operating the dam recognized
the necessity of accommodating movement for fish past the dam early in the construction process,
and plans for a fishway was already included in the original proposal of 1931.16 In 1951 the Corps
and the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries established a research program at the dam, which
incorporated ethology to examine the “stimulation of [the fish’s] sensory mechanisms”.17
Ramifications of the war had interrupted the research program that was in the making from the
1940s, but after the war, as the economy and work force began to get back on its feet, this
interagency research program was charged with researching and mitigating fish loss due to dam
construction.18 “We are in the dark”, one spokesman for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
exclaimed, revealing the lack of clarity about the situation at the Bonneville dam.19 Subsequently,
the efforts began to establish a laboratory for scientific and methodological research into fishway
design.
According to Charles Clay, scientific and methodological approaches to fishway design did not
emerge until the 20th century, despite exceptional scientific advances in related fields.20 There had
been some excursions into more methodological and scientific research regarding fishway designs
in the early 20th century, most notably by the Belgian engineer and biologist G. Denil. However,
thorough research into the relationship between the tectonic reality of fishway design and fish
locomotion was not undertaken until the establishment of FERL in 1955.21 The size of the
Bonneville dam and the Columbia River Control System as a whole, as well as the success of
Bonneville dam’s fish facilities, all evoked a need for a more scientific research method into the
most efficient design criteria for fishways.22 Through ethological research, the lab’s engineers and
biologists probed, for the first time, how fish in actual transit behaved and performed within a
controlled environment. The lab opened in 1955, but it was not the first laboratory connected to the
Bonneville dam. Already before construction, an outdoor hydraulic laboratory was created to study
the problem of erosion connected to the unstable volcanic river floor.23 In this way, a culture of
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research and a desire to investigate the fish within controlled environments was already established
at this particular site. After all, the Bonneville Dam was a crucial player in Roosevelt’s New Deal
and thus its science and research machinery.24
To come back to Clay’s argument that the systematic research into fishway design was lagging
behind related scientific fields, such as hydraulic engineering and biology in general, it is tempting
to think that this seminal event of placing a fishway research laboratory on the Bonneville dam was
not a mere coincidence. In fact, even with the New Deal’s scientific agenda, the fact that the
fishways at the Bonneville dam enjoyed a substantial amount of attention also testifies to their status
as part of a material culture. In his 2013 book, The Pastoral and Monumental, Donald C. Jackson
has posited the claim that the fishways at Bonneville dam are arguably the most famous in the
United States.25 I am not going to trace the legitimacy of this claim, but will adhere to Jackson’s
assertion since, regardless of whether it is true or not, the fishways at Bonneville dam represent a
crucial junction in fishway history. More specifically, the fact that Bonneville dam blocked the
transit of migratory fish due to its act of disjointing almost all of the Columbia River watershed
gave to this massive structure the status of a critical locus for a more-than-human crisis. This crisis
in turn prompted the need for concrete design solutions to address the threat of species extinction.
The lab opened under the leadership of Gerald B. Collins and Carl H. Elling, both of whom were
fisheries biologists with the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. Collins had a background from
Harvard where he had researched fish response to variations in temperature and velocity of water,
while Elling, who came from Washington State University, had researched fisheries in the Pacific
Northwest and Alaska.26 The first engineer to join the lab was Wynn Farr. He was added to the team
in the early 1960s.27 The historian Lisa Mighetto places The Corps Fisheries Engineering Program28
– renamed the Fish Passage Development and Evaluation Program – within a context of rising
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environmentalism and the socio-economic and political history of fisheries.29 However, the
Fisheries Engineering Program also presents an interesting convergence of engineering and natural
science that was similar to other discourses in the design field at the time. After all, as Mighetto
argues, most of the Corps’ engineers had a hard time accepting a biologist onto their team. When
the first biologist, Ivan J. Donaldson, was included in the team of engineers at the Bonneville dam
in 1941, the response was, to put it mildly, tepid.
According to Mighetto, comments such as “to Hell with the fish. I am here to build a dam” and “I
don`t know anything about fish except that they are a damn nuisance” more or less summed up the
engineers’ general attitude towards their new biologist co-worker.30 Likewise, attitudes among
fishery biologists towards anyone connected to The Corps was equally acrimonious. According to
Mighetto, Donaldson had to flee a meeting of the Pacific Fisheries Biologists due to his connection
to The Corps.31 I will not delve any deeper into the nature of these conflicts between engineers and
biologists at Bonneville, but will simply let these circumstances provide us with a kind of polemic
backdrop to show that conflicting ideas about the task and responsibility of dam construction were
already at play in the years after the war. I will come back to Bonneville and the event where
biologists and engineers joined forces later on, but now wish to take a detour and discuss how
scientific methods and the quest for objectivity was explicated at the Conference on Systematic and
Intuitive Methods in Engineering, Industrial Design, Architecture and Communications, at the
Imperial College in London in 1962. While my aim is not to disseminate the state of design in the
1960s, I will use some of the papers presented at the conference as well as some general themes at
work in the fields of architecture and design in these years to provide a historical context to the
question of engineering design and its relationship with science. I will show that conflicting ideas
about the potential of design methods for solving complex planning problems eventually led to
discord between design professions who were dealing with “wicked” problems and those who were
dealing with “tame” problems. The reason for highlighting this difference between “wicked” and
“tame” problems in the scientization of design is to show that the experimentation at FERL, which
can be described as “tame” problems (that is, problems for which there were definite solutions), can
best be understood in a context of modern science’s ideal of objectivity and controlled
environments.
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1.3 The wicked and the tame: problems of design and science
In the years leading up to the establishment of the research program, the divide between design and
science was only gradually beginning to become erased, and not only at Bonneville and in The
Corps but in the design field more generally. Between the establishment of the Research Program
at the beginning of the 1940s and the establishment of the lab in 1955, the discourse on science and
design had shifted considerably, so that by the first decade of the lab’s operation the world at large
and the design world in particular could see an increasing convergence of science and design.
Within the first decade of FERL’s operations something also happened across the Atlantic. On
September 19th-21st of 1962, the first international conference on the methods, processes and
psychology of design took place at the Department for Aeronautics at the Imperial College in
London.32 This event is cited by many as the proverbial turning point in the design-science
relationship, as well as the true birth of the “Design Methods Movement.” Among the participants
at the conference were Joseph Esherick, Christopher Jones, and Christopher Alexander. Even
though the latter two ended up disassociating themselves with the movement during the 1970s, the
fact that the 1950s and 60s witnessed the application of scientific methods to the field of design
speaks volumes about the status of scientific methods in the post war era.33 The need for proper
solutions to problems caused by the war called for an application of scientific methods to a myriad
of disciplines, including design. Similarly, professions dealing with design problems were seen as
possessing the combination of creativity and ingenuity necessary for solving problems relating to
creation, process, complexity and innovation, to mention just a few. The acceleration of production,
consumption and knowledge that emerged in the aftermath of WWII placed science and design in
a close relationship with one another, where both asserted power on each other. Industry needed
data and proper solutions to meet post war demands, and researchers for their part needed new
facilities, techniques and tools for providing industry with solutions to these problems.34 As such,
the understanding that it was possible to attain general and ideal solutions to design problems came
to the forefront in the years following the war. In this search for objectivity in design processes,
designers (including architects, engineers and artists alike) probed questions relating to creativity,
method and process within a context of accelerating modernization.35
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In the years following the war, important problem-solving techniques such as OR and decisionmaking techniques saw the light of day.36 Another influential problem-solving technique,
“creativity techniques,” was developed by researchers at the Institute of Personality Assessment
and Research (IPAR) within the University of California, Berkeley in the early 1950s. By studying
people with different creative professions, the researchers sought to establish which personality
traits made people creative through scientific and methodological approaches into the nature of
creativity. This investigation was brought about by the space race as the American government
sought creative ways to outsmart their Soviet counterparts.37 Interestingly, the study of creative
scientists and artists led the researchers at IPAR to discover a kind of hybrid between the two:
architects. As advocated in a particularly entertaining episode of the podcast ‘99% invisible’ from
2016, architects were seen by the researchers at IPAR as “working at a crossroads of creative
disciplines, a combination of analytic and artistic creativity.”38 This implies that the relationship
between analytic and artistic creativity was an issue for scientific and design research alike, and,
according to Nigel Cross, it was events such as these that led to the emergence of design methods
and the scientization of design.39
However, as Cross himself argues, a desire for objective systems in design did not appear out of
thin air in the 1960s. Problems surrounding the complexity of design procedures and processes were
apparent already in the early days of industrial design.40 This highlights the role of production in
relation to the scientization of design, as problems and solutions for industrialized production
became increasingly complex, which in turn meant that systems and processes were prioritized to
intuitive approaches applied in crafts and applied arts. The question of the relationship between
science and design thus dates further back than the 1950s and 60s. However, the post war era’s
demand for methodological solutions, as well as what can be understood as the beginning of the
end of a modernist credo of objectivity and closed environments, both represent a pivotal moment
in the history of design and science.
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This pivotal moment in the history of design and science relates to events and changes that were
ongoing society more generally. I will return to this issue in chapter 2 of this dissertation, but it is
worth mentioning it here because it provides a context to the status of scientific objectivity and
design solutions in the 1960s. While the social and political turmoil of the late 1960s and 70s
ushered in a transition from objectivity toward “intersubjectivity and mind-body holism”, the late
1950s and early 1960s can be understood as poised on a threshold between objectivity and
intersubjectivity.41 This threshold is reflected in papers presented at the 1962 conference, and
subsequently in the way that architects such as Christopher Alexander and Christopher Jones
disassociated themselves from the “Design Methods Movement” and went on to develop more
open-ended approaches to design. As Christopher Jones argued in a 1977 article in Design Methods
and Theories, “[i]n the 1970s I reacted against design methods. I dislike the machine language, the
behaviorism, the continual attempt to fix the whole of life into a logical framework.”42 Hence, the
early days of design methods, which were so eager to understand the design process through a
scientific and objective lens, eventually led its founding fathers to turn their backs against it.
When engineers such as K. W. Norris, director of Norris and Brothers Ltd., and William Gosling,
Lecturer in Electrical Engineering at the University College of Swansea, met with the architects
Christopher Alexander and Christopher Jones, artists such as Robyn Denny, Howard Hodgkin and
psychologist ssuch as B.N. Lewis in the autumn of 1962, it was precisely to discuss and develop
problem solving techniques.43 In the foreword to the proceedings from the conference, Peter A.
Slann from the Aeronautics department at Imperial College expressed his optimism concerning the
potential of design to offer the perfect combination of intuition and objective knowledge in the
following statement:
[Jones and myself] were particularly keen to seek out and establish systematic methods of problem solving,
especially those problems associated with design. We also sought means by which design could be thought as
a creative process that could be aided by a systematic process of conscious thought, integrating experience
with academic knowledge whilst at the same time keeping the imagination free from inhibitions.44

Embedded in this understanding of design as the crossroads between intuitive and scientific
creativity was a wish to break down disciplinary barriers between fields such as engineering,
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architecture, art and psychology. The conference organizers understood all these disciplines as
dealing with problems related to design, either in the form of designing experiments or designing
buildings, products or systems. Furthermore, a strong belief in the potential of systematic problemsolving techniques developed through design methods, which permeated these early days of the
scientization of design.
As mentioned, papers presented at the 1962 conference spanned the fields of the fine arts,
psychology, architecture, computation and electrical engineering. In a paper entitled “The
Morphological Approach to Engineering Design,” the engineer K. W. Norris discussed the
possibilities of various morphological approaches to industrial engineering design.45 In particular,
he expressed his enthusiasm for what he understood as a basis for what he called “controlled
design,” an approach to design experimentation that would provide objective and verifiable
findings. Norris first recalled a definition of this approach by Fritz Zwicky which stated that “[the
morphological approach is] pertaining to the science, structure and shape of an organized body or
system.” Then he added that “this seems to provide the best link with the design process which
concerns the bringing together into a suitable arrangement or form which will achieve a desired
function or effect.”46 Thus, he expressed a desire to describe and control objectively what in many
ways could be understood as dynamic problems. Morphology as we know it is aimed at the study
of how things change form over time and has often been linked to the development of cybernetics.
D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson’s Growth and Form (1917), for instance, unpacks the physiological
and mathematical foundations relating to shape and forms in animals and plants and is often cited
as having had a profound influence on the future development of cybernetics.47
In his paper Norris drew attention to the fact that, through the application of charts, the
morphological approaches to design provided a variety of design solutions to a problem depending
on the factors under investigation. By this means, variables could be determined and designated to
their proper problem (fig. 1. 1). Through the application of charts, both the analysis and synthesis
of the design research question was visible in one and the same entity. The solution to a design
problem appeared in a column and was classified as either “simple or elaborate according to the
number of parameters and parameter steps included in the chart.”48 In this way, the morphological
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approach was intended to provide a way of dealing with variables by providing, through schemes
and graphs, a comprehensive view of all possible solutions and unknown factors. Hence, Norris’s
enthusiasm towards this approach was based on how it offered the researcher control over dynamic
problems. Another engineer who presented at the conference, William Gosling, grappled with the
relevance of systems engineering. A lecturer in electrical engineering, Gosling worried that Systems
Engineering would meet the same fate as cybernetics, which he understood as a fad that had died
out shortly after its conception; he thus expressed his optimism for the approach’s extension into
all forms of engineering design.49
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Figure 1.1: Morphological chart by K.W. Norris presented at the Conference on Design Methods in 1962. Here, Norris shows the
formation of morphological charts using parameters and parameter steps. Image from: Norris, K.W, “The Morphological Approach
to Engineering Design,” Conference on Design Methods, Christopher Jones and D.G. Thornley eds. (New York: Pergamon Press),
1963. 115-40, at 118.

One of the true benefits of the approach, according to Gosling, was that it consisted of “assembling”
parts or elements which were already available. Hence, the engineer’s job was to design a system
where available and pre-fabricated parts functioned together in an optimal way.50 He highlighted
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that, for some time already, it had been possible to design a hydraulic servo-system “using only
ready-made parts.”51 Interestingly within the context in this chapter, Gosling seems both to be
attuned to the possibilities embedded in understanding complex systems and, at the same time, to
take advantage of the post war era’s “ready-made” and “assembly” logics. Put in other words, he
asserted that systems engineering positioned the engineer as the master of relations, rather than the
producer of individual elements. Another interesting point for the context of this chapter is
Gosling’s reference to flow systems as a very important class of systems.
The question of flow in relation to FERL will be discussed in the next section, but it is worth
acknowledging here that Gosling’s description of flow as an important class within systems
engineering should come as no surprise in relation to the nature of systems. A system of autonomous
elements requires some sort of conduit for the transportation of energy. Within electrical systems,
this function is provided by energy dispersal through metals reacting to one another, while in flow
systems energy is dispersed by means of fluids such as oil. In a summary of the flow system’s
properties Gosling writes as follows:
Characteristically a flow system has terminals, that is to say points, at which the outside world acts on the
system to originate a throughput stream (input terminals), or points at which a throughput stream discharges,
in some way, into the outside world (output terminals). There may be more than one stream within a single
system: even if they are quite distinct; they are usually regarded as distinct systems if they share the same set
of parts.52

Hence, Gosling’s summary of the flow system’s properties delineates how this closed system of
“available” parts relates to the outside world by either taking in or discharging fluids. However,
within the system that is made up of elements which combine to function in relation to each other,
the input and output terminals function merely as a conduit. As a result, these terminals can be
understood as part of the flow system’s infrastructure for the transport and movement of fluids. This
implies that, even if the system itself is relational, systems engineering would still, at least
mechanically speaking, be a closed unit. However, when understood as a process the system will
be more open and complex, something Gosling was aware of when he wrote:
[..] systems engineering formalizes even the actual process of designing a real engineering system. Thus the
formalized design situation of a sponsor, a systems designer, and element designers, as separate individuals
activated by rational motives, is not exactly paralleled in reality, where these entities will probably be groups,
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and their motivations will, at least in part, be determined by interpersonal relationships within and without the
group.53

By locating Gosling’s observations in the context of FERL and so going beyond the conception of
flow systems, we finally arrive at the question of the relationship between science and design that
is relevant for this case study. In his paper, Gosling highlighted how systems engineering formalized
the relationships between moving parts in a design process, something that has become one of
design history’s main concerns: the seamless web of socio-design.54 According to this, the questions
of design methods and the determination of what a system really is calls for an understanding of
who and what the designer is. A system is, after all, made up of many autonomous parts that act
together. At FERL, as we shall see in the next section of this chapter, the design experiment
consisted of a system of engineers, biologists, fish and equipment working together to produce some
solutions for fishway design. But before discussing this further, I want to take some time to analyse
some of the core discrepancies between the different design disciplines within the “Design Methods
Movement”, in order to establish the context for analyzing the experiments at FERL.
At FERL the branch of engineering design which is operative can best be described as hydraulics
engineering. Although problems concerning hydraulic engineering seem not to have been discussed
during the 1962 conference, and I have not been able to establish whether hydraulic engineering
was discussed in other design methods forums, it is safe to say that the question of systematic
problem solving techniques was an issue for engineers dealing with water resource management in
the years following the war. This leads us to the main tenet of this section and subsequently back to
the design experiments at FERL on the Columbia River. As mentioned, an awkward tension existed
between the engineers and biologists at FERL. This tension between biologists and engineers – who
both belonged to scientific camps – had a counterpart within the “Design Methods Movement”, as
the divergence between the fields of architecture, engineering and industrial design became
increasingly evident in the course of the 1970s, and almost caused the movement to disappear
altogether.55
Looking at the situation with the distance of history, it seems that the different disciplines connected
to the “Design Methods Movement”, despite their post war occupation with problem solving
techniques and objectivity, still suffered from the existence of too great a gap between the goals and
objectives of their professions. Problems concerning the social, economic and cultural aspects of
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issues such as housing and urban planning, or concerning the development of economic systems for
heterogenous groups within a society, demanded a greater attention for complexity and relations
than, say, the design of scientific experiments inside a laboratory. Architects such as Christopher
Alexander, who already at the 1962 conference directed attention to problems concerning the proper
physical components for dynamic structures such as cities, also highlighted such a tension between
objectivity and open-endedness which, in the 1970s, resulted in the emergence of cybernetics.
The transition from the late 1960s and 70s, which was infused with political and social turmoil,
influenced the epistemological foundations of both scientific research and design, which
subsequently ended modernism’s objective stronghold and gave rise to postmodernism’s
occupation with dynamic open-ended systems.56 This was further influenced by the social and
political climate of the period, which saw a growing interest in social and environmental problems.
A number of prominent designers, such as Alexander and Jones, became increasingly aware of the
importance of incorporating design solutions for pressing environmental and social concerns, and
the tension between complex open-ended systems and objective and verifiable truths concerning
different professions within the “Design Methods Movement” grew. This tension was characterized
by Horst Rittel and Melvin Webber in 1973 as pertaining to the differentiation between “wicked”
and “tame” problems.57
As Nigel Cross argues, “[design and planning problems were characterized] as 'wicked' problems,
[which were] fundamentally un-amenable to the techniques of science and engineering, which dealt
with 'tame' problems.”58 This intimates not only a tension but also a threshold between what could
be verifiable and what was uncertain. Concepts such as complexity and open-endedness were hence
based upon the epistemological foundation of ever-moving and evolving dynamic systems, which
led to uncertainty becoming a part of experimentation and research, rather than simply a factor to
be overcome. However, this is not to say that cybernetic modes of thought did not exist in fields
dealing with “tame” problems; quite the contrary. But the planning problems relating to the social
sciences and humanities needed different approaches and solutions from the problems concerning
structural engineering or physiology. To put what has now been said about the tension between
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“wicked” and “tame” problems in the context of this chapter’s theme, we can see that the issue of
dynamic systems as a mode of operation, not a problem to be overcome, caused a split between
designers within professions of engineering and architecture. As mentioned, Nigel Cross, Horst
Rittel and Melvin Weber all described this tension as being founded on the difference between
“wicked” problems, which are difficult if not impossible to verify or control, and “tame” problems,
which are verifiable and have definite solutions. Many professionals working within the fields of
engineering design understood their profession as tasked with finding definite and verifiable
solutions to the design problems considered in Norris’ paper via the morphological approach, or
what he described as a basis for “controlled design.”59
This shows that the ideal of control and objectivity was carried over to the field of engineering in
terms of its method and approach. If applied to the realm of engineering design, unknown factors
and variables could be identified and were either dealt with in a proper manner or eliminated
completely. Hence, definite solutions which were considered to be both economic and effective
could now be applied to design problems too. The point of this detour into the 1962 London
conference has, as mentioned, been to show that the tension between “wicked” and “tame” problems
can be understood as taking place on the threshold between objectivity and intersubjectivity. This
is not to say that “tame” problems are modernist while “wicked” problems are not, but rather to
show that an ideal of verifiability and objectivity was at work in the field of engineering design
within the “Design Methods Movement.” This brings me back to Bonneville and the fisheries
engineering research undertaken in the early 1960s, since the unexplained success of the fishways
at the dam demanded some verifiable and definite answers to the question why fish opted to use
some fishways while rejecting others.
While questions of design methods as described and discussed at the London conference were not
explicitly addressed in any of the reports from the FERL operations, I next want to draw on
Gosling’s and Norris’ reflections on how engineering design could benefit from scientific and
methodological approaches to think about the experimentation at FERL as not only as a scientific
activity but a design activity as well. What concerns me here is the fact that, despite FERL’s
apparent lack of direct contact with the “Design Methods Movement” and its conceptions, there
was a mode of thought at work in the experimentations which reveals the kind of the relationship
that existed between ethological studies and design. To be more precise, the application of
ethological research methods to the behavior and preferences of migrating fish provided engineers
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with data for designing suitable hydraulic designs. These verifiable and definite solutions were
developed within a controlled environment, in the form of a fully functioning laboratory installed
on top of the Washington Shore fishway, where fish could be studied while they were in actual
transit. While earlier studies of fish behavior had been performed in laboratory facilities adjacent
frotom the fish’s “natural” habitat or by observing fish in a completely “natural” habitat, the
scientists at FERL needed to understand how fish behaved inside a fishway. Therefore, I will now
leave the “Design Methods Movement” and the London conference behind and direct attention to
this controlled environment in which fish were in transit. By identifying what Peter Galison calls
“central metaphors” in one concrete design experiment, I will show that the material culture of
experimentation (tools and equipment) is inscribed with meaning and thus reveal the ideas and
ideology at work in the experiments at FERL.

Figure 1.2: Photocopy of FERL and its connection to the Washington Shore Fishway. Image from: Collins, Gerald B. and Carl H.
Elling, “Fishway Research at the Fisheries-Engineering Research Laboratory,” U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Circular 98(1961). 117.
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1.4 Lab, Loop and Logos: circulation as central metaphor
According to William F. Willingham, the U.S. Commissioner of Fisheries told the U.S. Congress
already in the early 1930s that there had “never before been built, in either America or Europe, a
structure of such size that obstructed migratory runs of such magnitude.”60 Moreover, as mentioned
before, the plans for fish facilities were incorporated into the early proposal for the dam. However,
this awareness and the design solutions that were actually realized provided a grey slate of
uncertainty for the fishery authorities and engineers at Bonneville. The establishment of a research
lab to provide some much-needed contrast to this eeriness was the result of the surprising efficiency
of the fish facilities at the Bonneville dam, together with the call for more knowledge about fish
locomotion. In an article published in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Circular in 1961, the head
biologists at FERL, Gerald B. Collins and Carl H. Elling, noted that the cumulative effects of the
many dams on the Columbia River posed a great threat to the entire fishery resource. They
simultaneously made it clear that fish facilities had to be designed with “both a maximum of safety
for fish and also a maximum of economy in construction and operation costs.”61 In order to achieve
these objectives, “sound basic knowledge of the behavior, abilities, and requirements of migratory
fish, particularly in relation to fishways” had to be attained.62
The fisheries-engineering research lab was installed on top of the Washington-shore fishway – a
slotted fishway and the largest one at the Bonneville dam (fig.1.2). Inside the lab there was a 32 m
long, 7m wide and 5m deep “experimental area”. When empty, different types of designs were
mounted before directing the river into the basin (figs. 1.3 and 1.4). This type of full flexibility
provided by the lab’s interior offered the engineers and biologists the ability to easily erect different
design solutions within the experimental area. Removable walls and an “empty” centralized
experimental area in which interdisciplinary research came together exemplifies how FERL
operated within established laboratory design ideals of the time.63 We can also see how Gosling’s
explication of flow systems is operationalized, if not intentionally than at least in parallel, in the
construction of the laboratory and its main goal, namely to provide input and output terminals to a
system of autonomous elements. Fish were thus diverted into the lab through picketed lead from
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the Washington-shore fishway, whereupon they ascended the entrance fishway to a collection pool
inside the lab.64 Understood in relation to flow systems, the river when diverted into the lab
constituted the fluid for transportation of both energy and fish, which I want to argue can be
understood as both an element and a participant of the system.

Figure 1.3: Experimental fish ladders inside the Fisheries Engineering Research Laboratory. Image from: Mighetto, Lisa
and Eben Wesley, Saving the Salmon, (Seattle: Historical Research Associates Inc.), 1994, at 106.
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Figure 1.4: Experimental fish ladders inside the Fisheries Engineering Research Laboratory. Image from: Mighetto, Lisa
and Eben Wesley, Saving the Salmon (Seattle: Historical Research Associates Inc.), 1994, at 106.
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Among the data collected was that on fishway capacity (i.e. how many individuals were optimal for
each design per unit of time), space required for each individual depending on species, velocity
rates and the gradient of slopes, meaning how steep one could build a fishway without disturbing
the fish’s ability to climb. This would have important economic implications, as the objective to
design fishways within an economically sustainable framework, while also taking into account
conservational considerations and a steep fishway, would diminish the amount of landscape that
one needed to excavate for construction. A slope upon rates tests was conducted using a pair of
“endless fishways,” a pool and an overfall fishway constructed as a closed unit, making the fish
swim round and round within it (fig. 1.5). This “endless fishway” can be understood as the
laboratory’s experimental design. I prefer to call it design, because of its nature as both a space and
an experimental tool, such that it exceeds a definition of tool or machinery. Another important
reason for designating the “endless fishway” as design, or in this case laboratory design, is that the
experiments conducted through or in the “endless fishway” can be understood as a design process:
a scientific and methodological approach to a design solution. The “endless fishway” thereby
provides us with a conceptual framework for critical analysis, because it can be considered a part
of FERL’s material or even design culture, and as such it is saturated with meaning that can be
deciphered through analysis.
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To put what has been said about the efforts, questions and equipment design of the “endless
fishway” in the context of the material culture of laboratory equipment, I want to propose that we
need to look at the “endless fishway” through the concept of “circulation”. FERL as a closed
environment, or perhaps rather as a container for a closed environment on top of a conduit (the
Washington Shore fishway), combined with the subsequent design of the main experiment as a
closed unit for circulation, invites a broader discussion on the role of “circulation” both as metaphor
and as concept relating to modernist design and scientific research. As shown in the section on the
scientization of design, the relationship between systems and autonomy is not as straightforward as
it might seem. This can be understood as an instance of what Peter Galison calls the “central
metaphors” used in the history of science.65 A focus on “central metaphors” in scientific
explanation, by endorsing reductionist approaches where either experiment or theory abides by a
set of epistemic hierarchies, reveals the relationship between them both. Similarly, in this particular
context, I believe that the central metaphor of “circulation” as both experiment and theoretical tool
will reveal the dynamic relationship between autonomy and system at play in fishways in general,
and the “endless fishway” in particular.
According to Adrian Forty, “circulation” is one of the first scientific metaphors to appear in
architectural discourses. The metaphor of circulation, which draws on physiology, has become
indispensable to the way we think and talk about movement within and around buildings and
spaces.66 While the use of “circulation” by architects such as Le Corbusier and Viollet-le-Duc67
prioritized the role of autonomy, as Galison argues, they “[sc. Le Corbusier and Viollet-le-Duc]
could have chosen an interactive metaphor like respiration” instead. “Circulation” as applied to the
“endless fishway” hence designates a tension between autonomy and open-endedness which relates
to flow systems.68 This is because, in “the endless fishway”, there were both input and output
terminals amenable to closing and opening, providing both autonomy and open-endedness
simultaneously. However, analysis begins by considering whether the unit was closed or open, and,
because the experiments within the “endless fishway” were executed when the terminals were
closed, “circulation” as a central metaphor is fitting for this particular case.
Seen from above, the “endless fishway” resembles a rectangular box containing a smaller
rectangular space in successive order, which looks a s-shaped tube circulating inside a closed unit.
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The experiments were based on observing groups and individual fish swim through the “endless
fishway” in a time continuum varying from 48 hours to five days. For example, one Blueback
salmon passed alone through the fishway for a continuum of five days, climbing over 66 000 pools
and completing a vertical ascent of more than 1,5 km before the test was terminated.69 In this time
continuum ranging from 48 hours to five days, the fish swimming through the “endless fishway”
performed a circulatory exercise similar to that of blood flowing through an artery. At the same
time, the fishway’s tectonic reality, in manipulating flow and the resistance of water, asserted power
on the fish’s own circulatory systems. This was evident in the way that FERL researchers analyzed
the bloodwork from fish participants in order to establish the level of stress and constraint on fish
bodies produced by a particular fishway design parameter.70 As explained by Collins and Elling:
When a test fish had ascended to the top of one of these fishways, it was rapidly lowered by lock to the lowers
pool to ascend again. By repeating this procedure, fishways of any desired length could be simulated.
Comparisons were made on the basis of fish performance and also on the basis of biochemical indices of
fatigue such as lactate and inorganic phosphate of the blood and muscle.71

Collins and Elling here draw attention to two interesting things about the “endless fishway” in the
context of “circulation”. The first is that, in order to achieve a closed unit in which circulation is
present, the engineers relied on pool-and-overfall fishway designs where the highest pool was
connected to the lowest pool by means of a lock.72 The second is that blood analysis traced the level
of lactate and inorganic phosphate in fish bodies. Lactate and inorganic phosphate are both
substances produced by an insufficient amount of oxygen in cells. This implies that principles of
circulation were at play on the cellular level of fish bodies. To come back to the material culture of
labs as a way to determine questions of who the experimenter and what the experiment is, I want to
suggest that understanding the FERL design through the concept of “circulation” prompts one to
ask who the experimenter is. Clearly, the engineers and biologists at FERL were responsible for
designing and executing the experiment, but the fish swimming through the “endless fishway” offer
more to the question of “circulation” and experiment than meets the eye. Before considering this
question in more detail, however, I want to dwell a little longer on the concept of “circulation” and
consider how it operates in architectural discourse for deciphering how space relates to bodies.
If “circulation” as an architectural metaphor denotes the way that buildings transport bodies
similarly to the way that circulatory systems function in the body, as Forty suggests, then we are
also dealing with notions of dispersion, flow and resistance, all of which clearly designate
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movement. As such, these concepts offer insights into the way that bodies or elements move or flow
within space, as well as how the phenomenological experience of architecture can be understood as
a way of dealing with emotion – by examining how an affected body produces sensation or is
affected by tension or pressure.73 The way that “circulation” has been understood by modernist
architects thus relates to how physiological concepts such as tension and pressure designated
aesthetical counterparts. However, as Forty reminds us:
On the face of it, architecture’s adaption of words like function, “structure,” “circulation,” or “transformation”
would seem simply to be a symptom of a trend toward the scientization of the practice, a general characteristic
of modernism. However, if we consider the matter in terms of what is known, not about architecture, but about
metaphors, the relationship turns out to be rather less straightforward.74

If what Forty says here about the nature of metaphors versus architecture is true, we end up with an
understanding of “circulation” at FERL that brings us closer to a “design history proper” of fishways
than a simple juxtaposition of science and design. As he suggests, the success of a metaphor lies in
designating the unlikeness of things, which thereby forges a relationship between entities that are
the threshold of dissimilarity.
To bring this back to the question of how “circulation” can be considered a metaphor for how space
relates to bodies and vice versa in the context of FERL and the “endless fishway,” we can see that,
as a metaphor for an architectural ideal, “circulation” designates the flow within a closed system
and that this is different in a house than in a body. However, while “circulation” for modernist
architects such as Le Corbusier and Viollet-le-Duc designated autonomy, I suggest that
“circulation” as a central metaphor in the experiments in the “endless fishway” designates
something completely different. While “circulation” as an architectural metaphor was utilized to
think about space as a closed unit, the fact that the “endless fishway” was a closed unit with input
and output terminals implies that “circulation” is also a physiological principle utilized both by
engineers (flow, velocity, turbulence) and biologists (blood, fish volition, swimming capacity), and
thus more than just a metaphor. In other words, the experiment relied on a relationship with the
outside world, because one of the key tenets for FERL was to study fish in actual transit. This
shows that “circulation” designates a mode of thought and mode of operation which possesses an
inherently relational character. “Circulation” in the “endless fishway” must therefore be understood
in relation to concepts such as flow, environment and behavior, because the goal was always to
attain “sound basic knowledge of the behavior, abilities, and requirements of migratory fish,
particularly in relation to fishways.”75 Hence, the researchers at FERL were interested in how
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different designs affected fish performance and bodies, or how their biological functions reacted to
the spatial environment. Understood in this way, we can re-write the FERL researchers’ questions
as follows: what can fish bodies do under the spatial conditions x, y and z?
The study of organisms’ bodies within given spatial conditions is one of the fundamental questions
in ethology and it also reveals the relationship between behavioral studies and cybernetics. In “A
Semiotics of the Naturalistic Field” Donna Haraway writes that “[o]rganic functionalism was
transformed into a cybernetic technological functionalism broadly in life and human sciences from
the 1930s to the 1950s.”76 This means that functionalism as a philosophical foundation for the study
of behavior transformed from being interested in the study of the organization and behavior of an
organism to becoming interested in the study of systems beyond the organism. However, the
influence of organic functionalism on technological cybernetics was ushered forward by a growing
attention to biological processes. According to Haraway, the transformation towards cybernetic
functionalism was moved forward by the detailed study of rates in biological systems.77 Crudely
put, rates denote an understanding of how an organism relates to an assemblage or organization.
The question of rates and their relation to fish bodies was also under scrutiny at FERL, as slope
upon rates tests were used to establish how rates of fish passage were influenced by the length of
the fishway.78 Compared with Haraway’s findings, we can see that cybernetic functionalism’s
application of rates – meaning the number of occurrences in a unit of time – showed how an
organism functioned as a part of the system, and as such displayed a greater interest in in processes
over single occurrences.
What Haraway refers to is the change in paradigm that led natural sciences such as biology to
understand animal behavior as a part of a system, including how different factors influenced
behavior and vice versa. This ecological perspective, whereby behavior informs and is informed by
the organism’s environment, was explicated in the 1930s by the ethologist Jakob von Üexkull, who
is sometimes described as one of the first biocybernetics, on account of his theory of Umwelt which
emphasizes how bodies function within systems. In his Streifzüge durch die Umwelten von Tieren
und Menschen published in 1934, von Üexkull argues as follows:
From the beginning, we have no doubt that an enclosing world is present, out of which each animal cuts its
dwelling-world. As superficial appearances teach us, each animal encounters in its dwelling world certain
objects with which it has a closer or more distant relationship. From this state of things, there results apparently
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automatically for every experimental biologist the task of placing different animals before the same object in
order to research the relations between animal and object, a process in which the same object represents the
constant measure in all animal experiments. In this way, American researchers have attempted tirelessly, in
thousands of experiments, beginning with white rats, to study the most different kinds of animals in their
relations to a maze.
The unsatisfying results of these labors, which were conducted with the most precise methods of
measurements and the greatest skill in calculation, could have been predicted by anybody who had come to
the realization that the tacit assumption that an animal could ever enter into a relationship with an object is
false.79

In this paragraph, von Üexkull explains how objects have meaning for animals, and as such this
meaning needs to be understood and scrutinized as much as the behavior that the object produces
in the animal. Differently put, the relationship between the animal and the object is dependent on a
context which provides the situation with meaning. Through the notion of Umwelt, von Uexküll
created a theory of the perceptual life-world of animals based on the notion that it was the sensory
perception and intentional impulses of the animals which “[are] revealed to us most clearly in the
bodily forms and movements.”80 Thus, to gain access to the perception and communication of
animals, one had to study their biological foundations.81 By studying an animal’s bodily forms and
functions, one could gain access to how an environment signified something for a given animal.
The relevance of von Üexkull’s studies for this analysis lies in the fact that, within an ethology
concerned with how animal bodies react within a certain environment, a dynamic relationship exists
between organism, signifier, and environment, and that these enter into an open-ended process. So,
in coming back to the question of what bodies can do under given spatial conditions, we can now
better understand that environments (meaning, in this context, space and structure) enter into a
relationship with the fish, and that this relationship is visible through the fish’s bodily function.
Thus, regarding the “endless fishway”, we first need to understand some of the conclusions drawn
from the tests. The tests showed that, if properly designed, an ascent in a fishway would only be a
moderate exercise for the fish. They proved that the weirs in a 1-on-8 slope fishway had to be
modified. If constructed with weirs that made the wrong flow pattern, almost 70 per cent of the fish
would gather in each pool at any given time.82 Collectively, the group of fish passed through the
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“endless fishway”, which showed the researcher that velocity provided by the angle and shape of
the weirs had a considerable impact on ascending rates.
In the report of the lab’s research published in 1961, the director of research, Collins, wrote that
“[a]s to the effect of fishway length on the rate of fish movement, the evidence shows that rates of
movement tend to increase slightly in the initial stages of a prolonged ascent, probably due to
learning.”83 He concluded from this that, due to the fish’s ability to learn the structure’s form, the
length of the fishways would not cause considerable problems. Two other generalizations were
made on the basis of tests conducted at the lab. Firstly, the number of slopes had less impact on the
movement than did proper hydraulic design, while secondly the rate of fish movement was
independent of the number of fish. As mentioned, the inclusion of rates in biological studies directed
a focus towards processes and dynamics and away from single occurrences. Understood in this
context, the slope upon rates tests conducted in the “endless fishway” thus offer us a broader
understanding of “circulation” as a central metaphor in the experiments at FERL. Conversely, if
“circulation” in the “endless fishway” denotes no more than a means to control the rate of fish
passing through the slopes and as such issues a sort of autonomy within a closed unit, then it only
reveals half the story. It is important to rememeber that the main goal was always to produce
objective data for solving the problem of designing successful fishways.
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As I have argued,

fishways in general are infrastructural in their nature; a conduit rather than an enclosure. In light of
this, the conclusions drawn from the experiments would have much more in common with Gosling’s
explication of flow systems than “circulation” as an architectural metaphor.

1.5 Summary
The transition from organic functionalism towards a kind of cybernetics in biological studies during
the post war era was not a singular event. In fact, Haraway’s interpretation of this change of
paradigm provides us with a fruitful context for assessing the confluence between design and natural
sciences that is addressed in this chapter. In the years following WWII monumental changes were
occurring with regard to the way that science generally, as well as design and architecture, were
carried out, treated and theorized. In the course of the 1950s, the way that artists, architects,
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designers and scientists understood their working environment changed, and as a result the factory
as a model for productive sites became a trope that utilized industry’s concepts of centrality,
flexibility and process.85 Within this context of proper laboratory design that provided suitable
facilities for collaboration and experimentation, the Laboratory at Bonneville dam was erected.
Admittedly, as mentioned, there was already a tradition of experimental labs on site as the dam was
part of the scientific machinery of Roosevelt’s New Deal. Yet the main goal of this chapter has not
been to analyze how FERL related to a post war understanding of productive sites, but rather to
understand the experiments carried out in the “endless fishway” through the lens of design. We
have seen that the impetus for establishing a fishway design laboratory at the Bonneville dam was
the simultaneous threat of extinction and the success of the three fishways already installed at the
dam. In such a double bind, the fish became participants in the design experiments. The ultimate
goal of the engineers and biologists at FERL was to provide scientific and verifiable solutions to
problems concerning fishway design, and in order to do this they needed to study the “behavior,
abilities, and requirements of migratory fish.”86 As mentioned, such a design problem could be
understood as a way of probing how fish bodies behaved under given spatial conditions, which
allowed the researchers to conclude that fish bodies could both swim and climb almost any given
slope of fishway, and that velocity at the entrance played a significant part in attracting fish.
To summarize, this chapter have been dedicated to analyzing the efforts made at FERL within a
context of the scientization of design and to the “endless fishway” experiment as approached
through a framework of material culture. We have seen that the Columbia River Control Plan, of
which the Bonneville dam is a part, is one of the largest hydropower providers in the world. I have
discussed how the construction of many dams on the Columbia River damaged ecosystem processes
and threatened migratory fish such as salmon and steelhead with extinction. To mitigate the negative
consequences of dam construction on the migration patterns of fish, fishways were included in the
original design of the Bonneville dam as early as in the 1930s. I have shown that the three fishways
at the Bonneville dam were quite successful, but that nobody really knew why they functioned so
well and that this state of uncertainty demanded objective and verifiable answers to the question of
fish preferences in fishways. This in fact must be understood as a design problem, because, if fish
preferred one fishway over another, engineers needed to know why and how to design fishways.
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They needed to know what type of variables they were dealing with and how to properly design
structures which created the right flow patterns.
Regarding the connection of the design problems of fishways and the design/ science relationship
in the 1960s, I have showed that issues of objectivity, experimentation and control in engineering
design were discussed at the Conference on Systematic and Intuitive Methods in Engineering,
Industrial Design, Architecture and Communications in London in 1962. By directing attention to
the conflicting ideas concerning the potential of design to solve different types of problems, a
divergence between engineers and architects arose and this divergence everely weakened the
“Design Methods Movement” in the course of the 1970s. What concerned me here was the issue of
verifiability and the possibility of definite solutions to design problems which could be categorized
as “tame” problems and had a stronger connection to the natural sciences than “wicked” problems,
which were more commonplace in the social and political sciences. Engineers understood
themselves to be dealing with design problems that required effective and definite solutions, and it
is within this context of “tame” problems that the experiments at FERL must be understood. I have
shown that the ideal of the controlled environment to produce objective and verifiable solutions to
the problem of fishway design was demonstrated in the installment of the FERL lab on top of the
Washington Shore fishway. FERL’s position as a closed unit on top of a conduit was thus able to
provide some contrast and clarity to the uncertainty regarding fish preference.
In the final section of this chapter, I analyzed the experiments performed within the “endless
fishway” in order to show that the question of who the experimenter is might be confused by
directing attention to the fish inside the “endless fishway.” I discussed the experiment through the
concept of “circulation” in order to probe questions of flow and relationality between fish and
environment. Here, I contended that “circulation” as a central metaphor within the “endless
fishway” experiment revealed both major similarities and differences between physiological
metaphors and physiological experiments. The ambition was to demonstrate how the metaphor of
“circulation” could reveal the role played by epistemic trajectories concerning an organism’s
relationship with its environment in the experiment in the “endless fishway” and that these
trajectories have contact points in the design field and in ethology in general. By drawing on how,
already in the 1930s, early ethology showed an interest in the relational, i.e. how an organism
worked within a system, I showed that, despite FERL’s quest for objectivity, the central metaphor
of “circulation” exposed the real question concerning fish body performance under given spatial
conditions.
While I have opted not to pay particular attention to the concrete design solutions which were
developed from the experiments in the “endless fishway,” the ambition has been to provide a sort
84

of scientific context to the next two chapters in this dissertation. However, one of the designs that
were developed at FERL was the vertical slot fishway, which will be discussed further in chapter
3. By using the topological formation of “experiment” in this chapter I have aimed not only at
showing how the paradigm of scientific objectivity was at work in the post war era, but also sought
to provide a kind of backdrop for which to develop a discussion on fishways where aesthetic and
ecological concerns play the main role. Hence, I will now leave the scientific experimentation of
the 1960s behind and advance to a decisive moment in the history of ecological consciousness in
the 1970s, where the world ceased to be a container for life to unfold in but was understood as an
extension of all life, and that all life was an extension of the world. So, from the closed unit which
was FERL, I will now direct attention to a fish ladder in Grand Rapids Michigan, which is also an
environmental sculpture.
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Chapter 2
Experience

[…] pulling away from the grand, isolated public
monument, a number of artists are beginning to expand
our definition of public art. They are rethinking studio
concepts, and doing “environmental” work in a realer
sense, in collaboration with architects, engineers, city
planners and community leaders. Under the same public
sponsorship that funds works for plazas, they are
designing parks, restoring landscapes, helping to plan
buildings.1

This paragraph, from an article published in a 1982 issue of the New York Times by the art critic
and art news editor, Grace Glueck, described what she understood as a shift away from the “isolated
object” towards a “functional art work planned collaboratively and very specifically for an
environment.” In her article Glueck highlighted the Grand Rapids Fish Ladder Sculpture, a fully
functional fish ladder and environmental sculpture designed by the artist and designer Joseph
Kinnebrew in 1975, as one of these highly functional, collaborative and environmentally specific
works.2 By the early 1980s the Fish Ladder Sculpture had received national recognition as a unique
type of environmental artwork, and it was also recognized as an important work of reinforced
concrete. In 1975, Mildred Friedman, the editor of Design Quarterly, argued that the Fish Ladder
Sculpture created an “entirely unprecedented kind of public space,” while Joseph Antenucci
Becherer pointed out that Kinnebrew`s public popularity was largely thanks to the Fish Ladder
Sculpture`s accessibility as well as the artist’s national recognition.3 When I asked him about his
motivation behind the Fish Ladder Sculpture, Kinnebrew answered that he wanted to educate
1
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people about the story of the migration of anadromous fish which had been reintroduced to Lake
Michigan after the Clean Water Act of 1972.4 Kinnebrew understood that the role of art and
infrastructure was to bridge the gap between nature and humans, because, as he stated, “we humans
are also animals in the state of Michigan, and protection of us is protection of the environment.”5
In this comment, Kinnebrew reflects some of the core environmental tropes of the 1970s, a pivotal
moment in the history of ecological consciousness and art. Within the course of the 1970s, a
significant number of artists, designers and architects had concerned themselves with sitereclamation projects which demonstrated this form of collaborative artwork that Glueck was also
referring to.6 In restoring and reclaiming broken or polluted landscapes and water bodies through
artistic practices, these collaborative and “hands on” projects broadened the aims and objectives of
art to include what Glueck called “doing environmental work in a realer sense.”7
This chapter will take the Fish Ladder Sculpture as a point of departure for a discussion on this
pivotal moment in the history of environmentalism, art and design. In this chapter, which deals with
the topological formation I have chosen to call “experience,” I will discuss the Fish Ladder
Sculpture within a context of earth art and ecological thought by highlighting the attention it draws
to bodily experience, which is one of the major artistic and theoretical trajectories demonstrated in
the 1960s and 70s. I will first zero in on the status of ecology and ethology in the 1970s to show
that bodily experience and immersive practices played a crucial role in the field of ethology and
behavioral studies and that this apparatus of immersive experience opened up questions on the
relationship between humans and animals. The formal relationship between the Fish Ladder
Sculpture and the fields of ethology and ecology belongs to the framework of the Clean Water Act
of 1972 and the subsequent cleaning of the Lake Michigan tributaries, which guided the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) in its decision to erect a fish ladder on the Grand River. I
will not go deeper into the history and background of the Clean Water Act, but I hope that this
discussion will serve as a narrative bridge between what can be described as a “public attitude”
towards the environment and the kind of immersive experience at work in the ecological thought of
the 1970s. I will set this mode of immersive experience within the context of art and design practices
in the 1970s to illuminate the role of the human-animal relationship at work within this ecological
mode of thought. The growing awareness that the earth consists of a complex synthesis of relations
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at this time also altered the way that human beings understood animals: instead of an understanding
of animals as sentinent machines, a growing awareness that intelligence could take other forms than
the transcendental came to the fore.
This will bring me to the next section of this chapter, where I will discuss the Fish Ladder Sculpture
within a context of earth art. Earth art expanded the very definition of a work of art to include the
external world within its “object”. Although the Fish Ladder Sculpture has mostly been placed
within a context of public art (for instance by Becherer), by drawing on the art historian Amanda
Boetzkes` discussion of how earth art actively forges an ethical relationship with the environment,
I want to show that the Fish Ladder Sculpture should be understood within such a framework of
deep and ethical encounters with nature.8 Boetzkes` work on how earth artists became attentive to
the interconnectedness between environment and human experience demonstrates that these artists
understood that art had the power to produce encounters which could unsettle modernist
propensities of organizing the world by means of controllable and objective forms.9 In particular,
she argues that immersive bodily experience which are born out of encounters with the earth and
its elements became active components in artworks and practices.
Within this framework of how earth artists actively forged an ethical relationship with nature, I will
show that the Fish Ladder Sculpture works as a kind of “restorative design”, not only in producing
an immersive experience of “environmental space” but also in being a fully operational fish ladder.
This is not to suggest that design and art are totally merged (and I am aware of the problems of
using the terms interchangeably). Yet, because the Fish Ladder Sculpture is a functional fish ladder
and as such also a piece of structural engineering, there is an element of design and designing at
work within its artistic structure. In other words, the fish ladder`s restorative quality is not merely
a conceptual one; fish ladders and fishways, as I argue throughout this dissertation, always aim at
restoring fragmented habitats and preserving the river continuum. Furthermore, while some
fishways have been erected on sites where fish have not been extinct, all three case studies in this
dissertation are based on fishways where fish are either reintroduced or have been under the threat
of extinction. This means that the active and ethical encounter with nature that is at work in the
earth art of the 1970s takes on a quite literal and concrete form in the Fish Ladder Sculpture. While
artists working with “reclamation art,” such as Betty Beumont, Helen Mayer and Newton Harrison,
have also actively engaged themselves in the restoration and rehabilitation of sites by producing
artworks which sought to promote a conceptual ethical agenda as well as actually affect ecosystems,
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I argue that the Fish Ladder Sculpture serves more to consolidate the medium specificity of
sculpture with that of structural and hydraulic engineering.
In a bid to consolidate the design/designing apparatus of the sculpture and its existence as an
environmental sculpture, I will draw on Krauss’ suggestion that, in searching for the “nature of
sculpture”, we need to examine what category of experience sculpture occupies.10 Here I will direct
attention to the minimalist tradition of using readymade or industrial building materials to produce
an apparatus of pure exteriority, which I will show is at work in the Fish Ladder Sculpture as well.
What concerns me here is the way that the use of reinforced concrete in the Fish Ladder Sculpture
directs attention towards the sculpture’s infrastructural reality. By this, I mean that the material
conditions of reinforced concrete and the visible traces of the formworks on the sculpture’s surface
direct attention towards the fact that this is a piece of structural and hydraulic engineering. I will
argue that this is a deliberate move which reveals an understanding of the environment and its
history as an open-ended process in which human beings and our history both play a part.
By drawing attention to what I call “a typology of passage” at work in the sculpture’s architectonic
quality, I will show that the use of geometrical forms, bridges and ladders in the sculpture’s body
produces a space where the boundaries between the human and more-than-human collapse, and
where restoration and reclamation is an ethical but not a nostalgic act. Furthermore, I will zero in
on the material and cultural history of transporting water by drawing on the relationship between
concrete and hydraulic engineering. As such, I will show how the material conditions of concrete
is not only subject to minimalism`s preoccupation with externality, but that it also reveals the
interconnectedness of the material and natural and historical processes. By drawing on literature
from field s such as cultural geography, architectural history, economics and history of science and
technology, I will discuss concrete`s problematic relationship to past, present and future
environments. First, I will zero in on how the history of water management is connected to geoenvironmental history. Second, I will pay attention to the way concrete as a building material is a
key player in this geo-environmental history of “hydraulic civilization,” to borrow a term from Karl
August Wittfogel. Then, I will discuss the further socio-economic and cultural implications of the
production of concrete. Finally, I will discuss the problematic relationship between concrete and
the environment. In this last discussion I am guided by materialist thinking that rejects
anthropocentric dualisms. While the discussion does not directly engages one materialist thinker in
particular, it generally draws on larger materialist tendencies in the humanities, which rejects
singular histories. In particular, the discussion on concrete as a conglomerate draws inspiration from
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how scholars such as Heater Davies has treated the enmeshment of plastic and the strata of the earth
as a conglomerate.11
This discussion on the material history and nature of concrete exposes the differences between
human centered histories of concrete and the way the Anthropocene hypothesis has changed the
way histories are being told. Materialist histories, then, engages matter as self-organizing and vital.
Maria Voyatzaki argues that this materialist approach, where the human is de-centered, has
profoundly affected architecture.12 She writes that, “Based on the new understandings of the vitality
of matter, materiality of the building becomes the focal point of architectural contemplation
understood as a non-linear dynamic system[…].”13 This means that architectural materialism
expands on the before mentioned materialist theories to include how matter affects form. To put it
differently, architectural materialism is interested (among others) in the self-organizational powers
of matter and how it generates form.14 However, this chapter will not venture into a discussion on
how concrete generates form for two reasons. First, the malleability of the material is one of its core
qualities. As architectural historians such as Jean-Louis Cohen and Antione Picon has shown; the
material qualities of being “liquid stone” subjects the material to human labor. The act of creating
form in concrete then, is rarely contingent on the material`s vitality.15 However, this statement must
be modified to include that of the material`s structural qualities which has been fundamental for the
creation of modernity. But the question of agency or creativity, which is more easily traced in
generative architecture, becomes more distributed when dealing with a static material such as
concrete. This brings me to the second reason why I will circumvent a discussion on the generative
power of concrete, which is generative design`s relationship to sensing technologies. Even through
materialist perspectives, concrete does not possess creativity as a generative force. However, matter
as Jane Bennet argues, possesses agency even if it is static or passive.16 So, for the discussion on
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the materiality of concrete, then, I will zero in on the material`s relationship to the environment. By
discussing the material as a conglomerate, I will expose how concrete is entangled to planetary and
climatic events. By doing so, I will show how the role of concrete as a medium for passage in the
Fish Ladder Sculpture entangles matter, meaning and culture through dynamic relationships.
In summary, the chapter will show the growing awareness in the 1970s that the environment was
also a human environment. As a result, a complex synthesis of human and more-than-human
realities affecting each other emerged as a mode of thought within public conversations as well as
specialized fields which were focused at environmental problems. The chapter will show how this
mode of thought was operationalized in the Fish Ladder Sculpture as a way to bring people closer
to the experience of nature. By creating a sculpture that also became a new type of public space, the
artist directed attention towards the interconnectedness that exists between human and natural
history. This complex synthesis between human and natural history at work in the Fish Ladder
Sculpture will be discussed through similar ethical and ecological concerns at work in earth
artworks in the 1960s and 70s. Furthermore, I will discuss these ethical and ecological concerns in
relation to how immersive bodily experience was also evident in the ecosophy of Arne Næss as well
as within fields of ethology and animal behavioral studies, to show that the trope of mind-body
holism troubled the Cartesian heritage of a mind-body dualism. Therefore, in the following I will
consider the medium specificity, history and concrete reality of the Fish Ladder Sculpture through
the framework of the topological formation I have chosen to call experience. This term encompasses
a total immersive bodily experience of what it means to be a human in nature.
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Figure 2.1 – Dedication plaque for the Fish Ladder Sculpture in Grand Rapids. Image: Wendy Ogilvie
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2.1 Historical background: A reconfiguration of the Grand River
The Fish Ladder Sculpture was dedicated to the city of Grand Rapids, Michigan on June 6th 1975
as “a statement of the aesthetic significance of our environment.” The sculpture and fishway, which
were mounted on the Grand River’s west-shore right between Front Avenue and the river, came
into being after a long and contentious debate over the role and relationship between public space
and natural conservation. After the Clean Water Act (CWA) was passed in 1972, one of the US first
federal environmental laws, major efforts were put in motion to clean, restore and protect the
nation’s water bodies. Lake Michigan and its tributaries were no exception. Lake Michigan is part
of what is called the Great Lakes Basin, an area which spans over 1200km from west to east in the
USA and which includes 5 great lakes situated in over 9 state territory borders. The Great Lake
Basin of which Lake Michigan is part comprises the greatest fresh water reserve in the world,
accounting for one fifth of the fresh water surface of the planet.17 Since the 1900s, the area around
these great lakes was a site for waste deposits and as a result many of the lakes including Lake
Michigan were heavily polluted.18 According to the website of “Michigan in the World and the
Environmental Justice History Lab”, the toxins, chemicals and pollutants that leaked into the Great
Lakes and subsequently into the areas around the lakes were so toxic that even in small dosages
they could cause serious health issues, such as cancer, birth defects and damage to the nervous and
immune system.19 In 1968 the situation at Lake Michigan was so severe, that according to Michigan
in the World and the Environmental Justice History Lab, the local press published an article with
the polemical headline: “Is Lake Michigan Dying?”.20
According to this article, dredging, oil, garbage, industrial waste, sewage and radioactive waste
were all either leaking or were deliberately dumped into the lake.21 Like the Grand Rapids Press
article’s poetic waxing on the process of killing Lake Michigan, President Nixon proclaimed, in an
address given on February 6th 1970, that even if Lake Michigan was not yet labeled as polluted,
something had to be done to prevent it from being classified as a dead sea.22 During the 1970s the
State of Michigan became the locus for environmental activism largely due to the condition of Lake
Michigan.23 One testament to the significance of political activism on environmental issues in
17
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Michigan was a newsletter published in June 1971 by Environmental Action, the organization
behind Earth Day, in 1970, which cited Senator Philip Hart of Michigan as a strong advocate for
clean waters.24 Environmental Action also actively engaged in creating public awareness about the
state of American water bodies, and was wholly critical of the federal environmental legislation
which, they claimed, had only made the situation worse in the waters that they were supposed to
protect. The 1971 Nixon veto of the CWA was perceived as a short-term way of rejecting the
possibility of holding polluters responsible.25 In 1972 when the CWA was finally passed, not only
did federal agencies acquire the power to regulate waste management with standards, but a number
of funding programs to clean up and rehabilitate water bodies was also set in motion. Within this
context, one of the largest tributaries of Lake Michigan, the Grand River, was to be cleaned up and
salmon were once again planned to be able to swim up to Lake Michigan.
When the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (DNR) decided to build a fishway on the
Grand River to aid migrating fish beyond a spillway which intersected with the river below Front
Avenue, they originally wanted to contrive a mobile aluminum contraption which could be lowered
and raised according to the seasons.26 In the DNR’s proposal there was to be absolutely no
relationship between the public and the fishway, as they saw fishways as structures for science and
governmental schemes, rather than for the public interest. The young artist Joseph Kinnebrew IV
became aware of the DNR’s proposal and decided to bring his own idea of a fish ladder to the table.
However, the DNR was initially not interested in bringing art into the mix and it was not until
Kinnebrew himself had raised both funding and federal support that the project became realized.
The project, which was ultimately supported by the National Endowment for the Arts, Michigan
Council for the Arts and the Associated Truck Lines Foundation, was finally opened for fish and
public in 1975 and has become one of Grand Rapids’ and Kinnebrew`s most revered artworks. It
was and is still a habitation link that aids anadromous fish beyond the spillway crossing the river.
The steady flow of the river runs through and within this architectonic sculpture, a structure for man
and fish that resembles a roofless house, a bridge without two connecting points that hovers above
the eddies and turbulence of the river. Water flows from one pool to the next in a downwards
movement, manifesting an artery of moving fluids – mixed with debris and pollution – and
connecting wet travelers with “the other side”. Part concrete, part H2O, this artery is one of the main
features of the sculpture. When asked about the process of designing the fish ladder, Kinnebrew
said that he had to give himself a thorough education.27 For, unlike the Lower Waterfall fishway
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that will be discussed in chapter 3 of this dissertation, the Grand Rapids fish ladder was not a result
of a governmental fishway design process. Despite the DNR’s role as water resource manager and
project developer, Kinnebrew himself suggested the Fish Ladder Sculpture’s design to the city
authorities.28 As such, he went through a period of intense investigation into fishway design,
hydraulic engineering and fish behavior. Although I was not able to confirm what books he had
read on the subject, it is safe to say that he must have gained knowledge of the fact that a pool and
overfall fishway was well suited to the conditions of the Grand River, since, even to this day, the
Fish Ladder Sculpture is a highly functioning fishway.
The piece of sculpture and infrastructure that is embodied in the Fish Ladder Sculpture is not simply
a way to make a necessary infrastructure ornamental. Rather, the sculpture is the fish ladder. It is
connectivity. The sculptor and designer himself referred to the piece as a “monument” for people
and fish.29 With this monument he wanted to educate the public on “the incredible drama” of
anadromous fish that “to this day we still know little about.”30 Kinnebrew’s desire to create a fish
ladder that connected humans and fish was fundamentally based upon a refusal to accept boundaries
in more ways than one, as, while the DNR wanted a fish ladder that separated people and fish, the
artist saw this as a mistake, and one that would damage both man and nature.31 For this reason, the
fish ladder had to have a purpose besides aiding fish movement beyond the waterfall and so
connecting them from one habitat to the next. It had to offer a conjunction of the purpose and
function of both biology, engineering and art.32 Today, the result is one of the most visited sites on
the Grand River, and a loved and recognized part of the extensive public art collection of Grand
Rapids.
The city of Grand Rapids Michigan has been known as “Furniture City”. Many important furniture
companies emerged out of Grand Rapids. Among them, the office furniture company Steelcase was
established in Grand Rapids in 1912, while the Herman Miller Grand Rapids showroom was the
site of a significant meeting between the designer Gilbert Rohde and the company president D.J.
De Pree in 1930. This clandestine encounter in Grand Rapids saved the company from ruin during
the Great Depression, as Gilbert Rhode convinced De Pree to move towards a design approach that
was better suited to the American lifestyle.33 Rohde’s adherence to the modernist credo of “honest”
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Accessed

06.10.2020.

URL:

design saw Herman Miller move into the sector of office furniture that we are familiar with today.34
Like many other cities with a strong industrial history, Grand Rapids grew out of the connection
between forest and river, which can also account for the heavy pollution throughout the 19th and
20th centuries. However, Grand Rapids also has an extensive collection of public art, which has
been described by the art historian Joseph Antenucci Becherer as “one of the most compelling
refinements to the history of art’s unfolding chapter on contemporary art. The story [of the Grand
Rapids public art collection] goes beyond museums and art institutions; it exists for all in city streets
and public plazas.”35
The importance of Becherer’s statement lies in the fact that the artworks which exceed the
institution provide us with a general context of post-modern art’s ambitions to break with traditional
institutions. This brings me to the fundamental theme of this chapter, which is a discussion of the
Fish Ladder Sculpture in the context of earth art. It has always laid at the very core of the earth art
movement to exceed institutions. To generate an art practice that superseded the object and thus
challenged the very notion of production or practice. The Grand Rapids public art collection
includes a number of earth art or earthworks, of which perhaps the most famous is the 1974 Grand
Rapids Project ”X” by Robert Morris. But Kinnebrew’s Fish Ladder Sculpture has also been cited
as the most accessible and popular environmental sculpture of the collection. Before we enter more
deeply into a discussion of earth art and the Fish Ladder Sculpture, I want to direct attention to the
status of ecological thought in the 1970s in order to provide a framework for discussing the issue
of open-endedness and seeing the world as a complex synthesis between human and more-thanhuman intelligence. The status and history of environmentalism, ecology and general systems
theory in the 1970s is a vast and interdisciplinary field, but what concerns me here is the issue of
immersive bodily experience as a source of knowledge, particularly in relation to the human/morethan-human relationship. Hence, in the following I will direct attention to the state of behavioral
studies and the understanding of other-than-human intelligence in the 1970s, before returning to the
issue of earth art.
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2.2 The thinking, feeling animal
With the emerging awareness that intelligence or thinking was not an exclusively human capacity,
the 1970s saw a reconfiguration of not only the environment but intelligence in general. Systems
theory and cybernetics had opened up the possibility of intelligence beyond the transcendent mind
of humanity.36 In doing so they challenged the Kantian notion of pure reason, whilst also shattering
a Cartesian stronghold that had separated mind and matter for the better part of five centuries. A
greater emphasis on emotion and bodily experience also led the biological sciences to take a greater
interest in immersive practices. Ecological thinking, which brought to the surface the idea that
things were interrelated and thus produced an interest in relations rather than singular occurrences,
did not appear out of the blue in the 1970s, but rather gained popular traction in these years as it
offered a way of dealing with the environmental and the social in holistic terms. Brought to
popularity as a way of dealing with and describing the impending environmental crisis,
environmental activism and movements of the 1970s saw the science of ecology as a way of
asserting the need for global action.37
With the realization that intelligence was not a human prerogative, there were also significant
changes in people’s attitude towards non-human animals. And with this, new paradigms of studying
animal behavior also saw the light of day. The now famous research by Jane Goodall, for instance,
brought to popular attention the scientific benefits of immersive research. By engaging in immersive
research by choosing to live and study chimpanzees in their natural habitat, rather than in a
laboratory, Goodall was able to acquire special insights into the emotional and social lives of these
animals. By pursuing a traditional “objective” study focused on how animals reacted to external
stimuli, Goodall was able to provide completely new knowledge of how chimpanzees organized
themselves socially, how they reared their children and how they solved conflict. Moreover,
Goodall showed important dimensions of human-animal communication through emotional
connection. This acknowledgment of the emotional life of animals and the questioning of Cartesian
dualism it caused led, according to Daniel Belgrad, to a surge in a range of cultural practices which
aimed at exploring new forms of human-animal communication.38 However, as Belgrad points out,
these new experimental practices of creating an emotional rapport with animals was just as much
about the human benefit as it was about the humane treatment of animals.39
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Unsurprisingly, then, we find the same kind of ideology behind one of the field of ethology’s most
famous achievements. In 1973 the Nobel prize in physiology or medicine was given three scientists
from the field of ethology for the first time. In particular, it was awarded to Karl von Frisch for his
groundbreaking discovery of the dance language of honeybees, Konrad Lorentz for his study of
geese and the attention given to “imprinting”, and Nikolaas Tindbergen for his study of gulls.
Tindbergen’s study most clearly demonstrated the interdependence between animal behaviour and
environmental conditions, and he was recognized by the Nobel committee on the grounds that “[his]
study of gulls had illuminated the intricate ways in which the behavior of animals is adapted to the
ecological settings in which they live.”40 However, as Richard Burchard points out, the Nobel prize
committee for physiology and medicine had not been completely engulfed in empathy for animals.
Instead, it seems to have been the potential of the laureates’ research for human health that
convinced the committee to award the prize to the ethologists.41 This claim has to be understood in
relation to the status of ecological thinking in the 1970s, because, as the world came to be
understood more and more as a complex system of relations, human beings were no longer simply
enclosed by their environment but engaged in an open-ended relationship with it. Fields such as
social medicine, psychiatry and psychosomatic medicine, for example, were all becoming
increasingly aware of the impact of a patient’s physical surroundings on her or his physical and
psychological ailments. This issue was also directly addressed by Professor Börje Cronholm of the
Royal Karolinska Institute at the award ceremony in 1973, who highlighted the importance of the
ethologists’ findings for the human condition.42 The relevance of ethology for the human condition
thus became the leading question for both Lorentz and Tindbergen in their future research, while
von Frisch continued his studies on the honeybee.43 Moreover, and interestingly for this
dissertation’s focus on design and animals, von Frisch went on to develop an interest in the
architecture of animals. In 1974 he published Animal Architecture, a popular scientific introduction
to structures built by non-human animals and organisms.44 In the opening paragraph von Frisch
writes:
When we stand before great churches, temples, pyramids, and other works of architecture built hundreds, if
not thousands, of years ago, our minds are filled with awe and admiration. Yet, there have been architects
millions of years before that. Their work, it is true, owes its existence not to the inspired genius of great artists,
but to the unconscious, unremitting activity of the force of life itself. Without tools, indeed without anything
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that could be called action, the coral polyps of the warm seas erected their limestone piles – edifices that can
reach the size of mighty mountains – and they go on building today.45

Here, von Frisch draws a distinction between the consciousness and ingenuity of human design and
a kind of spontaneous creativity which exists within “the force of life itself.” Although there are no
traces of the notion of an emotional relationship or rapport between human observers and animal
architecture, von Frisch still encourages his reader to regard the architecture of animals with
curiosity and admiration. His book was beautifully illustrated by Turid Hölldobler, who detailed
impressively the organisms and structures in question and also provided black and white and color
photographs.
To come back to the question of immersive practice and emotional rapport with animals as a
standard by which to gain intuitive knowledge in the context of design and architecture, I want to
take a short detour into the realms of radical architecture. While von Frisch`s animal architecture
was as somber and scientific as an ethologist at the height of his career in the 1970s could be, the
radical architecture group Ant Farm envisioned a completely different relationship between
architecture and animals in the same period. Through funding from the Rockefeller foundation, Ant
Farm started work on the design of a Dolphin Embassy to facilitate interspecies communication: a
sort of interspecies decoder in architectural form. The sketches of the embassy show a structure
which looked very much like the way that spaceships were imagined in the 1970s, while the “plastic
sail” providing soundless power draws associations with other sci-fi technologies, such as sun sails,
etc.46 It is less like a boat and more like a spaceship. This is interesting because the way to imagine
human-animal interaction could only be conceived through the matrix of sci-fi. In other words, the
technology bridging connections between species had to be so fantastical that it did not resemble
anything that already existed. The very fact that they called it an “embassy”, while an article from
1976 described the project as a combination of “diplomacy, science and art”, testifies to this
extraneous character bestowed upon the dolphins.47 Diplomacy was needed in order to
communicate in a way that showed caution and openness, respect and judgment; in short, to
designate “otherness” in its purest form. Diplomacy is needed when dealing with other interests,
with the foreign.
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Figure 2.2 – “Embassy to the Dolphins” illustration by Ant Farm in Felicity Scott’s Living Archive 7.
Image: Scott, Felicity. Living Archive 7: Ant Farm, allegorical time warp: The media Fallout of July 21, 1969. (Barcelona and New
York: Actar, 2008), at 304.

Archival material from the Dolphin Embassy is reproduced in Felicity Scott’s Living Archive 7: Ant
Farm published in 2008. Here we find sketches and newspaper articles reporting on the project
102

where the issue of interspecies communication is addressed. Ant Farm’s Curtis Schreier is also
quoted as explaining the technical aspects of a design for interspecies relationships, whereby all
technical components of the embassy are to be made accessible for both humans and dolphins.48
The ship’s bridge, for example, was to have dual dolphin and human controls, while dolphins would
swim into a “brain room” where “both species communicate through the window by means of light
and sound pens.”49 Another fascinating idea pointed out by Schreier was that he believed that, by
the 1990s, technological advances would have made it possible for dolphins to have their own
computer through a fluidic system. Schreier argued that “[w]ater flows[,] just like electrical
currents, and Owens-Corning now makes fluidic modules about one inch square which acts as 'gates'
– just like on-off switches in an analogue computer.”50 Hence, the issue was not the intelligence of
dolphins, but rather the advancement of technology. This implies an understanding that the main
problem of interspecies communication, or the idea of a common language, could be overcome by
technological aids. The point of this detour into the Dolphin Embassy is to show that ecological
thought, which has privileged feelings and empathy as a producer of knowledge, particularly in
relation to human-animal communication, was at play in the design and architectural field of the
1970s. Furthermore, this example illustrates the role of design or technology within this mode of
thought. Now, though, it is time to direct attention towards another type of static technology for the
mediation of animal life, albeit not one as radical as the Dolphin Embassy.
Specifically, I am interested in the way that bodily experience creates emotional responses to a
certain situation or condition, and that this in turn forms the basis for human cognition. These kinds
of emotional responses give rise to a more intuitive and immediate understanding of the world and
as such produce a more holistic form of intelligence. We have seen how this kind of mind-body
holism was at work in the ecological thought of the 1970s, particularly in relation to human-animal
communication. Yet most research into the emotional rapport between humans and animals has
been carried out upon animals that either have either had a notable history of domestication or that
in some way or another exhibit social behavior similar to that of human beings. Dolphins, small
whales, horses, chimpanzees and dogs were natural partners for this feedback relationship, and it is
perhaps not surprising that there is little or no mention of fish in the literature on these types of
experiments. What concerns me, then, is that, even if a kind of emotional feedback between fish
and humans might not be achievable in the same way as the envisioned Dolphin Embassy, there are
other kinds of bodily encounters that can produce a sort of empathy with fish and the natural world.
With this in mind, I now want to come back to the Fish Ladder Sculpture in Grand Rapids where,
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I argue, immersive bodily experience was operationalized in order to erase the boundaries between
human beings and the environment. To that end, I will now turn again to the Fish Ladder Sculpture
and the earth art of the 1960s and 70s to show that this environmental sculpture and fish ladder
produced an experience of being close to fish and nature.
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Figure 2.3 – Collotype print of the Fish Ladder Sculpture in Joseph Kinnebrew, “A Suite of Three
Prints: Based on a Piece of Environmental Sculpture” Image reproduced with permission from the
Grand Rapids Public Museum. Material position: Grand Rapids Museum, Tier 2, 2016.20.01.
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2.3 The Fish Ladder Sculpture: an environmental sculpture
In a suite consisting of three colophon prints published in the same year that the Fish Ladder
Sculpture opened, Mildred Friedman, the editor of Design Quarterly, wrote as follows:
Recently cleaned after decades of neglect and pollution, the Grand River is once again capable of supporting
marine life. This beautiful river has been rediscovered by a public awakened to its inherent and potential
importance for the city of Grand Rapids. Now nature has been joined with sculpture to create an entirely
unprecedented kind of public space in Joseph Kinnebrew’s Grand River Sculpture – a fish ladder.51

In this pronouncement, Friedman described how the Fish Ladder Sculpture not only joined nature
and art but also created a public space to discover “nature”. The suite of collotype prints, which is
regarded as an extension and documentation of the sculpture, reads like an homage to the beauty of
space created by reinforced concrete and nature (figs. 2.3 and 2.4). As Friedman also pointed out,
the use of collotype printing “eloquently record a spirited, romantic adventure” due to its ability to
reproduce finely detailed photographs.52 Thus, this suite of prints highlights the artist’s vision of
creating a monument for the environment and its aesthetic significance, and that this aesthetic
significance was as visible in the sculpture as it was in the “incredible drama” of the migrating
salmon.53
The demonstration of the environment or external world as a part of an artwork’s logic was by 1975
far from novel. Already before the mid-70s, a number of significant artworks had incorporated the
idea that an artwork was able to expand its borders and incorporate the external world into its object.
In the 1960s this prolongation of the minimalist movement had sought to bring meaning to the
surface of the artwork and move away from “hidden” allegories embedded in the work. Kinnebrew
himself refers to the Fish Ladder Sculpture as a piece of environmental sculpture, and, even though
there are some issues regarding the definition of environmental sculpture in relation to earth art or
earth works (pertaining to questions of medium), I will now discuss Kinnebrew’s sculpture in
relation to earth art in order to expand on the sculpture’s relationship to the river and fish.
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Figure 2.4 – Text by Mildred Friedmad in Joseph Kinnebrew, “A Suite of Three Prints: Based on a Piece of Environmental
Sculpture” Image reproduced with permission from the Grand Rapids Public Museum. Material position: Grand Rapids Museum,
Tier 2, 2016.20.01.
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According to art historian Amanda Boetzkes, the earliest earth art projects were based on critiquing
a positivist dichotomy between meaning and material conditions.54 In other words, one fundamental
aim of earth art was to collapse established boundaries between artistic practices, institutions and
conceptual frameworks. As highlighted by many scholars dealing with post-modern art, architecture
and design, the post-structuralist influence on these practices caused a questioning of modernist
dichotomies that reached far beyond medium specificity. As Robert Smithson wrote in 1968:

The strata of the Earth is a jumbled museum. Embedded in the sediment is a text that contains limits and
boundaries which evade the rational order, and social structures which confine art. In order to read the rocks
we must become conscious of geologic time, and of the layers of prehistoric material that is entombed in the
Earth`s crust. When one scans the ruined sites of prehistory one sees a heap of wrecked maps that upsets our
present art historical limits. A rubble of logic confronts the viewer as he looks into the levels of the
sedimentations. The abstract grids containing the raw matter are observed as something incomplete, broken
and shattered.55

In this paragraph Smithson emphasizes how knowledge is found within both the object itself and
the systems out of which it is produced; these systems include environmental conditions such as
geological time and the material conditions of the earth. This post-structuralist heritage described
by Smithson is, I believe, operational in the Fish Ladder Sculpture as well. There, one’s
phenomenological experience alone does not completely exhaust the type of bodily experience we
are dealing with in the sculpture. I hence maintain that the Fish Ladder Sculpture deals with
immersive bodily experience, but that the type of knowledge produced by the experience of the
sculpture exceeds a pure mental-bodily experience. In other words, the type of immersive
experience we are dealing with when encountering the Fish Ladder Sculpture has more to do with
an understanding of the environment as an open-ended system which includes human beings, and
that engaging with and producing an understanding of open-endedness is the aim of the sculpture.
When Kinnebrew decided to become involved in the discussion surrounding the construction of a
fish ladder in the Grand River, it was not through a conventional route of governmental design
competitions and public grants for public art. Instead, Kinnebrew’s journey to the finished fish
sculpture was something akin to that of the salmon from the sea to the river. When the Department
54
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of Natural Resources (DNR) decided to build a fish ladder in the Grand River, they first pictured a
movable aluminum contraption that would be raised and levelled according to the seasons.56 When
asked about his motivation behind the Fish Ladder Sculpture, Kinnebrew answered that he wanted
to teach people about the incredible drama that is the journey taken by anadromous fish.57 For
Kinnebrew, the idea of separating the public from fish would reproduce positivist dichotomies in
more ways than one. One of the main reasons that the DNR wanted to build a fishway which was
completely separated from the public was the department’s distrust in people’s ability to leave the
facilities and fish alone.58 Kinnebrew, however, felt strongly that the segregation of fish and public
would do nothing to improve people’s ecological understanding.59 As a result, he set out to design
and advocate for a completely different fish ladder: an environmental sculpture.
In the 1970s, biologists started to acquire more knowledge about the migratory patterns of
anadromous fish and the CWA of 1972 enforced an imperative to regard the river and the migration
of fish as one. However, the public understanding of this migration as well as wider public
ecological consciousness was only just starting to gain traction, and, like many other artists in the
1960s and 70s, Kinnebrew understood that art had a pedagogical potential because it could bridge
the gap between science and industry. This way of collapsing boundaries between public space and
“natural” space through an architectonic sculpture can be found in the works of other early earth
artists, such as Richard Serra’s 1970 performance sculpture Shift. Shift consists of six large concrete
slabs that are 20 cm thick and 1,5 m tall zigzagging across a field. The structure thus forms a kind
of continuous but jagged line through the landscape that exceeds both traditional art institutions and
the traditional understanding of “natural” space. The concrete slabs were placed at the points where
Serra and Joan Jonas, in a preceding performance, had managed to aligned eye levels despite the
changing topography of the landscape.60
Amanda Boetzkes has argued that Serra’s Shift conveys the “contingency between the transience of
the environment and the subsequently changing of horizons” that are observed and performed by
the bodily immersion of Serra and Jonas which produced the boundaries of the artwork.61 As such,
she highlights how Shift demonstrates the phenomenological objective of a “lived experience” as
explicated by Merleau-Ponty.62 Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of perception as mobilized in
Serra`s work is hence contingent on the way that the bodily sensation of being in space informs the
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visual field and the way that this visual field, or one’s external surroundings, in turn constitute one’s
experience of the world. While Shift, as understood by Boetzkes, operationalizes perception in
relation to the land, and thereby opens up questions regarding the visual field, Kinnebrew’s Fish
Ladder Sculpture demonstrates what I understand as a collapsing of boundaries, and not from a
phenomenological bodily experience but from an ecological one.63 This means that, while Shift
dealt with the relationship between perception as bodily experience and one’s individual immersion
in the world, the Fish Ladder Sculpture demonstrates a reorientation towards the environment
which emerges from bodily experience and conveys the possibility of restoring a damaged ecosystem. This is demonstrated in Kinnebrew’s desire to educate people about anadromous fish as
well as in the concrete reality of the fish ladder, which is a fully functional habitation link.
As suggested above, I see this relational quality of the structure as exceeding pure bodily
experience, and as such it must be understood in relation to a wider context of environment and
ecology. Furthermore, this opens up questions about animal behavior and how human beings
understand this behavior. In The Culture of Feedback, Daniel Belgrad has argued that the preoccupation with feedback in the 1970s was founded on a move away from objectivity and towards
inter-subjectivity and mind-body holism.64 As such, the issue of bodily experience as the foundation
of conscious and intuitive knowledge came into play in the fields of systems theory, ecological
thought, and behavioral studies such as ethology. While the phenomenological tradition understood
consciousness as achieved through perception, ecological thought and systems theory saw bodily
experience as partaking in the system of producing knowledge about the world. This is visible, for
example, in the ecosophy of Arne Næss, one of the founders of the deep ecology movement, for
whom intuition and feeling play an important part in understanding the interconnectedness between
a person and nature.
When Næss (and other philosophers, such as Felix Guattari) developed his ecosophy in the early
1970s – his first description of deep ecology was developed in a talk given at a 1972 conference in
Bucharest – he sketched the contours of a kind of “ecology of mind”, in which knowledge, or what
he called “wisdom”, could not be interdependent from the experience of being on this planet.65 In
this transcendental project, Næss emphasized what he called “Gestalt thinking,” meaning that, in
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the place of a reductionist view of the world, its objects and elements, things were always bothand.66 As a result, the cultural or personal understanding of what a thing is exists simultaneously
with the thing as described in scientific terms. A mountain is just as much a “troll” (as seen in the
works of Norwegian artist Theodor Kittelsen) as it is a result of millions of years of tectonic plate
movement.67 In Gestalt thinking, then, the migration of salmon would be as much a “incredible
drama” as the outcome of millions of years of evolution. At the heart of the deep ecology movement
and Næss’ ecosophy was a rejection of an understanding of the world as distinct from its relations.
This was particularly evident in what Næss called Self-realization (with a capital S), a term he used
to describe a person’s deep identification with the whole of life.68 Self-realization was for Næss a
theoretical way of dealing with the maxim “all of life is fundamentally one”, which could be
achieved through the experience of being alive on this planet. As such, the mind-body holism
described by Belgrad is evident in Næss’ ecosophy and deep ecology, because it allowed for a
deeper understanding of environmental problems which exceeded prevailing environmental
rhetoric of pollution and waste management.69 The impending ecological crisis, he thought, could
only be dealt with if one understood nature as a system of interdependent relations.70
Næss’ development of ecosophy and deep ecology took place at the same time as the growing
interest in the relationship between bodily experience and intuition or empathy. The relationship
between bodily experience and knowledge, as Daniel Belgrad explicates, was understood both in
ecological thought and general systems theory as the foundation for communication as an
intellectual activity:

The physical body`s kinesthetic and sensory pathways were thus key participants in human mental processes.
Besides forming the basis for consciousness, they gave rise to an intuitive grasp of the environment that
registered as “feelings.” Such feelings, arising from the response of the somatic and autonomic nervous system,
were believed to represent a more inclusive and holistic intelligence than consciousness could provide. The
experience of empathy constituted communication on this level of intelligence.71
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Belgrad’s description of the relationship between bodily experience and intelligence thus reflects a
move away from objectivity, which expanded the understanding of what intelligence was and could
be. I will return to the issue of general systems theory, ecological thought and ethology in the 1970s
in section 2.4, but now I want to briefly summarize what has been said about the Fish Ladder
Sculpture and the question of the collapsing of boundaries.
We have seen that the issue of bodily experience as a foundation for knowledge was at play in
general systems theory and ecological thought, as well as within early earth art’s preoccupation
with phenomenological experience. With this in mind, let us now turn to see the contours of what
Kinnebrew’s collapsing of boundaries consisted of in more detail. In Serra’s Shift, we saw that the
boundaries of the object were produced by a shift in the understanding of the relationship between
an art object and the external world, beginning from a fixed perspective that gave a stable account
of a self-contained object towards an unsettling of this self-containment by means of shifting
perspectives.72 This means that, even if we are talking about the boundaries of the artwork, we are
still talking about boundaries that are not completely fixed or that at least play on the unsettling of
boundaries. In this connection, the collapsing of boundaries in the Fish Ladder sculpture operates
by addressing the question of space and “functional” infrastructure within a framework of the
medium of sculpture, whereby external space becomes part of the artwork’s logic and boundaries
are broken by the sculpture’s function as a habitation link. As such, the bodily experience of being
completely immersed in a space for fish and people is extended by the sculpture’s aim to affect and
restore a fractured ecosystem.
To relate what has been said about the difference of bodily experience in Serra’s Shift and the Fish
Ladder Sculpture to the issue of temporality in the medium of sculpture, we have to understand how
sculpture as a medium operates on the threshold of stillness and motion. It is this, I argue, that
creates the collapsing of boundaries between public space and “natural” space, and which in turn
governs the bodily experience of the spectator. In particular, If earth art has opened up “a
reconsideration of the earth itself not merely as a spatial envelope for the art object but as an active
component of it”, as Boetzkes argues, then by drawing on this understanding, we can see how the
Fish Ladder Sculpture was formed and informed by the river ecosystem and society at large all at
once.73
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2.4 A Concrete Passage
The Fish Ladder Sculpture consists of a series of triangular concrete slabs enclosing a rectangular
platform where visitors can gather. This platform, which can be described as a bridge without two
connecting points, is accessed through an archway. While standing on this fractured “bridge”,
visitors receive a panoramic view of the half-submerged fish ladder beneath. This brings us to the
question of perception and Kinnebrew’s commitment to breaking down the barriers between people
and fish. As mentioned, the DNR originally wanted a fishway that was completely removed from
public space. According to Kinnebrew, they envisioned a tall fence between the river shore and the
fishway, in order to ensure that the contraption was left alone.74 If these plans had come to fruition,
the DNR`s fishway vision would have become a completely autonomous, self-contained structure
permeated with binary logics. Kinnebrew’s finished design, on the other hand, utilizes
environmental factors such as the river and enclosed space to connect rather than separate. People
can move and shift positions on the platform to get a better view of the fish ladder from different
angles.
This flexibility of movement provided by the sculpture’s architectonic quality spotlights how the
structure operates within several medium specific modes at the same time. The interchanging
triangular concrete slabs form a sort of sequence of “movement” in cement, emphasized by a grid
formation from the formwork. This “movement” is further emphasized by the ability to move
around, within and alongside the sculpture. Due to its resemblance to a “fractured bridge,” the
sculpture invokes a logic of passage in forming a continuum between external space (park) and its
own body and in demonstrating the form of a ladder which welcomes movement and transit, and
both for fish and for people. The sculpture, as a body fixed in space, brings the question of
temporality to the surface by serving as a funnel for the flows of the river and a continuum for the
movement of fish while it is also arrested in time. The sculpture stands still while the bodily
movements of fish, people and fluids continuously flow in and around it.
This logic of movement is also visible in the triangular concrete slabs and is mobilized through an
invitation to enter the sculpture, which provides spectators with the experience of simultaneously
being enclosed by a structure and getting closer to the river. In standing on the “fractured” bridge
observers are provided with the opportunity to move their bodies “onto the river.” Furthermore,
because they are now “on the river” enclosed by movement in cement, they become immersed in
the experience of migrating salmon. More precisely, the rectangular platform which hovers above
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the fish ladder forms a sort of “open mouth on a face” for fish to swim into. Observers standing on
the platform can thus enjoy the experience of fish swimming or jumping under their feet.
With regard to perception, what the visitor actually sees is moving fluids, velocity, turbulence and
eddies created by the structure’s form. As a result of this, the boundaries that are collapsed are not
merely between fish and people, but also between sculpture and water. In this regard there is a
double bind: not only does the sculpture incorporate the river as an active component, but the flow
of water also incorporates the sculpture as an active component because it creates jets and eddies
and turbulence that attracts fish. In particular, as a concrete structure it manipulates the flow of
water and thus creates an environment that attracts fish and invites them to pass through it.
Furthermore, and by going back to the issue concerning how the Fish Ladder Sculpture evokes a
logic of passage, I want to suggest that we are dealing with something that can be described as a
typology of passage. Typology is most commonly used in architectural terms with reference to the
classification of buildings or space. In connection with this usage, I will now show how
architectonic typology is at play in the Fish Ladder Sculpture with respect to its material quality.
If early earth art, as Boetzkes suggests, demonstrates the objective of minimalist sculpture to
collapse boundaries between object and space and, by extension, move meaning away from the
inner psychological workings of the artist towards the surface of the work, then the Fish Ladder
Sculpture operates within these conditions. To be more precise, the Fish Ladder Sculpture, as an
architectonic sculpture, is conditioned by the spatiality of its medium. It is a sculpture and as such,
as Rosalind Krauss argues, a body in space that meets the conditions of being both motion and
stillness, “time arrested and time passing.”75 Moreover, the Fish Ladder Sculpture occupies a status
between space (in being space and containing space), time (in its arrangement of form as well as
the temporality of migrating fish), stillness (as a static concrete structure), movement (including
both the movement and transportation of people and fish, and in a concrete sense), and environment
(including both the external “natural” environment and the designed environment). This means that,
rather than drawing attention to the inner workings of the artist or a “hidden” meaning within the
work, the Fish Ladder Sculpture designates relationships between fish, people, sculpture and river.
It does so by collapsing the boundaries between them, so that fish, river and people all become part
of the sculpture.
In coming back to the materiality of the Fish Ladder Sculpture, we can see that “movement” in
cement was produced by the possibilities embedded in the technique of poured cement. Within the
medium specificity of sculpture, it is tempting to relate this use of material to the way that
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minimalist artists such as Andre Lever and Donald Judd utilized readymade components which
possessed little or no cultural content. In Primary Structures (1966), for example, Andre Lever
conjoined readymade fire bricks in a successive straight line, while Donald Judd in his 1965 Untitled
(four boxes) exhibited four boxes in galvanized iron which supported a painted aluminum shelf, as
a comment on the modern preoccupation of organizing the world in terms of objective systems.76
Rosalind Krauss has argued that this use of readymade or mass produced objects, as operationalized
in the works of Lever and Judd, produced artworks which resisted the appearance of manipulation:
the works did not seem to have been sculpted by a sculptor.77 In particular, the use of readymade
components such as fire bricks or boxes in galvanized iron directed attention towards society at
large (with fire bricks being industrial building components) rather than towards something
illusionistic or representational. By this, minimalist artists achieved, in Krauss’ words, the “idea of
simple externality.”78 Understood in this context, the technique of pouring cement in order to create
“movement” in the surface of the walls of the Fish Ladder Sculpture directs attention away from
the sculptor himself. Similarly, it is difficult to find any sort of representational or illusionistic
allegory in the way that the cement is poured. Instead, as Krauss argues, it directs attention towards
industry or architecture. Rather than exploit the possibilities of concrete to make the work look as
unlike to a building as possible, it is precisely a logic of concrete as architectural building material
that we are confronted with when seeing the Fish Ladder Sculpture.
Extending the discussion on what category of experience the Fish Ladder Sculpture occupies to
include the role played by the architectural quality of concrete is not an attempt to place the sculpture
within the logic of minimalism. The point of referring to Krauss’ discussion on the significance for
readymade components for achieving minimalist-style externality is to provide us with a framework
for thinking and describing the relationship between the sculpture’s materiality and its “function.”
For, even if this is an environmental sculpture, complies with the logic of earth art in general, and
sculpture in particular, as discussed, it is also a fully functional fish ladder. It is an infrastructure for
fish, which care little about the collapsing of boundaries between public space and “natural” space
in their journey up the river. I here want to refer back to chapter 1, where we saw how the results
from the experimentation within the “endless fishway” showed how fish seemed indifferent to the
fact that they were swimming inside a designed environment. They still performed their locomotor
preference and behavioral patterns regardless of whether they were swimming alongside rocks and
boulders, or concrete, timber and plastic.
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Hence, in involving Krauss’ explication of readymade or mass-produced objects as referencing
something outside of the sculpture – its exterior in a wide sense of the word – the Fish Ladder
Sculpture’s concrete body produces an impression of being architecture more than sculpture,
thereby intimating that this sculpture is a structure. It is a structure in the stream for people and fish
to move within. This brings us to the question of a typology of passage, because this sculpture, as
half fish ladder and half public space, demonstrates through the industrial technique of pouring
cement that it is a space for transit and connectivity, and not a representation of nature. In short, it
is a structure which is both a sculpture and a feat of structural and hydraulic engineering.
To expand on this notion of a typology of passage at work in the Fish Ladder Sculpture`s I will
now turn to the processual nature and history of the material. While cultural theorists, such as Adrian
Forty have been interested in the cultural, social and political aspects of concrete, the material`s
vitality also occupies a role in the planetary condition. Forty`s exposition of concrete as a medium,
does offer a nudge towards the material`s relational nature, but his primary interest in the medium
as carrier of cultural meaning creates an quasi Cartesian endpoint.79 In his thinking, concrete`s
relationship with nature ends with the question of labor. Nature, then, becomes the provider of
passive matter to be the subject of human labor.80 In the context of concrete`s role in the typology
of passage at work in the Fish Ladder Sculpture, however, we are confronted with the material`s
relationship to both cultural and environmental issues. Not as opposites but as contingencies. As
such, the architectural and structural qualities of the Fish Ladder Sculpture not only moves attention
away from the artwork as a carrier of meaning through “the idea of simple externality,”81 but also
through the material`s contingency with the environment.
The history of hydraulic engineering shows how concrete as a building material was instrumental
in the transportation of water. Because the invention of reinforced concrete allowed for more
efficient, economic and controllable hydraulic systems to be built, the material`s relationship to
accelerated modernization through a dynamic exhange between supply and demand reveals its
particular place in human history.82 However, such a cultural history of concrete both as material
and medium fails to take into account concrete`s relationship to the environment to a larger extent.
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If reinforced concrete – as well as pre-modern building materials – plays a significant role in the
history of moving water, it is because we look at this history as a human history.
To put this in context with the question of the sculpture`s typology of passage I first want to discuss
how concrete waterworks have played an important role in the history of transporting water. By
doing this I hope to show that concrete as a medium for passage opens up questions of connectivity
and continuity, first by directing attention to material`s cultural and social history. Let us think, for
example, about the consequences and history of transporting water, of making water pass from one
place to another. Human settlements have always been situated in relation to water, whether it is
fresh water or coastal waters providing transportation and important infrastructure; the
“appropriation” of water for building cultures permeates geo-environmental histories.83 Denis
Cosgrove has argued that the technological and social coordination required for creating elaborate
and sophisticated systems of water management places the civilizations founded on the
appropriation of water systems within a historical framework of “hydraulic civilization.”84 The
concept of “hydraulic civilization” was introduced by the historian Karl August Wittfogel in 1956
to describe hierarchies of power that emerged as a result of controlling water.85 Though Wittfogel’s
dissemination is not the point of discussion here, the idea of conducting historical analysis based on
engineering and the control of water to describe human beings’ relationship to the earth provides a
helpful perspective for our discussion on the relationship between a concrete structure and the logic
of passage.
If, as Cosgrove argues, the appropriation of water through engineering efforts provides us with a
framework for thinking about the relationship between human beings and the earth through the
movement and control of water, then we arrive at an understanding of water engineering that is
permeated with the logic of passage. I am of course thinking about the great systems of aqueducts.86
Aqueducts, far from being just a prism for thinking about engineering efforts, are a major player in
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the history of public health systems (keeping drinking water safe and sewer flushed out of the city),
as well as in the history of urbanization (providing drinking water from secluded lakes into the city).
Aqueducts can move water by gravity alone, can span hundreds of kilometers in distance and can
traverse the changing topography of the landscape. They can also become a sort of suture in the
landscape, connecting the urban with the rural through a successive line of concrete, stone or metal.
While older aqueducts (as well as in some present-day water systems) were elevated above ground
on massive stone or concrete archways, most new aqueducts are placed under ground in pipelines.
In either case, the engineering feat of aqueducts, as in hydraulic engineering in general, lies in the
understanding of fluid movement. As Cosgrove explains, “[t]he geometrical precision of an
aqueduct signifies the engineer’s vision of water flow, a bounded channel form that has become the
common conception of how even a natural river should appear.”87
In this quotation, Cosgrove highlights two things of interest: first, that the engineering feature of an
aqueduct becomes a kind of expression of the very idea of water flow; and, second, that this
expression of the idea of water flow is echoed in the common conception of how flowing water
should appear. For Cosgrove, writing in the late 1990s, this expression of the ideal of flowing water
could be summed up as a clearly defined and tamed watercourse with borders and separations.88 In
other words, a watercourse can be understood as something contained, but still flowing through,
like an artery in the landscape providing sustenance along the way. However, as Cosgrove also
suggests, this idea of how a river ought to look is deeply connected to the fact that layers upon
layers of geo-environmental history have caused rivers to change as much as anything else on this
planet. As he argues, “[t]oday we find it hard to say what a natural river might look like.”89 This
idea parallels contemporary discussions on the Anthropocene and rivers, where rivers are formed
by layers upon layers of anthropogenic activity.
This relationship between the Anthropocene and rivers, can, as we saw in chapter 1, be found in
Richard White`s description of the Columbia River as an “organic machine.”90 White makes an
interesting argument for the context of this chapter, namely that while the Columbia River is
modified and changed by human hands, it still maintain some of its “unmade qualities.”91 This is
interesting for our discussion on the logic of passage in the Fish Ladder Sculpture, due to its
pinpointing of the relationship between the manmade - understood as the application of human labor
to a material or “natural” element – and the processes and forces outside of, or withdrawing from,
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human modification. White argues that labor, work and energy have connected humans with nature,
and in an almost mournful pitch, he writes:
[…] today except when disaster strikes, when a hurricane hits, or earthquakes topple our creations,
or when a river unexpectedly rises and sweeps away the results of our effort and labor, we forget the
awesome power - the energy – of nature. There is little in our day-to-day life to preserve the
connection. Machines do most of our work; we disparage physical labor and laborers. The link
between our work and nature`s work has weakened. We no longer understand the world through
labor.92

White`s poetic waxing about the role of labor in the relationship between humans and nature reveals
its Western philosophical heritage where the mind/body split often plays out in relation to physical
labor as the means and mediator for production of the artificial.93 In this line of thinking, then,
matter is always subject to human action and simply reduced to a product. The question of labor –
or at least human labor – becomes pertinent in the context of aqueducts and waterworks, because
despite Cosgrove and White`s propensity for expanding the definition of labor to include that of the
more-than-human, there is still a deep rooted anthropocentrism at work in their argumentation. On
the one hand, these arguments consider more-than-human agency, but there is still the issue of
human labor at work. If as Cosgrove argues, the geometrical precisions of aqueducts mirrors how
engineers envisioned the flow of water, then the vitality of flowing water is conditioned by human
labor and not disseminated in its own right.
The geo-environmental and geo-political implications of water management is evident in the
intricate and sophisticated systems of water and wastewater management in most cities, but their
materiality often become secondary to their form and function. Most traditional architectural and
engineering history treat waterworks and aqueducts according to the Cartesian dualism, which
places matter as a subject for human labor.94 This is evident in the work of David Billington for
instance, which has guided much of this dissertation`s discussion on structural engineering. In his
study of the works of Robert Mailart, Billington emphasized what he called “unprecedented visual
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form” conditioned by reinforced concrete.95 However, Billington`s interest in the material
prioritizes the relationship between geometrical forms and the architect. This interest in matter as a
means to create form is also evident in Kevin Bone`s impressive study of the New York City water
and wastewater system that he conducted with his colleagues at the Irwin S. Chanin School of
Architecture of the Cooper Union between 1994 and 2003.96
This study shows the relationship between the water system and the city`s general condition, and
thus illustrate Cosgrove`s tenet about the relationship between civilization and water engineering.
Just like most of the studies of water engineering mentioned in this dissertation, Bone`s study of
the New York City waterworks also reveals political, social and economic relationships and it
reveals the deep-seated correlation between the city`s development and supply of clean water.
Interestingly, the study not only shows how people`s need for clean water was met by the
development of the Croton system in the 1842, but it also shows how demand for water soared after
the implementation of the system.97 This spotlights not only how a city develops socially and
politically in relation to infrastructural development, but it testifies how user behavior correlates to
infrastructural changes.98 The study emphasizes the way geometrical form is produced by an
interplay between material and the “natural” flow of water. As such, even if water as a working
force is at work beneath the proverbial surface, the study of the New York City waterworks still
investigates structure and space as apparatuses that manifest human actions and ideas. Bone further
argues that the New York City`s waterworks demonstrates the development from stone masonry to
the technical and aesthetic possibilities of reinforced concrete. Following this line of inquiry, then,
we can see that the history of water management is also a history of architecture and engineering.
Waterworks and watercourses have form and materiality and are, in Bone`s words “architectural in
their own right.”99
To come back to the issue of water passage or flow and engineering in the context of the Fish
Ladder Sculpture, we can now see that the ideal of flow manipulation is one of the fundamental
features of water systems such as aqueducts. Moreover, as we saw in Chapter 1, it is also the
physiological principle at work in any fishway construction where engineers calculate how a static
concrete structure should be designed to create ideal flow conditions. Although a fishway actually
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does not move water, it makes water pass through it in a desired way, while also aiming to attract
fish to move through it by their own volition. As such it is a pass, allowing water to pass through it
down-stream and fish to pass up-stream and so ascend to a higher ground. This accommodation of
passage requires a medium to produce a conduit which in turn involves creating an infrastructure
between two or more connecting points. If the point of departure for our investigation was the search
for a logic of passage through the industrial procedure of reinforced concrete, then, we now need to
take a moment to discuss the material conditions of concrete in relation to the Fish Ladder
Sculpture.

Figure 2.4 – Fish Ladder Sculpture under construction with steel armoring in place. Image: Greg Wemple with permission from
Wendy Ogilive.

The Fish Ladder Sculpture, as discussed, is composed of a series of triangular concrete slabs
enclosing a platform. Underneath the platform a ladder for fish zigzags in a successive and
ascending pattern. The sculpture does not attempt to conceal its industrial method of construction,
but rather this is presented as a dominant feature of its visual appearance. There has been no attempt
to conceal the construction methods, with joints and patterning from the formworks being as
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deliberate as the triangular shapes of the concrete slabs. Hence, we find that we are standing in front
of a piece of structural art.100 The now famous tenet that the 20th century was the age of reinforced
concrete is founded on the various possibilities of structural design that this material offers. Thanks
to concrete, one could achieve greater play in surface construction and walls could be lighter and
thinner because the concrete itself did not have to carry the weight of the building.101 Greater
freedom of tension and span also afforded engineers and architects with a completely new formal
design language.102 There is, however, no ideal of lightness or permeation at work in the Fish
Ladder Sculpture. It appears as massive and grounded in the river. The triangular concrete slabs
highlight this appearance of being grounded as they direct attention downwards to the river. What
the reinforced concrete here does, I believe, is two things. First, it provides suitable material
conditions for the construction of a massive structure inside a flowing river. It will remain in place
even if the river floods and it provides sufficient support for the weight of the triangular concrete
slabs as well as a significant number of people (fig. 2.4 and 2.5). Reinforced concrete is also a
preferred building material for fishways because it is resistant to irrigation and water pressure.
Secondly, concrete is a material, as Forty argues, which resists the binary logics of nature and
culture.103 Now, in a bid to conclude this discussion on the use of reinforced concrete as a way to
understand the Fish Ladder Sculpture through its exteriority and thus relate the short detour into
the history of aqueducts to my argument of a “typology of passage,” we will now take a closer look
at what this resistance to the binary logic of nature and culture is founded on.
To begin from Forty’s assertion that concrete resists the binary logic of nature and culture, this
statement reveals a sort of conundrum which we now are nowadays quite familiar with. The
“unnaturalness” of concrete, which caused a great resistance to the material in the 1970s, was
founded on a public understanding which believed that concrete caused alienation and a feeling of
unsettlement. This resistance, as Forty explains, exposed a kind of dichotomy between materials
which were seen as “natural”, such as stone and wood, and concrete, which was understood as an
artificial and alien building material.104 Moreover, while concrete have been seen as the antithesis
to nature, Forty argues that it is as “natural” or “unnatural” as other building materials because it
requires human labor in order to become itself.105 Here we are again confronted with the issue of
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labor in relation to the environment. While Richard White discuss the role of labor as the point of
contact between nature and culture, there is another interesting relationship between concrete and
labor which reveals the material`s political and economic implications. Jean-Louse Choen argues
that the dichotomist nature of concrete reveals its relationship to the organization of labor.106 This
is particularly interesting for the context of this dissertation because Choen`s argument addresses
the difficulty of separating fields such as engineering and architecture. Choen argues that the
advances and exponential use of concrete generated a host of new forms of businesses from the
1890s and forward.107 This means that from a design and architectural point of view, the material
had implications for the study of architectural practices.108 The use of reinforced concrete in
architecture and structural design, then, had to be understood in relation to larger systems of
businesses and professions, as well as the formal and aesthetic qualities of the structures. Moreover,
as Amy Slaton argues, concrete is a product that marries science and technology with businesses
and architecture.109
The invention of reinforced concrete had, as Choen and Slaton argues, direct implications for the
development of complex business and professional structures from the late 1800s and onwards. It
also had profound economic consequences, as cement producers quickly became some of the largest
corporations in the world. An interesting dissemination of the socio-political implications of
concrete corporations and a historical document in its own right is Georges Baehler`s 1946 exposé
of the Swizz cement cartels.110 Here Baehler under the pseudonym Pollux, exposed how the Swiss
building industry in reality were owned by three major cement cartels, bolstered by his organigram
“Zement-Industrie.”111 The organigram visualized how the EG Portland, AG Kalk and Gips Union
for gypsum in truth monopolized the building material industry. Sara Nichols has argued that
Baehler`s exposé and organigrams demonstrate how these cartels, literally essential for the
production of European Concrete, forms a conglomerate in their own right. Nichols addresses the
relational nature of concrete and the building material cartels as postulated by Baehler, when she
writes:
Cement is the binding agent for concrete. A homogenous, low value, perishable bulk of commodity,
it is the constant in reinforced concrete. But a trio of graphics, published in 1946, depicts it as another
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sort of binder, one gluing a whole swat of the building material industry into a conglomerate. An
array of building materials is shown framed by cement – or rather, by the network of companies that
produce it.112

However, this processual relationship between different professions and the general geo-economic
that concrete produce, fails to take into account the material`s ecological context. Concrete is a
conglomerate consisting of cement, water and aggregate (sand, gravel or other). Cement is produced
by burning limestone and clay, a procedure which is extremely energy consuming. The cement
industry is also a major producer of carbon dioxide, with an estimated 8 percent of global
greenhouse gas emission in 2018.113 According to a 2020 article published in International
Economics, concrete is the world`s most widely used material, and it cites an annual global
production of about 10 billion tons.114 The article interestingly points out the relationship between
the expected rise in demand of concrete and the transition into so called “green energy” due to the
material`s structural condition. This means that a move away from fossil energy is still dependent
on various forms of structures to produce energy. The materiality of these structures varies, as the
authors argues, depending on the technology used. However, concrete`s structural as well as
material qualities still places it as one of the most favored construction materials for power plants.115
Looking at this scenario from a material point, then, reveals the conceptual implications of the
material in relation to geo-environmental issues. Not only is concrete and cement connected to the
future of energy, as the discussion on the enmeshed history between concrete, engineering and
economics above, it is deeply connected to its past.
Conglomerate designates something that is made up of several different and distinguishable
elements, glued together by a binder. Sarah Nichol`s depiction of the building material industry`s
concrete and metaphorical nature as conglomerate demonstrate the similarities between concrete
and the cartels involved in its production.116 Conglomerate, then, also designates something that is
deeply connected to the Anthropocene, namely the composition of anthropogenic activity and
environmental factors.117 As a conglomerate, concrete is made up of several components that are
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extracted from different geological places. For instance, it is possible to produce concrete in
Norway, but limestone – the key ingredient in cement – must be imported (mostly from Italy).
Similarly, aggregates such as sand or gravel, is most often produced on locations far away from the
building site. This demonstrated how the production of concrete is geologically distributed, and as
such it forms geo-environmental and geo-political networks.
However, if a conglomerate is a sedimentation of different and distinguishable parts, it can also be
used to think about the sedimentation of anthropogenic activity in the planetary and climatic
condition. As mentioned, the production of concrete stands for one of the largest components of
green house gas emissions globally. Greenhouse gasses, (at least the exponential and unbalanced
emissions), can be understood as a sedimentation of anthropogenic activity. This means that while
transportation and movement of natural material such as sand, gravel and limestone from one place
to the next – not to mention the way concrete is disposed of after a building`s short lived existence
– “displaces” geological elements, the sedimentation of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere from the
production of cement, ties the material to larger geo-environmental time.
Concrete, then, the second most consumed product on this planet118 is tied not only to our past, but
to our future. Not only through archival data and historical records, or the way large corporations
have become even larger, but through the very real and concrete sedimentation of carbon dioxide.
What has been said until now reveals a reorientation from understanding concrete as disembodied
towards an understanding where the material informs, transmits, reinforce or even produce
processes. As such concrete can be understood as a material that exceeds a Cartesian split where
matter is a mere subject for human action. Even though many recent waterworks and water
management systems are made from other materials than concrete, reinforced concrete still make
up a large component of the water management systems. The role of concrete in moving water, both
for production of energy as well as the construction of the urban, then, discloses the relational
qualities of the material, not only in socio-economic networks, but also in ecological ones. Coming
back for a moment, then, to the issue of the structural externality of the Fish Ladder Sculpture and
my contextualization through minimalism`s preoccupation with ready-mades as a directive towards
pure externality, it is tempting to think of this externality as pertaining to the complex socio-political
nature of concrete. However, I believe that this way of using reinforced concrete points to another
dichotomy (referencing Choen`s tenet about dichotomies at work in concrete), namely that between
humans and the environment. While, as mentioned, the use of reinforced concrete in the Fish Ladder
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Sculpture point towards industry, the history of water management and larger socio-economic
systems, it also quite concretely operationalizes the processual nature of concrete as a conglomerate.
With regard to the Fish Ladder Sculpture, I want to suggest that the use of concrete, brings to the
surface the question of human activity as a part of the natural environment.
As mentioned, Kinnebrew wanted to educate people about the migration of anadromous fish. But
he also wanted the sculpture to educate people about the environment and highlight that human
beings were in fact a part of the environment and complex ecosystems. In light of this agenda, we
can understand that the collapsing of boundaries at work in the Fish Ladder Sculpture operates on
several levels. In earlier sections of this chapter we saw that the sculpture offered a bodily
experience of being on the river and observing the salmon swim right underneath one’s feet. We
also saw that the use of reinforced concrete diverted attention away from any illusionistic or
representational meaning in the sculpture and towards its exterior. We then pointed out how control
of water through the accommodation of flow and passage has been a distinguishing feature within
hydraulic engineering. This all directs attention towards the understanding of anthropogenic activity
as an integral part of the planetary condition. When we think of the process of creating concrete,
then, a similar logic comes to mind. Without human labor, concrete would just be sand, gravel and
water. It is the process of combining them, and pouring the mixture into formworks, that results in
a structure. It is also in the process of combining them, in burning the limestone and excavating the
gravel, that human activity is accumulated not only in the earth`s atmosphere, but also in the debris
left behind on the earth`s crust. While concrete, unlike plastic, actually do break down construction
waste is becoming a gigantic problem.119 Furthermore, as Emmanuel Hache et al. argues, the
complex relationship between green transition and energy is contingent on the production of
concrete.120
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Figure 2.5 -Fish Ladder Sculpture while flooded. Image: Wendy Ogilive.
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Figure 2.6 – The Fish Ladder Sculpture under construction. Here some of the formworks are starting to take form. Image: Greg
Wemple with permission from Wendy Ogilive.

To conclude this section on the passage of concrete and return to the notion of a typology of passage,
we can now see that the externality of the Fish Ladder Sculpture collapses boundaries between
binary categories. Humans are not separated from fish, and fish are not separated from humans. The
typology of passage which is at work in the Fish Ladder Sculpture is hence evident through the
accommodation of observers in its archway, which, despite the lack of a connecting point on the
other side of the platform, welcomes spectators to enter, move around and exit through the same
point. This archway thereby becomes a sort of portal into this relational space where boundaries
collapse. Consequently, observers are invited to pass in and out of this open-ended world of fish,
river and people. Moreover, the main feature of the sculpture which gives it its name is the fish
ladder; a space for passage par excellence. In the short text for the suite of prints, Mildred Friedman
writes that: “Though ladders are normally prosaic forms, invisible at a dam site, [the Fish Ladder
Sculpture] has been transformed into a focus for a broad range of environmental and aesthetic
concerns.”121 Here Friedman points to the very crux of my argumentation, which is that the typology
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of passage at work in the Fish Ladder Sculpture directs attention to a certain kind of environmental
understanding. Also, this environmental understanding goes hand in hand with the sculpture`s
aesthetic concerns. This brings us, finally, to the question of what category of experience the Fish
Ladder Sculpture is, which has guided the discussion throughout this chapter.
To put this question in the context with what has been said about passage, concrete, earth art and
fish, we are now equipped with a conceptual framework that takes into account the material
condition of the sculpture, its logic of directing attention towards its externality and an
understanding of this externality as the engineering of passage. As a result, the category of
experience the Fish Ladder Sculpture leaves us with is one of a transient relationship between nature
and human beings within it. To be more precise, Kinnebrew’s ambition to create a sculpture and
functional fish ladder that broadened people’s ecological understanding was achieved by erecting a
monument whereby people could feel immersed in the riverscape and experience salmon`s annual
migration through the sculpture. However, his intention is not something discovered as a hidden
meaning or narrative in the sculpture, but through the sculpture’s external body itself, which is half
submerged in water and functions as a fish ladder. Furthermore, as we have seen, the material
conditions of poured concrete direct attention away from the sculpture as sculpted by a sculptor,
and towards the idea and history of engineering as a means to affect and change the environment.
Through its externalist focus, the Fish Ladder Sculpture produces a category of experience that is
permeated with the notion that human beings are part of ecosystems and that our actions affect and
change the course of nature.
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Figure 2.7 – Fish Ladder Sculpture from below. Image: Wendy Ogilive

2.5 Summary
In an effort to summarize this chapter’s discussion of the Fish Ladder Sculpture, we can first see
that, within the context of the 1970s, a new understanding of the interconnectedness between human
beings and nature came to the fore through a growing interest in ecological thought. We have seen
that this ecological thought, which drew on the first and second generations of cybernetics, opened
up a consideration of the earth as consisting of networks and relations. Thus the focus shifted from
objective and singular events towards interdependent subjectivity and an image of human beings
within their environment. Within this world view a number of scientific and creative practices
explored the possibility of interspecies communication, rapport with animals through immersive
research and the possibility of grasping the emotional and social life of animals. We have seen
through the work of Amanda Botezkes that ecological thought and ethical engagement with nature
was fundamental for earth artists, insofar as they moved away from a pure representation of the
world towards demonstrating the complex synthesis between artwork, spectators and the
environment. The earth was no longer just a place where art was made, shown or related to. It rather
became an active component of the work, as if there were no boundaries between the artwork and
the enclosing environment. It is within this context, then, that I have chosen to place the Fish Ladder
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Sculpture, since, even if the sculpture’s visuality shows a sharp contrast to many of the earthworks
of the 1970s, I have argued that it operates on the assumption that the external environment and fish
swimming through it are a part of the sculpture`s logic. I have also highlighted how Kinnebrew’s
motivation for designing the Fish Ladder Sculpture was to make visible the migration patterns of
anadromous fish, performing exactly this kind of collapsing of boundaries between the public space
and natural space.
With this in mind and by drawing on Rosalind Krauss, I have inquired into the category of
experience that the Fish Ladder Sculpture best occupies, and, in a bid to answer this question, I
have directed attention to the sculpture’s exteriority, which demonstrates a typology of passage
through its industrial construction method and building material. What concerned me here was the
issue of active engagement with nature and human beings’ place in the history of the earth. I have
argued that the sculpture`s material condition produces a space which directs attention towards
structural and hydraulic engineering rather than any allegorical or illusionistic meaning “hidden” in
the sculpture. This has provided us with a framework within which the history of engineering and
control of water bodies plays an active role in shaping the environment. Through this “typology of
passage” at work demonstrated through the use of reinforced concrete, the sculpture also
demonstrates the propensity to understand the environment as a complex synthesis which also
includes human action. To conclude, then, I suggest that the search for the category of experience
the Fish Ladder Sculpture occupies is a category of ecology described by Arne Næss as Selfrealization: the realization of oneself as unfolding through one’s interaction with the organic and
inorganic, where geological history is also a history of unfolding human life.122 Through Selfrealization, according to Næss, an ethical stance towards nature will emerge from the realization
that harm caused to nature is also harm caused to oneself. As Kinnebrew himself argued, “protection
of us is protection of the environment.”123
I will now leave the 1970s and Grand Rapids behind and direct attention to a long-lived
governmental project of re-designing Akerselva in the city of Oslo, Norway. However, I want to
keep this seminal fish ladder sculpture in view as a reminder that the history of fishways, which
traces their development from being purely scientific objects to becoming public spaces, occurred
at the same time as a growing public awareness of the environment. In the next chapter I will direct
attention to the fishway at Lower Waterfall in Akerselva and argue that it represents a materialsemiotic beacon for the role and importance of fish in the restoration of the capital’s largest river.
What concerns me, then, is the way that fishways have changed from being pure scientific or rural
122
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infrastructures to become important design components in large scale urban planning projects. The
Fish Ladder Sculpture works on the threshold between these topological formations, despite the
DNR’s involvement in the project. The Lower Waterfall fishway, however, is a concrete design
strategy and an important landscape design of the radial park vein which intersects the city of Oslo.
Here too I will want to keep the category of experience of Self-realization in mind, because it
emphasizes a vision of environmental protection as something that falls within, rather than outside
of, urban areas.
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Picture of the upper waterfall and the Oslo National Academy of the Arts from above. The picture is taken from
Åmot bro bridge. The upper waterfall constitute a final obstacle for migrating fish. Image: Stine Mari
Andreassen
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The upper waterfall and the Åmot bro bridge. Image: Stine Mari Andreassen
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Image from the Akerselva river`s west bank depicting the bridge that connects the Oslo School of Architecture
and Design and the Oslo National Academy of the Arts. The bridge is a favored spot for salmon watching
because this area and down towards the Cubaparken park constitutes spawning grounds for salmon. Image:
Stine Mari Andreassen
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Oslo National Academy of the Arts as situated to the upper waterfall. Image: Stine Mari Andreassen
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The Oslo School of Architecture and Design seen from the east bank. The image also shows the area where
salmon spawn. Image: Stine Mari Andreassen
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The student housing silo seen from the northern end. Image: Stine Mari Andreassen
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Informational sign about the Lower Waterfall fishway. Image: Stine Mari Andreassen
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Frontal view of the Lower Waterfall fishway. Image: Stine Mari Andreassen
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The fish enter through the small opening to the left in the image. This entrance is placed right at the bottom of
the Lower Waterfall in attracts fish by providing sufficient velocity. Image: Stine Mari Andreassen
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Chapter 3
Exhibit

Everywhere animals disappear. In zoos they
constitute the living monument of their own
disappearance. And in doing so, they
provoked their last metaphor.1

This paragraph from John Berger`s 1977 essay “Why Look at Animals?” presents a compelling
argument for the negation at play in the representation of live animals. In an almost ghostly fashion,
animals in zoos materialize their own disappearance.2 They become monuments of their own

1

Berger, John. Why Look at Animals? (London: Penguin, 2009), 36.
It is important to make a short note of critique on Berger`s statement. Several scholars in fields such as cultural studies
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independently of our beliefs about them, it makes little sense to speak of them in ways that attempt to locate them
outside human culture.” However pertinent this argument is, in the context of this dissertation the question of putting
animals on display is upset by the fact that a fishway’s status as stage is secondary to its function as a river continuum.
See: Thorsen, Liv Emma, Karen A. Rader, and Adam Dodd, Animals on Display: The Creaturly in Museums, Zoos,
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exodus. Berger’s point is that animals, which were once a vital part of humans’ most inner circles,
disappeared from our daily life and became something invisible on the fringes of modern society.
Think about it: the farmed animals that we consume live their life far removed from the fast-paced
cities where a majority of those who consume their milk or meat do their consuming. This is only
one of many examples. Animals have been used in mining, they were postal workers, and they
functioned as a mode of transportation, all in addition to providing food and raw material. The
disappearance of animals from daily life tells us as much about the industrial revolution, Fordism
and capitalism as anything else.3 However, as Berger points out, their disappearance from our daily
life prompted a new kind of relationship between man and animal. Instead of being in our inner
circle, they became something else; the collective imaginary constructed their otherness. Animals
in zoos are perhaps one of the most explicit examples of this imaginary materialized otherness. It is
as, Berger argues, “too easy and too evasive to use the zoo as a symbol. The zoo is a demonstration
of the relations between man and animal; nothing else.”4
Thinking with Berger about zoos in the context of considering the relationship between man and
animal, I would like to propose that what we are dealing with is the notion of exhibiting. To exhibit
something is to make evident both the conceptual and the empirical. Exhibiting is never a neutral
act. In exhibiting – the act of making something visible – a cultural negotiation takes place between
our conception of reality and the empirical; exhibiting relies on artifice irrespective of what is
exhibited.5 However, in this chapter this cultural negotiation will not be treated as a way of
3
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science or the cultural imaginary. This false dichotomy is addressed in Karen Barad’s critique of a representationalism
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separating “the real” and the epistemological. Rather, the discussion will call on the notion of
exhibiting to unfold entanglements at work at the Lower Waterfall fishway in Akerselva. With an
aim of tracing the more-than-human in the design of the Lower Waterfall fishway, this chapter deals
with the exhibiting of reverse extinction as demonstrated through a designed environment that
places man and animal in close relation with each other.
While zoo architecture might be one of the most well-treated fields of animal architecture, I submit
that fishways, which have not yet received scholarly attention as a form of architecture for animals,
offer just as – if not even more – powerful a demonstration of the relationships between man and
animal for understanding the oppositions at play in exhibiting animals. Moreover, the demonstration
is not merely constituted by the exhibition of live animals, but, as Berger pointed out, the fact that
this exhibition is a negation of disappearance. Zoos and other forms of animal architecture therefore
become the enclosure for both matter and absence. They host the living breathing animals on display
and their disappearance. Fishways in general perform exactly this operation of negation. However,
fishways are generally also a remedy or counter-ploy to extinction, and as such they perform the
negation of extinction in ways that go beyond the aspect of display.
By taking a look at the fishway at the Nedre foss (Lower Waterfall) in Akerselva River (henceforth
Akerselva) in Oslo, the main aim of this chapter is to investigate the exhibiting of live animals from
a design historical point of view. This means that the analysis of exhibiting will be carried out with
regard to the form and function of the structure, as well as how it is situated within a larger cultural,
historical and political context. Unlike an analysis of an exhibition display within institutions, where
the aim is to uncover cultures of displaying, this chapter aims at unveiling exhibiting as a
characteristic of a fully operational fishway. The ambition is to show that the design of the fishway,
its situatedness as a part of an urban planning project and its status as a concrete place and space
(depending on the identity of the user/spectator), can be conceptualized through exhibiting.
The reason that the Lower Waterfall fishway is such a pertinent example of exhibiting the negation
of extinction is that it is situated within a river that has been transformed from an “industrial” to an
“urban national” park in the years between 1986 to the present. Akerselva was the primus motor for
the industrialization of Oslo and Norway. The river basin was hence shaped by this development.
Mills were built alongside many of the waterfalls, some already in the Middle Ages when the monks
concerned with displaying this distinction. And it is precisely such a critical engagement with representationalism that
this chapter is aimed at developing. Barad calls for a shift from representationalism to performativity which entails a
break with what she calls a “Cartesian habit of mind,” referring to the tradition of separating mind and matter. In a bid
to promote such a way of thinking, this chapter calls on the notion of Exhibiting to disclose such entanglements present
in the design of the Lower Waterfall fishway. Barad, Karen. Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics and the
Entanglement of Matter and Meaning (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2007), 49.
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on Hovedøya Island ran a mill at the Lower Waterfall. In modern times the river provided power
and infrastructure for industrial and urban development, resulting in a heavily polluted river. The
pre-industrial Akerselva had a healthy population of aquatic life, including the pearl mussel
Margaritifera margaritifera, which the river was known for.6 The river was also known for its
Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar, which became extinct in the 1860s.7
And this is where our story begins: at the end.
Or rather, after the end. In fact, many years passed between the disappearance of Atlantic salmon
and the beginning of this story. But it was the end, the disappearance of the Atlantic salmon as well
as the poor conditions for other aquatic life and of water quality, that prompted a new beginning. It
is the passing-into-something-else that is of interest in this chapter. After many years of pollution,
toxic discharge and generally poor water management, Akerselva passed-into a new condition. This
new condition was brought about by remedying the negative consequences of repeated toxic
discharges and the subsequent extinction of aquatic life in the river.
The Lower Waterfall fishway is particularly apt for addressing the theme of exhibiting the extinct,
because it is part of a comprehensive restoration and conservation plan whose roots can be traced
back to the beginning of the 20th century. Exposed to a number of toxic discharges, Akerselva
underwent a continuous process of extinction and restoration on top of the devastating effects
caused by Oslo’s long industrial history. The Akerselva Environmental Park was initiated by the
Ministry for Environment in 1986, but this adhered to a 1911 conception of making the stretch along
the river into a linear park vein. The fishway, which opened in 2014, was not a part of the
environmental park project, but it came to be a part of the continuum formed by the environmental
park and the collective efforts of cleaning and restoring the river.
Curiously, this river restoration and the cultural understanding of the river as a whole places a
spotlight on how the more-than-human exacted influence on the design of Akerselva. For this
reason, the relationship between the human and more-than-human in this case can be explicated
through the notion of exhibiting, because it demonstrates the operation performed by the more-thanhuman on the human and vice versa.8 This operation is the result of a process of reverse extinction.
Therefore, as I will argue in what follows, the Lower Waterfall fishway demonstrates in a
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7
Ibid.
8
Vishmidt, Marina "Between Not Everything and Not Nothing: Cuts toward Infrastructural Critique", 265-69. 65.
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particularly forceful manner the exhibiting of this process of reverse extinction. Moreover, in the
space that is created by the structure, this negation of extinction is produced by the fish using the
fishway. As such, they become not monuments of their own disappearance, in Berger’s words, but
something close to phantasms haunting the river with the ghosts of salmon past. They become the
living, breathing reminder of the broken lineage of salmon swimming in the river.

***
In this chapter I will show how extinction as a process is fundamentally connected to the passinginto a new condition of the river. I will demonstrate how the morphing of the Akerselva into a place
of play and pleasure marks a continuation instead of a break, and that the process of making the
industrial Akerselva into an environmental park denotes a process of design. Moreover, the
fundamental objective of this chapter is to show that this process also formed a continuum between
the human and the more-than-human. This continuum is exhibited through the design of the Lower
Waterfall fishway. A continuum, unlike a break, does not have clear boundaries despite being a
composite made up of different elements. Continuation is made up of repetition, and I will show
how this repetition is evident in the history of the river in general, as well as in the Lower Waterfall
fishway in particular.
The chapter will proceed by first directing attention to the background and development of the
Akerselva Environmental Park project. I will show how the river was seen and portrayed as a smile
on the face of the city, in order to make visible the role and symbolic value of Akerselva. In order
to do this, I will draw on material stretching back to the beginning of the 20th century when the
condition of the river was a pressing topic for policy making and urban development.
In the second part of the chapter, attention will be directed towards the architecture used in the
exhibition of animals. I will offer a comparative analysis with the penguin pool at London Zoo to
show how the fishway at Lower Waterfall functions in similar but different ways in representing
wild animals through modernist architecture. Though the aim is not to declare the fishway as
modernist architecture, a discussion of how modernist architects such as Berthold Lubetkin
understood geometrical forms as nature’s building blocks will help to highlight how a staging of
animals does not have to be representational; it can also come about through withdrawal.9 The

9

The architect Berthold Lubetkin (1901-1990) has been celebrated as a pioneer of modernist architecture in the UK in
the 1930s. Together with Francis Skinner, Denys Lasdun, Godfrey Samuel, and Linsday Drake he set up the Tecton
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comparison of the penguin pool and the fishway will also serve a second purpose, namely to show
that the kind of exhibiting we are dealing with at Lower Waterfall is one that blurs the lines between
opposing categories.
In line with this project`s overarching infrastructural approach, then, this third and final chapter will
zero in on the issue of extinction as a process. It will do so by directing attention to the way fishways
not only intervene in ecosystem processes through their ambition of restoring fragmented habitats
and pay attention to the way design becomes a sort of interface between humans, technology and
the more-than-human. By this I mean that the structure`s materiality, their form and their sociohistorical context performs an exhibiting of both intended (human centered) and unintended (decentering of the human) events. This chapter then, will expand on chapter 2`s discussion of the
experiential qualities of the Fish Ladder Sculpture by shifting perspective towards that which is
being displayed. By thinking of the process of extinction as something that unfolds through time,
this chapter will direct attention to the way extinction is part of the aesthetic, material, cultural and
more-than-human history of the Akerselva River.

group in 1932. The radical architecture practice Tecton was responsible for several critically acclaimed zoo projects.
Amongst these were the gorilla house and penguin pool at London Zoo.
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Figure 3.1 – Silo student housing and “Nedre foss bypark.” Image: Malin Graesse
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3.1 Flow at “Nedre foss bypark”
In the shadow of a former grain silo converted into student housing resides another structure in grey
concrete. In the space embodied by the structure, the rapid flow of the river is mediated through
vertical slots. It is architecture without a roof; a linear structure permeated by water, not air. It is a
piece of structural art, designed for individuals that breathe in water, individuals that for a fleeting
moment inhabit the spatial realm of water, eddies and turbulence, and concrete. It clings to the
concrete wall that separates the realm of walking and the realm of swimming. This structure, grey
in appearance, dyes the frothy water that flows within it teeming shades of grey. It is space without
air, without color and without humans. In this space time is cyclical, it repeats itself, as the structure
waits for its visitors when the ice melts and the annual salmon run approaches.
This grey concrete structure represents a link between fragmented habitats, a linear structure that
disperses animal bodies beyond the waterfall in a series of upstream and downstream movements.
It is infrastructure designed to connect, to be the “in-between” one thing and another. This fishway
is infrastructure that gives fish an option of circumventing the waterfall. It is an option that relies
on clever ticks and enticement, of course, but nevertheless the final choice lies with the fish. This
particular fishway, a “vertical-slot-pass” design – the first of its kind to be erected in Norway – was
designed by landscape architects at Norconsult together with the landscape architect and biologist
Ulrich Plug, and built by the municipality department for water and wastewater management (Vann
og avløpsetaten).10 The design, which comprises a series of interchanging slots, manipulates the
flow of water to form natural resting pools and concurrently it facilitates sufficient water velocity
at the entrance of each slot. It is located at the “Nedre foss bypark” at the east shore of the Lower
Waterfall in the Akerselva River and cast in reinforced concrete (fig 3.1 and 3.2).
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Saltveit, Svein Jakob, Henning Pavels, and Åge Brabrand, "Fisketrapp I Akerselva Ved Nedre Foss. Tetthet Av
Ungfisk Og Gytegroper Før Og Etter Trappeåpning," Rapport (Universitetet i Oslo. Naturhistorisk museum) (Oslo:
Naturhistorisk museum, 2016). [Fishway in Akerselva at Nedre Foss. Density of fry and redds before and after
installation of fishway] Report no. 52, ISSN 1891-805. Prepeared by Oslo Natural History Museum for Oslo municipal
council, 2016. 11. URL: https://www.nhm.uio.no/forskning/publikasjoner/nhm-rapporter/nhm-rapport-052-2016.pdf
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Figure 3.2 – Drawing of vertical-slot fishway from Norconsult and Vann og avløpsetaten. Copyright: Vann og avløpsetaten,
Oslo kommune. Permission to use image from Vann og avløpsetaten, Oslo kommune.
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The Fishway is built in connection to a concrete wall that separates an elevated walkway from the
waterfall. This gives the impression that the fishway is a part of the walkway rather than the
waterfall, so the trio of fishway, walkway and wall appear as a single unit (Fig. 3.3). They appear
as subject to one and the same logic. The steel fence that prevents people from falling into the river
serves a second purpose; it functions as the boundary between the audience and the “stage”. The
fence is beautifully lit by indirect lanterns and facilitates a view from above without falling over the
edge. Despite all of this, very few people actually seem to notice the fishway. It seems to seize the
interest of people who already know that it exists, i.e. people interested in fishing, and sometimes
it catches the eye of people passing by. But in general, this structure seems to go by unnoticed. As
if the slots’ manipulation of the water is all there is to say about it. However, there is something
lurking behind the structure’s apparent anonymity, or – more exactly –lurking within the anonymity.
For it is within its unspectacular grey concrete walls that extinction is mitigated. Or to put it
differently, it is within the structure that design intervenes in ecosystem processes. Moreover, this
intervention - which is only temporary because the fish`s migration is stopped only 500 meters
further upstream - exhibits the processes of repeated extinction and repopulation that constitutes the
history of the Akerselva River from the late 1800s to the present.
In 2011, Oslo municipality’s water and wastewater department accidentally discharged over 6000
liters of chlorine into the river, which, according to a 2014 report, resulted in a “more or less
complete extermination of the fish populations”.11 This accident prompted a surge of measures to
prevent, document and repair damages caused by the discharge. For a long time, the municipality
worked towards erecting a fishway at the Lower Waterfall to better facilitate spawning for migrating
fish. However, the resolution to finally construct a fishway at Lower Waterfall was determined as
part of the developmental plan for the “Nedre Foss Bypark”.12 A newly developed recreational and
urban area was designed by landscape architects at Norconsult after winning an international design
competition with their proposal “Flyt” in 2008.13 Norconsult received the 2020 DOGA (the
Norwegian Design and Architecture Centre) award for architecture and design for its integration of
the area’s historical past into contemporary design. The judges also emphasized how the park design
transformed a formerly dodgy area into a thriving urban recreational space.14
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Saltveit et al., "The Return of Atlantic Salmon (Salmo Salar L.) and Improved Water Quality in Urban Rivers in Oslo,
Norway," 571-77. 76.
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Saltveit, Pavels, and Brabrand, "Fisketrapp I Akerselva Ved Nedre Foss. Tetthet Av Ungfisk Og Gytegroper Før Og
Etter Trappeåpning." 11.
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Norconsult, "Nedre Foss," https://www.norconsult.no/prosjekter/nedre-foss/.
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Figure 3.3 – Fishway and walkway. Photo: Malin Graesse
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Figure 3.4 – watercourse at playground with Lower Waterfall in the background. Photo: Malin Graesse

There seems to be a sort of typology of water and repetition at play in Norconsult`s final design,
now named “Nedre Foss bypark.” This typology is emphasized by the integration of Akerselva into
the park design as a whole. The design is a complete reconceptualization of the area, which however
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still references its industrial past. The green areas are enclosed by walkways that meander along the
river shore and stone staircases that facilitate easy access to the river. In the northern corner of the
park, directly below the old grain silo, a colorful playground with a small stream running through
it is situated in connection to the fishway. The stream ends up in the river just above the mound of
the fishway, creating a metaphorical and concrete watercourse between the park and the fishway
(fig. 3.4).
Although the fishway at Lower Waterfall is a pass and not a ladder, the metaphor of stairs to mark
the act of ascending is not lost in the overall park design. Ascending as a theme appears across a
number of the park’s individual components, such as in the amphitheater terrace that provides
visitors with a total view of the area while enjoying their lunch or a short break. The terrace is
decorated with friezes by Norwegian artist Lars Fiske, depicting scenes from the river’s industrial
and pastoral past (fig. 3.5 and 3.6). The repetition of water, stream and stairs permeates the
landscape design of “Nedre Foss bypark,” and repetition is what, according to Marina Vishmidt,
brings the transcendental (time) into contact with the material (fishway, urban planning,
environmental park). Thus, the repetition at play in the park design marks a prolongation of the
river, the environmental park project and the fishway as infrastructure; as Vishmidt notes,
“infrastructure is made out of time insofar as infrastructure is that which repeats.”15
The historical conditions and background of Akerselva as a highly cultured river is one of the most
prominent characteristics of the “Nedre Foss bypark” design. The repetitive nature of the design
strategies in the park design is therefore both metaphor and matter. Repetition in this case can be
understood as a highly evocative gesture towards the repetitiveness of the river, as well as a
repetition of the characteristics of Akerselva as a design theme. In this respect, the “Nedre Foss
bypark” design consolidates the area, its industrial history, and its status as a threshold for ascending
into a culture of nature. Although it is the waterfall at Lower Waterfall that creates the barrier for
fish migration, the 2011 discharge promptly expedited plans for a fishway. Three years before the
rest of the park was finished, the vertical slot fishway opened at the Lower Waterfall. In addition to
the fishway, a hatchery program was developed and administered by Oslomarka
fiskeadministrasjon (OFA) to repopulate the river with salmon and trout. Consequently, almost all
migrating fish in the river were spawned and hatched in a closed facility before being released into
the river, making the fish population a part of the designed environment of the area. As critical as
the 2011 chlorine discharge was, Akerselva and its aquatic life have been entangled in various
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histories of pollution and environmental degradation which are closely tied to the river’s industrial
history for centuries. The history of Akerselva is a history of repeated toxic discharges, of repeated
destruction of aquatic life, and a curiously complex battle of cultural heritage management. The
fishway at the Lower Waterfall seems to encapsulate a multitude of these stories, whilst also being
a material-semiotic beacon for the historical slowness of policy making, repopulation and changing
times.

Figure 3.5 – Frieze by Lars Fiske at “Nedre foss bypark.” Photo: Malin Graesse
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Figure 3.6 – Close-up of frieze by Lars Fiske depicting angler and salmon. Photo: Malin Graesse

Moreover, the fishway in particular represents a material-semiotic beacon of how fish are
historically tangled in the transformation of the river. Fish health and fish populations constituted a
crucial point of debate in the many years it took for the environmental park to take the leap from
the drawing board into reality. The slow process of removing all industry polluting the river, of
course, is also due to liberalization and globalization of the economy, leading to the discontinuation
and subsequent transference of industrial production to more cost-efficient countries. However, the
role that fish and aquatic life have played in the discussions surrounding the transformation of the
river highlights how the animals living in the river are historically important for infrastructure
design in Norway’s capital. Before delving more deeply into the murky waters of the more-thanhuman players in Akerselva, it is crucial to take a look at the history and background of the
Akerselva Environmental Park.
The “Nedre Foss bypark” can be understood as a prolongation of the environmental park project,
an altogether comprehensive plan for the reinvigoration of the previous industrialized Akerselva
and its surrounding areas. The environmental park project seems to demonstrate – through action –
what can best be described as a culture of nature through the preservation of cultural heritage
preservation combined with environmental conservation strategies. Seen in light of today’s wide
variety of theories on nature/culture, eco-criticism and eco-politics, this manner of reading the
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environmental park might seem a matter of course. However, the interesting thing about this project
is not only that it originated in the mid-1980s, but also that the original ideas for the project reach
far back to the beginning of the 19th century. Thus, the project is itself a form of infrastructure,
which consolidates the transcendental with matter through repetition. The environmental park
project not only reveals Akerselva to be an important symbol for the city, but it also delves deep
into the question of a cultured nature, or a natured culture. Thus, the environmental park, as a
concrete consolidation of matter and the transcendental, constitutes a piece of infrastructure in itself
owing to its inclination towards history and its repetition of history through conservational
strategies.

3.2 Let’s turn that frown upside down: Akerselva Environmental Park history
and background
In 1986 the then-Minister of Environment, Sissel Rønbeck, contacted the Cultural Heritage
Manager Office with the idea of developing Akerselva into a national cultural heritage site. Ideas
for establishing a cultural heritage site along the shore of the river had already been proposed by
the municipal gardener in 1910, but his proposal came to a halt in 1915. Another proposal was
raised by the municipality in 1934, but it was not until 1986 that the ideas became realized in the
Minister’s proposal.16 The project was christened as “Akerselva Environmental Park” and
comprised a multitude of interdisciplinary studies and actions, such as the restoration and
conservation of old industrial and private buildings, the development of new residential and
business areas, cleaning of the river’s water body, river floor and banks, re-population of aquatic
life, and plans for landscape architecture.
The sociologist Knut Halvorsen has argued that the environmental park was a clear case of network
governance, meaning that the project was directed by a number of autonomous agencies involved
in an open ended system.17 According to Halvorsen, the project was a “hierarchical public
management project, run and controlled by a relatively small group of high-level bureaucrats.”18
This exposed how the project differed from more traditional social democratic models for largescale urban master plans or grass-roots urban planning tendencies seen in other parts of the world.
The network governance model blurred the sharp distinctions between local and national
16
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governance.19 However, most interesting for this chapter’s focus on how urban development is
designed through a sort of oscillation between the river basin and urban development plans is
Halvorsen’s following observation: “Akerselva Environmental Park is also an example of how
environmental urban policies and modern urban industrial development can be compatible.”20
In sum, the Norwegian government granted around 10 million Norwegian Crowns to the project,
but the networks that evolved throughout the project included a heterogeneous group of agencies
and actors. In the early months of 1987, the project’s working group consisted of delegates from
the Ministry of Environment, the Cultural Heritage Management Office, park and recreation
authorities, the municipality’s water and wastewater department, the city planning office and the
secretariat which was led by Ola Bettum and the architects at IN`BY.21

Oslomarka

Fiskeadministrasjon (OFA) was placed in charge of re-establishing the river as a functioning fishing
ground.22
Akerselva was historically a site for factories, mills and works, and has thus been shaped both
conceptually and materially by these industries. A comprehensive effort had to be made to transform
the river from a municipal sewer to a pristine green belt cutting through the city. To “turn that frown
upside down” became the project’s campaign slogan. 23 This slogan was first suggested by Oslo’s
mayor Carl Jeppesen in 1919 in connection with the task of creating what was referred to as the
city’s “radial park vein”. This task was considered by Mayor Jacob Høye (Jeppesen’s predecessor)
to be “of the highest priority”.24 Jeppesen’s slogan stuck and became a trope within discussions
surrounding the river in the years to follow. In 1986, when Minister Rønbeck contacted the Cultural
Heritage Manager Office, it was with precisely the intention of turning the city’s frown upside
down.
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It is interesting that an analogy of a smiling or frowning face has enjoyed such a longevity in
discussions surrounding the river. In addition to the obvious impact of catchphrases on language, it
emphasizes the image of Akerselva as a frontal and world-facing part of the city. As the fiction
writer and local historian Sigurd Senje points out, Akerselva is the “power source behind developing
the city from village to capital, from the age of the head saw to the age of modern mechanical
industry.”25 So, the river’s history is also a considerable part of the history of the city as a whole.
The efforts of discontinuing industry and preserving the river as a radial park vein are thus deeply
connected to the ideas and discourses surrounding the development of the city.
In 1987 the landscape architect Ola Bettum published an article on the Akerselva Environmental
Park project in Byggekunst, the Norwegian journal for architecture. Bettum was the head of the
project’s secretariat and his architecture and urban planning studio IN`BY was involved in the
project in the period between 1987 and1991.26 The article’s title, “Akerselva – fra rynke til smil i
byens ansikt” [Akerselva – from frown to smile on the face of the city], drew on Jeppesen’s slogan
and gave an account of the joint efforts of rescuing the river and its adjacent environments from
pollution and decay in the period between 1916 and 1987.27 In this article, Bettum emphasized the
longevity of the project:
It is commendable, almost unbelievable, that the department of parks and recreation and politicians have
maintained its visions and granted money for prolonged real-estate acquisitions and gradual development in
the harsh thirties and the impoverished years after the war.28

The project’s historical background and the perpetuation of efforts from politicians, political
departments and the public all emphasized to Bettum the importance of the environmental park.
They showered that the river and its status as an underpinning factor in the city of Oslo’s history
was of such importance that it survived hard years and changing political constellations. Bettum
also emphasized that it was the vision of the river as a backbone in a system of radial park veins
that was the primus motor behind these efforts.29 Interestingly, the enunciation or aspiration of a
radial park vein demonstrated the infrastructural quality of the environmental park. What is at stake
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in a radial park vein is unbrokenness. Linearity and thus a coherence or unity between the north and
south of the city. A linear stretch from the Maridalsvannet Lake in the north to Vaterland and the
Oslo fjord in the south. But an emphasis is also given to the lineage from the past to the present: an
unbroken line of ideas. Clearly Alerselva was as important as metaphor as it was as matter of fact
for the people in Jeppesen’s time and for Bettum and his contemporaries. The vision of a clean and
thriving river as a smile on the face of the city thus seems to have survived and transformed with,
as well as alongside, changing attitudes towards nature.
To return to the metaphor of the river as a smile or frown and the face of the city, the vision of the
radial park vein illuminates the dichotomy between a polluted and damaged river and a thriving one
surrounded by parks and restored architecture. As Bettum describes, efforts made before the 1980s
were largely concentrated on cleaning the water body and building an unhindered walkway along
the river.30 But the ambition was always to achieve the radial park vein that would finally turn the
city’s frown upside down. Therefore, when the environmental park project was initiated in 1986,
the efforts of transforming the area along the river were concentrated on more than cleaning the
water and creating a walkway along its banks. In The Culture of Nature in the History of Design,
Kjetil Fallan argues that human beings are “constantly making and unmaking the environment
through design.”31 However, as Fallan continues, it might also be argued that the environment
constitutes a part of shaping design. Fallan’s statement seems to strike at the core of the
environmental park, with its multitude of different strategies, objects and elements constituting the
whole of the radial park vein.
By 1986 Akerselva was so intricately entangled in Oslo’s industrial history – a history that is equally
a history of working class culture, architecture and environmental history – that one could not exist
without the other. According to Fallan, “any nature (in)formed by or (in)forming design is a culture
of nature”. Thus, by applying this notion to a urban planning project such as the Akerselva
Environmental Park, I argue that the design of Akerselva as a radial park vein is both a culture of
nature and a nature of culture.32 It is not only a highly cultured landscape ”(in)formed by nature”
but also a functioning river basin within an ecosystem of the organic and inorganic – the concrete
and the abstract – that forms the habitat of more-than-human animals. It can therefore also be
understood as a nature (in)formed by culture. This ecosystem is, crudely put, formed as a radial
park vein extending from the Maridalsvannet Lake in the north of Oslo to the Oslo fjord. It is thus
30
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a sort of artery that cuts through the city, constituting an infrastructure formed and informed by both
nature and culture. The infrastructural aspect does not simply lie in its forming a material line from
the lake to the fjord, but also insofar as it consolidates the abstract with the concrete. Ideas are
combined with design, and history with the present.
There is repetition at play in every stage of the process, and the environmental park seems
permeated with the idea of restoring, or bringing the river back to health, while at the same time
spotlighting its industrial past as a symbol of the nation’s industrial birth. One of the most
fascinating things about the environmental park is its conjunction of culture and nature in an almost
Latourian sense. Even if visions of nature are at play through its design, the design of the linear
park vein does not pit nature against culture. Rather, it seems to highlight the role that the river has
played in the cultural development of urban Oslo. When Minister Rønbeck contacted the Cultural
Heritage Manager Office in 1986, her hope was to transform the areas along the river into a national
cultural heritage site.33 While earlier suggestions came from forces within the municipality, this
time momentum was provided by the national government. Akerselva was to become a local and
national site for “recreation and learning”, and it was to offer “a rich variety of experiences in an
easily accessible coherent park vein from the Maridalvannet Lake to Vaterland.”34 The shift from
local to national is particularly interesting because it emphasizes how the Norwegian government
saw Akerselva and the environmental park as a national project.
Additionally, when Minister Rønbeck called on the Akerselva Environmental Park to become a
“national park” and a pilot for future environmental politics, she recognized the “holistic
relationship between water, cultural heritage, local community and environment, and outdoor life
[friluftsliv].”3536 This can be understood as a bourgeoning consolidation of environmentalism and
cultural heritage in environmental politics. According to minister Rønbek:
33
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[To put it bluntly] people seem to be of the impression that environmental conservation only concerns itself
with waterbodies, flora and wolves. We have an ambition of a human focus for our environmental politics and
directing attention towards the negative impact pollution have on people’s health and the environment where
they live.37

What is at stake in the minister’s statement is a question of environmental politics as something
outside of culture, in a way that seems to have reflected popular understanding at the time. However,
her wish to bring environmental politics and conservation back to the people and, concretely, the
city suggests an understanding of the complex relationship between environmental politics and
culture. To emphasize the relation between nature and culture through a “national park” in
Norway’s capital speaks volumes of a shift in attitude from the isolated to the open ended.
Rønbeck’s ambition to create a national park in the center of urban Oslo emphasizes a focus on a
relational understanding of environmental politics. This not only implies network governance, as
Knut Halvorsen suggested, but also echoes the writings of Bruno Latour on the relationship between
nature and politics. In Politics of Nature he argues that “[political ecology must let go of nature]
because nature is not a particular sphere of reality but the result of a political division, of a
Constitution that separates what is objective and indisputable from what is subjective and
disputable.”38 In this Latour offers a critique of the popular division between so-called “nature” and
so-called “society”. As if “nature” through science is something rational and more real than society,
and vice versa. “Since politics”, he argues, “has always been conducted under the auspices of nature,
we have never left the state of nature behind […].”39 This means that, when inserting the science of
ecology into political philosophy, all you will end up with is an preservation of boundaries between
the objective and the subjective, resulting in a continuation of division or polarization.

term for a plethora of activities, some associated with the home, such as cooking and sleeping, that are carried out
outdoors or in a cabin or tent. Peder Anker has written about the peculiar relationship between “friluftsliv” culture,
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While Latour’s project was a critique of political philosophy, it carries some weight in relation to
the statement made by minister Rønbeck. This intimation of an eco-political agenda suggests that
the environmental park as a national park in the middle of the nation’s capital demonstrated an
objective towards something relational; an understanding of ecology beyond “nature”. Without
pushing this argument further, my point is that this “national park” was constituted by the social,
environmental and cultural. The river formed the urban and the urban formed the river. This
oscillation formed, and continues to form, both politics and action. It is this oscillation that, I submit,
can be best described as repetition. Furthermore, this repetition unfolds in the design of both the
environmental park and the river as a whole. If this river can be thought of as a designed river, and
the efforts described until now fundamentally make up this project, then it becomes pertinent to ask
the question: what are the modes of thought unfolding in this design process? Before giving closer
attention to the Lower Waterfall fishway, it is pertinent to pause and reflect on this question.
Therefore, in the following section I will set out to discuss how re-habilitation and preservation as
a mode of thought manifests itself in one reconceptualization project of the 1990s: the Oslo School
of Architecture and Design (AHO).
Because the preservation ideology embedded in AHO as well as in the Oslo National Academy of
the Arts is located at the absolute boundary for migrating salmon, the Upper Waterfall, this
discussion will serve as a platform for delving into the realm of salmon and finally the Lower
Waterfall fishway. Therefore, before following the river downstream to the Lower Waterfall, I will
take a moment to look at how the preservation of cultural heritage merges with the re-habilitation
of the river in order to show how this locus intimates the cultural importance of salmon in Oslo.

3.3 A River Runs Through It: Preservation and Conservation in situ at the
Upper Waterfall
The environmental park project was concentrated on two major efforts: cleaning the river and reintroducing a healthy population of fish and benthic life, and rehabilitating or re-conceptualizing
some of the old industrial buildings and sites. These twin aims sought to bring environmental
politics and conservational efforts into contact with cultural heritage preservation. As mentioned, a
considerable number of old buildings were restored and given new purpose. However, it is not
within the scope of this dissertation to deal with all of these buildings and projects. The focus of
this study is rather to look deeper into the fishway at the Lower Waterfall. It is therefore more
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pressing to examine the landscape and buildings in close proximity to the fishway, rather than
tracing the river all the way from the Maridalsvannet lake to Vaterland.
Beside the “Nedre Foss bypark” design carried out between 2008 and 2019, several old industrial
buildings were restored and repurposed. The already-mentioned Vulkan area, with food court,
hotels and bars is one example. The redesigned grain silo that is now used as student housing is
another. However, around 500m above Lower Waterfall two old factory buildings – which were
previously housing Oslo Lysverker and the canvas factory Christiania Seilduksfabrikker – were
bought by Statsbygg (the Norwegian Directorate of Public Construction and Property) to house two
of Norway’s most important institutions for arts education: AHO and KHiO. These two schools are
separated by the river, with a small bridge connecting the east and the west shores. This place is the
final destination for migrating fish. Between the two old factory buildings, a 8m tall waterfall, the
Upper Waterfall (Øvre foss or Øvrefossen) constitutes an obstacle that is too extensive for these
strong swimmers to ascend. AHO moved into Maridalsveien 29, the old buildings which belonged
to Oslo Lysverker, in 2001. The old factory was re-designed by Jarmund/Vigsnæs Architects (JVA)
after winning the competition with their proposal Dynamo/ Cuba in 1998.40
A professor and the AHO principal, Karl Otto Ellefesen, has written about the architecture of AHO,
in which he highlights two items of interest: first, the discernably low number of entries for the
architectural competition, despite its prestige; and, second, the role of “experimental preservation”
in relation to the JVA design of AHO. Ellefsen suggests that there might be two reasons that the
competition received such a low number of entries: firstly, that the time allotted for the entries was
relatively short, and, secondly, that the idea of re-designing or “re-building” might have been offputting at a time, as Ellefsen argues, “when Norwegian architects would rather express themselves
by new edifices with no historical rubble attached.”41 However, even if this mode of thinking about
the re-use of old buildings might have been off-putting at the time, more recent discussions on the
environmental impacts of architecture shows that repurposing old buildings is an extremely
environmentally friendly way of construction.
Ellefsen`s point is highly significant in relation to the environmental park project, because the whole
project model was based on the concept of preservation, or “re-building”, with a strong emphasis
given to historical and cultural heritage at a time when post-modernist ideology sought a clear break
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with historical trajectories. In architecture and design philosophies of the time, historical building
typologies and styles were seen as anathema and had to be expunged. However, paradoxically, the
postmodern break with tradition simultaneously functioned to give rise to a strong restoration
ideology. The merging of these two approaches is perhaps what the JVA design ultimately testifies
to. In this context Ellefsen’s observation is interesting because it emphasizes a tension between
some of the strong design ideologies of the time and the core of the environmental park project.
Could this tension have been diffused by the environmental park’s emphasis on natural
conservation, and consequently the relational aspect of seeing the damaged river basin as damaging
for people and their lives? This leads us to Ellefsen’s explication of the idea of re-designing or “rebuilding” in the 1990s.
In describing the JVA design for AHO, Ellefsen places a spotlight on the building’s transparency,
both concretely and ideologically. In their design JVA incorporated large window panels into the
façade, bringing light into not only the building but also the park area along Akerselva. This
transparency, Ellefsen argued, was also conceptually evident in how the school operated and its
urban image as a result.42 The transparency created by the deliberate design strategies of permeating
the building’s façade with vertical and horizontal window panels allowed the park area around the
Upper Waterfall to become a part of the building’s interior, and vice versa. Today this area is highly
infused by the presence of the two schools through their exterior, as well as by their activity in the
area. Student projects are frequently exhibited alongside as well as in the river. Moreover, both
KHiO and AHO materialize a consolidation of the past with the present. Clearly, much of this
consolidation is due to the technical challenges and opportunities that come with repurposing old
buildings. However, this also evokes questions of re-conceptualization.
The re-conceptualization at play in AHO is discussed at length in Ellefsen’s essay, in which he
suggests that “experimental preservation” is at work in the architecture’s logic. More specifically,
Ellefesen argues that the merging of the old building’s character and logic with the new logic of the
JVA design solicits a way of understanding the building as narrating a story that combines the past
with the present. The old is not annihilated, and the new is not secondary.43 I would argue that this
type of logic, although I don’t want to call it “experimental preservation”, can be found in the
environmental park project as a whole. This is what gives the river its infrastructural quality and its
status as a multidimensional continuum. The river becomes a site where buildings, history, people
and animals have become a new and ever-changing artery through the city.
42
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The design of the radial park vein in conjunction with the river’s cultural heritage, the architecture
surrounding it, the river itself and the fish and aquatic life that inhabited it, now forms a concrete
and ideological ecosystem. AHO and KHiO are just two of many examples, but they are explicated
here to provide a picture of the area surrounding the fishway, and subsequently to show the
importance of both river and fish in the urban fabric. As Ellefsen writes:
The opportunity to spend one`s professional career in the city center, with a view overlooking lush
surroundings where salmon at times may be seen jumping in the river, is a Norwegian blessing. That the school
acts as a “working totality” […] in the first decade proved invaluable in retaining AHO`s uniform nature and
counteracting tendencies to degenerate into a conglomerate of standalone architectural philosophies.44

In this description Ellefsen highlights the school of architecture’s relation to its surrounding. It was
designed with transparency in mind, and it actually functioned as a “working totality”,
encompassing not only the totality of the institution understood as a closed or singular unit but in
relation to its surroundings. Ellefsen’s image of the school’s close proximity to salmon habitat also
speaks of the status that the migrating fish enjoyed in the area.
The fact is that both AHO and KHiO are situated by the Upper Waterfall, the absolute boundary for
migrating fish. This waterfall creates a barrier that is not ascendable to any swimming being, so a
large number of salmon congregate right between the two schools and eternally optimistic salmon
can be seen jumping against the waterfall. In this area between AHO and KHiO there are also a
number of redds, spawning nests made by salmon or trout. If one stands on top of the small bridge
that connects the two institutions, one can observe fish making their redds. This is echoed in an art
installation close to the eastern shore of the river which is connected with the stairways leading to
the entrance of the Academy. Three salmon tailfins carved from wood are mounted vertically from
the river floor, making just the tailfins visible from the surface. The tailfins move with the water
turbulence, creating a constant reminder of the beings living beneath the surface. The artist or date
of this work is unknown, but the resonance the piece creates, a sort of mediation of the withdrawn
fish, is compelling within its location. It is here, at the intersection between these institutions, that
movement is interrupted.
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The connection of salmon with the school is echoed in a newspaper article from 2017 which depicts
the then-principal of the academy, Jørn Mortensen, proudly showing off his haul; a 6,66kg salmon.45
In presenting an image of his place of work as a locus for fishing and recreation, Mortensen reflects
a popular fascination with the possibility of angling at the center of urban Oslo. A 2016 interview
with a professor of ballet at KHiO, Jahn Magnus Johansen, also uses the image of salmon to evoke
a connection between the school’s situatedness and the professor of ballet as a jumping and joyful
character, an aspect which is further highlighted through the title “En glad laks” (a happy salmon).46
Clearly these stories do not provide “hard” evidence of an architectural or design historical
connection between salmon and these institutions, but they certainly spotlight the importance of
salmon in the image of the area. There is, if not a material bond, then at least a cultural bond between
Akerselva salmon and these institutions. It rests in the imagination of the people that belong to these
institutions, as well as in the general population.
In this section, the ambition has been to show that preservation and river conservation unfolds
through pragmatic design strategies that place the old in contact with the new. I have also set out to
build a platform for the following sections that aims at directing attention towards the more-thanhuman. The Upper Waterfall constitutes the absolute boundary for migrating fish, a place that
constitutes a place that allows for the congregation of salmon as well as a meeting point for two of
Norway’s most important institutions for arts education. Indeed, the image of salmon as closely
connected to the identity of this place has been explicated through anecdotes, newspaper articles
and student artworks in the river. Each year hundreds of salmon can be seen jumping up in vain
against the 8m tall Upper Waterfall, persistently demonstrating their existence beyond the
imaginary. As such, the relationship between conservational strategies and preservation of cultural
heritage can be shown to be a part of the Akerselva ecosystem. Before moving to the Lower
Waterfall fishway, I will now look a little closer at the relationship between the cultural imaginary
and the fish by considering how the cultural characteristics of Akerselva salmon permeate
conversations around river restoration and the environmental park.
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3.4 Exhibit – Extinction – Design (How the more-than-human performs on the
human)
The status or image of salmon that has been articulated until now shows how these more-thanhuman urban dwellers pop up in different discussions around the urban fabric of Akerselva. The
purpose of directing attention to the place and space created by AHO and KHiO has been to solicit
an understanding of the relationship between the area, its social and cultural logic, and the fish. If
the fishway is a concrete continuum, but also a stage where this continuum is exhibited, then the
before-and-after that constitutes this continuum must be challenged.
The relationship between real living animals in the urban fabric and the imaginary they produce
creates an interesting tension for multispecies scholarship. How should we distinguish between the
image and metaphor of an animal and the actuality of their presence in the world? The material
referenced in this section shows how fish act in the imaginary of human beings; how they have been
portrayed in the media and scholarship as cultural symbols of a thriving city river. In a way they
become a kind of “canary in the goldmine” for the health and vitality of the river. However, I submit
that the health and vitality of the river as an urban river is not simply a question of water quality or
the state of aquatic life, but also a question of how the river is connected to the social and cultural
fabric of the city. That is to say, fish portray the state of connectivity between the human and the
more-than-human.
In the years between 1986 and 1991 the local and national press offered wide and vivid coverage
of the environmental park project. Much of this coverage, especially in the local press, was
concentrated on cultural heritage efforts. Unsurprisingly, many voices were highly attentive to the
real-estate developments alongside the river as well as building preservation. Local grassroots
initiatives became involved and started voicing their opinions about the development of their local
communities and how parks and recreational areas might change character. Needless to say, the
balancing act of preserving old buildings and remaining “true” to the historical roots of the different
neighborhoods which intersect the environmental park and at the same time make room for change
and new development incited much debate. In an article in Miljønytt from 1987, for instance, Tone
Bratteli wrote an article entitled “Working class culture must again become a part of people`s
everyday life.”47 In it she argued against preservation strategies which were only targeted at
canonical cultural heritage sites and estates such as the Lower Waterfall Estate (Nedre Foss Gård),
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and stated that they should rather be anchored in the river`s heritage in working class culture,
manifested in the many small wooden houses, old factories and mills, and gardens alongside the
river. However, the press coverage about the river itself, its aquatic and wildlife, seems to have
caused mixed reaction within the discussions surrounding the environmental park.
In the environmental park archives at the cultural heritage management office, the collection of
press coverage of the project starts in 1986. Not surprisingly, the main coverage in the first years of
the project in the local and national press is primarily concerned at its prestige. However, another
highly interesting fact is that much of the coverage calls attention to river health and the many toxic
discharges. In the years between 1986 and 1988 alone, there were five major discharges from the
factories still operational along the river.48 A large acidic discharge from Idunn factories – a factory
producing baking produce such as yeast and spirits – in January 1988, for instance, killed over 40
000 salmon fry which had been introduced to the river in the previous summer.49 Subsequently
Idunn factories were fined 130 000 NOK to compensate OFA for the damages caused to the fish
population.50 The press reacted by reporting the scandals through emotionally loaded language,
where headlines such as “Akerselva, too dangerous for salmon”51 and “Do not deprive us of air and
water”52 accompanied by an image of a young boy kneeling by the river shore with his mother could
be found in the national newspapers in 1988 (Fig. 3.7). What is interesting about the press coverage
from these years is the frequency of the use of fish or salmon as a means of engaging with the
public.
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Figure 3.7 - Article in Aftenposten depicting 6 year old Marius and his mother on the shores of Akerselva River in 1988.
The article explains how the 6 year old is concerned with the water quality and how the animals living there are
suffering. The 6 year old is here quoted saying “You are not allowed to make naughty technology”. Lippestad, Jenny.
«Ikke ta fra oss luften og vannet». In Aftenposten 14.01.1988. From the AEP archives at the Cultural Heritage Manager
Office, Oslo.
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Articles which mention or are directed at fish health, fish population or the image of the angler seem
to be as regular as articles about pollution or the river in general. The environmental park, fish and
pollution are all entangled topics, but it is interesting to note how much emphasis is put on the image
or representation of fish by newspapers, as well as the people engaged in the environmental park
project. This intimates that fish can be understood as an integral part of Akerselva as a cultural
heritage site. Also, that the smile on the face of the nation’s capital was not complete without these
more-than-human actors making up the social and political ecosystem of the environmental park.
This brings us back to the question of relational forms of agency. If agency is a question of what
moves or causes something to happen, then fish as well as Akerselva enter into a system or ecology
where various types of agencies evolve. A system that shows that all, and not merely human, actors
form an open-ended system of change.

The Atlantic salmon is an interesting species in this ecology because they seem to evoke a very
powerful metaphor of the health of the river. Moreover, salmon in general has a long cultural history
as both metaphor, resource and symbol. One of the reasons for the significant cultural characteristics
of salmon is that it is a keystone species; a species so important to the ecosystem that its
disappearance can cause collapse.53 In addition to the ecological aspects of such important species,
there are, as Joseph E. Taylor argues, corresponding cultural characteristics.54 This points to the
interconnectedness at play in cultural ecosystems: there are no sharp distinctions, because, when
animals are a part of the inner circle, their existence exerts power on the surrounding cultural
structures.
According to Gaute Heyerdal, before the industrialization of the mid-19th century, Akerselva was a
thriving river.55 Thus, by the 1980s the image of the angler (and perhaps also the urban angler) was
brought back into the public imagination. When OFA started a systematic program for the
reintroduction of salmon and trout in 1985, they set out to continue the legacy from the days where
merry anglers adorned the shores of the river.56 Angling and fish agency are thus closely connected.
This can be understood as what Brett Buchanan refers to as ‘theriomorphism’; instead of thinking
about giving human attributes to animals (anthropomorphism) we can look at how animals influence
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humans.57 Angling is considered by many to be a form of art; an art where the angler anticipates
and “reads” the river by applying the knowledge he or she (although historically a ‘he’) has about
fish preference and locomotion. Think, for instance, of how Stellan Skarsgård’s character Seligman
in Lars von Trier’s 2013 motion picture Nymphomaniac uses the metaphor of angling to interpret
courtship display in humans. In the film Seligman juxtaposes the angler’s presentation of a fly and
the enticing game between the fish and fisherman with the way that the nymphomaniac Joe engages
in the game of sexual courtship. The angler hence “reads” the river in the same way that Joe reads
her surroundings to “catch” her next partner.
The angler will tell you that fish act very differently in different rivers. It is as if the fish which are
native to one river have their own language, their own character and will. This phenomenon is also
observed by many engineers and biologists as the principal reason for fishway failure or success.
For example, the Belgian philosopher Vinciane Despret argues that beings who interact with each
other have to learn “either what matters to them to be taken into account or to respond to such a
demand. And they learn to do so with another species.”58 So, people working with animals or
animals working with people learn from each other in a process of acquiring knowledge. Thus,
anglers and fish play a game of co-becoming; the process of being what we are on this planet.59
It might seem that angling is no more than a game in which fish are preyed upon and humans try
out all kinds of fancy tricks to get their own way. But no; angling is about more than the act of
throwing an elegant hand-tied fly into the river at the very spot that one assumes the fish will be.
Historically, angling is closely connected to aquaculture. Many sport fishing organizations and
initiatives have played important roles in the development of waterbodies. For example, Joseph E.
Taylor argues that the sportsmen and anglers in the American Northwest of the 19th century,
although criticized by historians for being urban and elite, lobbied for change and their love of
nature made them rise up against the spoliation of nature when most of the public did not care.60
The efforts of OFA from the 1930s to the present testifies to the same phenomenon in Oslo. OFA,
an organization which mostly depends on volunteers and passionate anglers and enthusiasts, has
been crucial for the development of the fish population of Akerselva.
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Without the efforts given by OFA to re-establish a healthy population of fish and provide them with
good living conditions, the history of the fish in the Akerselva would have come to an end in the
late 1800s. Even if the fish now swimming in the frothy flow of the river have been born far away
from the fast-paced life of the city, they don`t seem to care. They still go back to the river when it
is time to spawn, and they seem to be unaffected by the fact that they were hatched in plastic tanks
in Sørkedalen. This highlights how the more-than-human history of Akerselva is more than a little
connected to OFA and their enthusiastic anglers. OFA was responsible for the re-introduction of
salmon after many toxic discharges, as well as for developing ideas for a fishway at Lower
Waterfall. OFA’s role in the environmental park project also engages in a system of actors involved
in transforming Akerselva from industrial infrastructure to radial vein for play and pleasure.
By drawing attention to the cultural significance of angling in relation to fish agency in Akerselva
as a social, cultural and environmental phenomenon, the aim has been to demonstrate that there are
cultural characteristics of salmon which exceed the pastoral or naturalist imaginary. Angling is
above all a cultural activity and as such it merges the human and more-than-human. OFA, an
organization established in the 1930s, set itself the goal of maintaining and cultivating waterbodies
in and around Oslo, in order to provide the good people of Oslo with mental and physical sustenance
in their leisure time. As such it is a history of working-class culture, natural conservation and
cultural heritage. The history and efforts of OFA therefore displays the kinship of nature and culture
in a most vivid form, highlighting how a culture of nature has shaped the lives of not only workingclass people who enjoy angling as a past time but also the fish who spend their lives in the rivers
and lakes in Oslo.
As mentioned, OFA was put in charge of developing plans for a fishway at Lower Waterfall as well
as populating and maintaining a healthy fish stock in Akerselva. The aim of this section has been
to show that the cultural characteristics of the fish living in Akerselva are deeply entangled with
angling because angling is both a cultural activity and one in which “beings learn either to ask that
what matters to them be taken into account or to respond to such a demand.”61 The cultural
characteristics of fish as seen through the eyes of the urban angler hence amount to more than a
mere interest on the anglers’ part in fishing in Akerselva. Anglers read the river and respond to the
fish that reside under the surface. Moreover, both anglers and fish appear in the public imaginary
as a representation of the importance of the river. Lastly, I would argue, this representation serves
in the public imaginary to spotlight the city’s identity.
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In the beginning of this section, I asked how one could distinguish between the image of an animal
and the actuality of their presence, which form a sort of dichotomy with one another. However, the
ambition of this whole dissertation is to confiscate these types of dichotomies. In this section I have
tried to show through the image and activity of angling that, even if urban angling seems as cultural
as a activity as they come, it is still an activity that oscillates between representation and “the real”.
The purpose of this has been to tell the story of how Akerselva and the environmental park, its
activities and efforts all form a cultured nature that unfolds through a completely designed
environment. This designed environment engages a multitude of actors including fish and forms the
river continuum as a whole.
With the aim of reading Akerselva through the relational framework of infrastructure, it has been
my interest to examine both what the infrastructure is made up of as well as what it forms relations
between. All of this has been intended to direct attention towards the structure in the stream which
effectively stages these relations. Infrastructure becomes most visible when it breaks down. In this
story the breaking down has taken the form of many toxic discharges and the subsequent extinction
of life in the river. The exhibiting (becoming visible) of this is manifested through the fishway at
Lower Waterfall. So, we are finally at the place in the river where this exhibiting of extinction as
part of the river’s “former-ness” is demonstrated. Through a designed structure that blurs the
boundaries between everything that makes up the more-than-human, I will now direct attention to
the passing-into a new condition of Akerselva.
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3.5 Ice and life in moving fluids – a question of exhibiting animals
As mentioned, the fishway was built as a part of the design of “Nedre foss bypark.” This park was
designed as a total reconceptualization of the area. Like a phoenix from the ashes, Norconsult’s
design brought beauty and life back to an area that once housed one of Norway’s first gardens in
the Baroque style.62 As discussed in the first sections of this chapter, there seems to be a typology
of water at play in the “Nedre foss bypark” design. Several design elements reference the river, such
as the small stream running through the playground. The structural floor of the playground in blue,
green and yellow corresponds to the topography of the river floor and the surrounding area. The
repetition of elements such as stairs, water and curvature also alludes to the design proposal’s
original name, “Flyt” (meaning flow), and it is flow and repetition that is at work in the design of
the park and, finally, the fishway.
What has been said about the environmental park and Akerselva until now demonstrates the
entanglement of socio-cultural aspects with the river ecology. It is now time to shift attention
towards imaginary aspirations materialized into solid form at work in the Lower Waterfall fishway.
Through the environmental park and the networks of power and governance that grew from the
river, even before the project’s inauguration, certain ideas of nature emerged. As demonstrated, the
idea of Akerselva Environmental Park as a national park whose meaning and politics are connected
to these ideas offers but one image of nature. And as shown, this image is not something outside of
nature, as if nature is something real and objective that we can be reached through Science (with
capital S). Rather, Akerselva forms and is formed by the Environmental Park, as a product of the
re-configurations of old factory buildings and landscape design projects. However, it forms and is
formed by the fish, benthos and wildlife who possess it as their habitat.
In 2011, after the discharge of chlorine into Akerselva, a big push was made to erect a fishway. A
fishway had been in the plans since the early 1980s. The first ideas for ensuring fish a safe passage
around the Lower Waterfall was to install a trap and then to empty it above the waterfall.63 This
solution proved to be challenging and was discarded and replaced by a provisional fishway in 1996.
However, the structure was rather unsuccessful and OFA was unable to draw any concrete
conclusions from the project, which was subsequently discontinued.64 In 2011, a decision to
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construct a “vertical slot pass” design, which had been developed by the engineers at FERL in the
1960s, was taken due to the slot pass’ ability to accommodate a wider variety of species.65 This
structure was to become a “fishway” rather than a “salmon ladder,” thus steering clear of any
inherent speciesism in salmon ladders and other facilities designed with the specific locomotor
functions and preferences of a single species in mind.66
The critique against the inherent speciesism of salmon ladders is founded on the fact that most
fishways are designed to facilitate movement of anadromous fish such as salmon and trout, species
that use jumping as part of their locomotor preferences. Consequently, many fishway designs, such
as the pool and weir ladder consisting of a series of rectangular pools that allows the fish to jump
from one pool to the next in a series of upward movements, are only appropriate for anadromous
fish and alienate species with other locomotor preferences. A vertical slot pass design enables more
sluggish species, such as eel and benthos, to access the fishway. The vertical slot fishway at Lower
Waterfall opened on the evening of September 25th 2014 to the delight and anticipation of anglers,
sportsmen and city dwellers alike.67 Today, this fishway provides a laconic gesture to the repeated
disasters which have affected the river’s animal population as well as the manifold efforts of repopulating the once thriving river.
All this suggests that the Lower Waterfall fishway is a typology with an inherent type of logic,
which could be conceptualized as a kind of “climatic imaginary.” In Climates: Architecture and the
Planetary Imaginary, James Graham has articulated a fundamental trait of architecture and design
related to such imaginaries, writing that: “Architecture, seen from a certain vantage point, has
always addressed the imaginary, the abstract, and attempted to concretize social, cultural and
historical aspirations into solid form.”68 Paradoxically, architecture and design have the capacity to
dismantle exactly these “social, cultural and historical” aspirations. In the context of “the
environment” or “nature”, this dismantling of aspirations can be seen in the discrepancy between
intention and result, since, in the ambition to create with “nature”, the result will always be the
mediation of “nature” and culture. As Kjetil Fallan and Finn Arne Jørgensen argue, “[d]esign and
designers […] can easily be blamed for causing environmental problems but may also be said to
possess some of the competences that could help solve the problems.”69 This means that, when
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one’s ambition is to solve “environmental problems”, design and architecture can in fact create
more problems, dismantling the very aspirations they hold – a dilemma we see in the making and
representation of the Lower waterfall fishways.
Fishways both in the Akerselva and in general provide just such a dismantling; a solution to a
problem, an aspiration to be the remedy to something caused by some event or another (a failure to
take fish locomotion into account while building a dam or other infrastructure, over-fishing, or a
failure to foresee how a change in the river basin could cause problems for fish movement). The
logic of the Lower Waterfall fishway therefore seems to be one of tension between the problem and
the remedy. In this lies the laconic gesture; the fishway design both concretizes the aspirations of a
healthy thriving river – a more-than-human urban ecology – and dismantles the very same notion.
This river is no longer “just a river,” the fish is no longer “just fish.” They are now all part of
something else, something new, and the fishway gestures towards this former-ness.
More precisely, the Lower Waterfall fishway’s topology equates an abstract notion of nature with
culture, resulting in a cultured nature. The fishway might therefore constitute a type of grey zone
between categorizations. In this infra-structure, there is an equation not only of nature and culture,
but also between species, the human and more-than-human, and the urban and the rural. As such,
this laconic structure creates a grey zone where boundaries are blurred, so that the distinction
between human and non-human, culture and nature, past and present, are blurred. The fishway at
Lower Waterfall may at first seem like a site where a clear “they” and “us” is exhibited. But upon
closer inspection it is anything but. It is rather a space where lines are blurred and confused. To
make this point explicitly, I will follow John Berger’s comments on the negation at work in
exhibiting animals in zoos. More specifically, the following aesthetic and material analysis of this
assumed grey zone of the Lower Waterfall fishway will be carried out through a comparative
reading of what in modernist terms might be referred to as the most famous example of “architecture
for animals,” namely the London Zoo penguin pool.70
The London Zoo penguin pool opened in 1934 and was designed by the Tecton group led by
Berthold Lubetkin and was constructed by a structural engineering firm under the direction of Ove
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Arups.71 It represented a new way of displaying animals in zoos. Lubetkin’s double helix ramps did
away, in Hadas Steiner’s words, with an old “epistemology of Picturesque construction” (which
had dominated zoological architecture since its inception).72 According to Steiner, rationalism
eliminated the idea that “the fine line between elusive categories, such as nature and its cultural
embellishments, is discovered by the mind through the spatial experience of the body.”73 The
structural rationalism of the penguin pool as well as the way it was situated for the observer –
audience observed penguins through an aperture circulating the pool – made the pool “a stage for
the exotic animals that perform their lives on it.” But it was also, as Steiner argues, “a stage for
structure.”74 Lubetkin, like many other modernist architects, saw this type of geometric architecture
as based on natural forms. For Lubetkin geometric forms were the fundamental building blocks of
nature and accordingly ought to be the models for functionalist design. Furthermore, Lubetkin
argued that a geometric approach to zoo design required a sort of dramatic stage for presenting
animals to the public, “comparable to that of a circus.”75 However, according to Steiner the pool
was “[…] a setting, as opposed to a habitat, in which penguins paraded in plain view of spectators
on a repeated loop.”76 The architecture of the penguin pool can thus be understood as a way of
presenting nature as a spectacle for the audience.77 The penguin pool did not employ any of the
traditional naturalist approaches to depicting nature; rather, as Steiner argued, it used “the structural
dynamics of concrete to demonstrate the opposite principle: nature not as an environment, but as a
system of geometric and physical order.”78
My point with this detour is to show that a similar logic is operative in the architecture of the pool
and the Lower Waterfall fishway. The structural art employed in the fishway relies on rationality
and geometrical forms to mediate the flow of water. But these geometric forms can best be described
as what David Billington calls the “aesthetic conditions of structural engineering”: efficiency,
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economy and elegance.79 Unlike the penguin pool, which is more a setting than a habitat, the
fishway is a link or continuum, which both makes the river into a continuum and stages fish
movement as a continuum; there is no constructed illusion – for the benefit of a human audience –
of naturalism. The boundary between what is the river and what is the structure is also evident
through the structure’s materiality. The penguin pool presented a modernist ideal of circulation
through its double helix ramps and the contrast between “clumsy” penguins and the elegance of the
ramp.80 As discussed in chapter 1, architectural metaphors such as “circulation” are deployed in the
penguin pool, designating self-sufficiency and a closed unit. Lubetkin’s penguin pool thus made
full use of architecture’s circulatory metaphor, and the pools nature as an enclosure requires no
further discussion. The pool was quite literally a “prison or a temple” for the animals kept inside,
but the architectural logic which ws applied also made no effort to connect this penguin setting with
the outside world. As such, the penguin pool represented a self-contained or closed-off polar world,
which juxtaposed with other self-contained worlds inside the zoo. The Lower Waterfall fishway,
however, does not present such a modernist ideal. It presents us with a staging – not a stage – of the
relationship between between nature and culture, fish and humans, urban and rural, past and present,
through the flow of the river. It is not self-contained, but an open-ended conduit transporting fluids
and fish alike.
To be more precise, the representation of flow or flux intimated in the urban space of “Nedre foss
bypark” brings the flow of the river into the urban space and vice versa. This staging of flow
demonstrates natural principles as a system of geometrical and physical order. However, the sleek
concrete walls and the flow of water that is mediated through the vertical slots do not pit nature
against the structure in the same way that the “clumsy” penguins are pitted against the elegant
functionalist architecture. In the fishway at Lower Waterfall, symbiosis is both staged and achieved.
It is a flow, not a break, a materialization of the process of history, in which fish and the urban are
sewn together in and with a concrete structure next to a walkway. If the fishway is in fact a stage,
or at least stages the entanglements or flow of fish and people, then what kind of stage is it? How
can we understand it as a stage through the lens of design? OFA`s ambition for the fishway, in fact,
was to “strengthen the re-establishment of salmon and trout in the Akerselva River after the
discharge of chlorine in 2011” and to “increase reproduction of salmon and trout”.81 Understood
this way, one could say, that the fishway forms a continuum between the fish and the man-made
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structure, between walkway and river, and between the habitats that have been fragmented by the
waterfall.
This continuum also happens to constitute the staging of its continuation through a particular type
of place-orientation. Place-orientation plays a significant role in the way a body relates to an object
or other bodies. As such it conditions the way in which a body is affected by its environment. In
relation to the question of staging, the way that objects or bodies are organized plays an important
part in determining the legibility of what is staged. This way of dealing with place-orientation in
the very literal example of staging, scenography, is defined by the scenographer Rachel Hann as
‘scenographics’.82 In discussing the implied relationship between guiding a spectator’s attention
through methods of staging and the affective qualities of orientation, Hann argues that “theatrical
design practices and staging techniques have always sought to exploit the affective qualities of
orientation, whether through scale, performer blocking, light, color, sound, tempo, or the profile of
a costume.”83 The significance of Hann’s definition of place-orientation in scenographics here is
twofold. First, her description of the importance of place-orientation for the governance of
spectatorship calls attention to how the staging of animals through design relies on similar methods.
Second, scenography is a form of design and can thus be thought of as a way of solving problems
through design-based processes. Therefore, it is helpful to draw on Hann’s arguments so as not to
exclude similar theories within the fields of design or architectural history, but rather to broaden the
field to include staging as a design-based practice.
To be clear, the use of place-orientation as it appears in Hann’s definition is a way of showing how
the staging of flow and repetition is a significant typology within the Lower Waterfall fishway and
“Nedre foss bypark.” Hann’s use of place-orientation in scenography is predicated on the notion
that scenographic affect is as real as the affect of architecture or national borders. By seeing
scenographics as place-orientation, she argues that the staging of environments can be seen as
crafted ecologies, and that a synergy exists between different materials, atmospheres and
orientations that constitute place.84 The important aspect here is the phrase “crafted ecologies,”
which denotes those environments that enclose a displaced subject and are constituted by the
affective qualities of atmospheric elements, such as smell, light, touch, sound etc. This brings us
back to the more-than-human, because in this crafted ecology that is the Lower Waterfall fishway
place-orientation is double. It is both a characteristic of the staging of the symbiotic relationship
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between the man-made structure and water, which is visible to human spectators and a placeorientation for the fish through the design of the structure. As such it is a design that mediates
moving fluids so that they become more legible for the more-than-human beneath the surface.
At the Lower Waterfall the audience sees the fishway from above. It is possible to move alongside
its east border in order to obtain a view from different angles. The audience moves up and down
alongside the fence that separates the park from the river, but unlike the penguin pool where the
audience can circulate to see penguins and the structure through the aperture, at the Lower Waterfall
you have a more passive sort of movement. The orientation of place is therefore established by a
safety measure – the fence protecting both fish and audience – which does not govern the spectators’
perspectives as with the penguin pool. The oval wall around the penguin pool dictates a circular
movement which reflects the circulation created by the double helix ramps. This circulation, aided
by the aperture in the wall, forms a cinematic experience of watching penguins. This cinematic
experience further strengthens the dichotomy between nature and culture in the zoo as a whole and
the penguin pool in particular. It points to a distance versus a closeness, or rather closeness that is
once removed by static technology. At the Lower Waterfall, by contrast, there is a blurring of this
dichotomy in spite of the fence that creates separation. The fence, rather than being an enclosure, is
a permeated hem that guides spectators alongside the fishway. This hem is tactile. One can touch it
and lean against it. It provides a feeling of safety while leaning far over it in order to observe the
hidden drama on the other side. By being allowed to touch and be held in it, the fence not only
provides an unhindered view from above but also dissolves the representational characteristics that
otherwise could be present in the fishway.
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Figure 3.8- Close-up of fishway at Lower Waterfall with low water level. Here, the fishway floor with boulders and gravel is
visible. Photo: Malin Graesse

The Lower Waterfall fishway is cast in reinforced concrete. It is a massive structure that creates a
space for life in moving fluids within it. What one sees when leaning over the metal fence is the
structure from above. The vertical slots manipulating the flowing water within it, and, if one is
lucky, an ascending salmon. However, the frothy water, its eddies and turbulence obscure any clear
view of the animal life beneath the surface. So in actuality, it is more a stage for water and concrete,
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but it is this staging of water and concrete that mediates the multiplicity of the more-than-human
(water, fish, material, flow etc.). When leaning over the metal fence, one is struck by bodily
experiences such as the sound of water crushing against structure and rocks, the smell of the river
mixed with familiar urban smells of sewer, garbage, and restaurants preparing food. When leaning
over the fence to obtain an unhindered view from above, the spectacle beneath is one of flow
mediated through structure.
The vertical slots are designed not unlike the wings of an airplane with a sort of traversing winglet
at the end. This feature ensures the governance of water velocity, but they also create a “wall” of
turbulence that separates the entrance of each slot from the resting pool created within it (fig. 3.8
and 3.9). This spectacle conveys an understanding of what Steven Vogel calls “life in moving
fluids.”85 It is this mediation of how fluids in motion affect and effect the life within it, which is
discernible from above. In scientific terms, this would be understood as biofluid mechanics, the
study of how biological systems use liquids.86 Biofluid mechanics implies an understanding of
fluids as interconnected with an organism’s design and environment. As Vogel explains, “[fluid
movement] should be a factor to which the design of organisms reflects adaptation.”87 The design
of the Lower Waterfall fishway utilizes these fluid mechanisms and as such the structure’s form
calls attention to life beneath the surface.
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Figure 3.9 – Technical drawing of Lower Waterfall fishway by Norconsult, showing how the fishway is mounted to the bedrock.
Here one can also see the way that boulder and gravel is cast in the fishway floor, forming a riverbed topography. Permission to
use image by Vann og avløpsetaten, Oslo kommune.

This mediation of moving fluids brings to mind what can best be described as the significance of
environment to an animal. If we move away from the idea of place-orientation and delve more
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deeply into what happens in the intersection between fish and moving fluids at the Lower Waterfall
fishway, the idea of the fishway as a space that creates a curious type of environment for fish is
evoked. The atmospheric influence on animal bodies raises the question of how (not only human)
bodies react to certain conditions, highlighting the ontological implications of objects on organisms.
This is what Vinciane Despret (drawing on Jacob von Uexküll’s definition of Umwelt) defines as
the signifying operation of objects on an animal’s life-world. According to Despret (and ethology
in general) animals are always affected by their environment, since:
There is no neutral object, with no vital qualities, in an animal’s world. Everything that exists for a
being is a sign that affects or an affect that signifies. Each perceived object – I appeal here to the
words that Deleuze offers on his theory – “effectuates a power to be affected.”88

Therefore everything that exists in an animal’s world speaks. It is a signifier which determines how
they behave and react to their surroundings.
To set the question of place-orientation in relation to the life-world of fish at the Lower Waterfall,
we can draw some speculative conclusions on how the structure is read by these organisms by taking
an eco-ethological position.89 For anadromous fish such as salmon and trout, swimming up-stream
is a fundamental part of their locomotor performance. This performance includes not only
swimming but also jumping and leaping. They jump or leap beyond obstacles in order to continue
their swimming. An obstacle, such as a boulder or a small dam, thus signifies something of
importance to the salmon. It is a sign for it to move beyond it. Likewise, velocity, eddies and
turbulence are also signifiers for fish. Since there are no obstacles to be overcome by jumping or
leaping in a vertical slot design, the velocity signifies an entrance. Furthermore, the lack of velocity
and turbulence behind each slot signifies rest and shelter. The fishway’s concrete walls thus serve
more as conduits for atmospheres of flow, eddies and turbulence: more-than-human signifiers that
are anything but mute. This flow manipulation mediates an intersection between what is seen by
the human and what is understood by the fish. These different significations operates on the
threshold of ontological differences, but nevertheless within the same time-space continuum.
Questions of what is real and what is imaginary are of no importance in this space-time continuum
because it operates in the “real world” and what was above referred to as a climatic imaginary
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simultaneously. As such, the Lower Waterfall fishway circumvents binary logics and obscures
dichotomies so deeply imbedded in the cultural imaginary. Within the context of my comparison
between the penguin pool and the Lower waterfall fishway, this shows that there is more than one
significant divergence between the two. As mentioned, the penguin pool at the London Zoo has
been described as a circus or a stage in which architecture and animals enter into synergetic
relationship with each other. It is the contrast of the penguins’ locomotor preferences and the
circulation of the double helix ramps that creates the spectacle. If this was a crafted ecology, to use
Hann’s phrase, the viewer would find herself in a kind of double place-orientation. As an observer
viewing the stage from beyond a concrete barrier, one creates a distance both visually and
metaphorically. But it would also be an orientation of place facilitated by the fact that they could
move around the pool and watch the birds from different angles. The circulation within the pool as
materialized through the double helix ramps in conjunction with the circulation provided by the
aperture around the pool allowed the audience and the “actors” (penguins) to enter into a coproduction of place-orientation. This place-orientation arguably serves as a simulation of natural
habitats that in fact only reveals its artificial nature. As Berger argued, what you look at when you
look at animals in zoos is something absolutely marginalized. Thus, the penguin pool, despite
Lubetkin’s ambition to reproduce the geometric order of nature, still only stages difference. It is, to
reiterate Steiner’s words, a setting rather than a habitat.90
A zoo will only ever be an artificial space. Even in seeking to achieve a mimesis of natural elements
that produces a space similar to natural habitats, it is mere representation. Zoo architecture thus says
more about the relationships between humans and nature than it does about nature itself. And, as
discussed throughout this dissertation, the question of a clear distinction between nature and culture
is not even relevant. However, for wild animals the question of habitat and wilderness is, arguably,
not complicated by representation and metaphysics. And it is this tension that is important to probe
in design that is pursued with animals in minds. In the case of the penguin pool, place-orientation
will reveal difference. It is a staging of otherness, an otherness that is experienced through the design
of the enclosure and the inherently culturally charged space that is a zoo. This difference
materializes through the viewpoint with the ambulating aperture around the pool, giving visitors a
look at the penguins as a cinematic experience, and through the movement of the penguins
ascending and descending the double helix ramps in a repeated way. As Steiner argues, “[t]here is
no pedestrian intersection of animal space in this model: the ramps are not a human zone as they
were in a Picturesque park or in the Mappin Terraces but are rather a topological feature of the
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penguin’s abstract Antarctica.”91 The audience is hence situated in a double place-orientation, one
that separates the human zone from the penguin zone and that orients the audience towards a
geographically different place: Antarctica. Both of these aspects direct attention away from what is
really happening, away from the constructed reality of a zoo and towards a crafted Antarctic
ecology.
If the architecture of a zoo reveals as much about humans’ relationship to nature as it does about
the practices within it, Lubetkin’s Penguin Pool speaks volumes about positivist attitudes towards
nature. Representing Antarctica as something that lacks contrast reveals the kind of colonialist
perspective which has been criticized by a number of scholars within the environmental humanities.
Ice, white or grey is often represented as silent or mute, something that holds the secrets of the
world within it. Conversely, the most common representation of “environment” or milieu is green
or blue, while the translucency of ice is conceived as abstract, almost metaphysically neutral.
Understanding Antarctica as an abstract, barren or sterile place stands in stark contrast to what we
now know about the polar areas of the world. These places are truly the “canary in the goldmine”
of the current planetary condition, and they are where some of the most important research on
climate change is carried out. Ice, then, is perhaps the most material demonstration of the alleged
abstractness of climate change.92
We may note here that the importance of ice in understanding climate is precisely because it is
anything but mute. This invites us to thinking about the way that several artists, climate activists
and scientists are utilizing the medium specificity of ice to unravel issues of the climatic condition.
For example, one may think of Basia Irland`s Ice Books (2011), in which ice’s legibility is mediated
through a series of transient ice sculptures that question notions of binary logic. Irland makes a case
in defence of transforming ice into book-shaped sculptures, thereby pointing out ice’s condition as
a legible, if not totally speaking, substance.93 Alternatively, consider the technologically mediated
“voice” of receding ice caps through the time-lapsed videos of Extreme Ice Survey, which enter
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into a double self-reflexivity of ice and video.94 In other words, today we are experiencing how ice
pertinently speaks about the geo-environmental condition in a way that evaded modernist architects
of the 1930s, at least if we are to adhere to Steiner’s reading of Lubetkin’s design. This allows us
to look again at the fundamental differences between the penguin pool and the Lower Waterfall
Fishway in relation to staging. If Lubetkin’s idea of ice represented the abstract, the silent, the static
and, perhaps because of this, the rational, then we need to question this evaluation in a bid to better
understand design’s role in mediating wildlife through staging. In other words, we need to take a
closer look at the relationship between structure and natural elements, because in any fishway it is
the merging of water and structure that makes the fishway what it is.
Ice – or rather the crystallization of water molecules – is a result of a decrease in energy or
movement in molecules. Simply put, the faster that water molecules move, the more liquid the fluid
becomes. Thus, the image of ice as silent reaches down to the molecular level. Rapid flows of a
river, however, solicit the inverse reaction. Flowing water is associated with life. It is often used as
the representation of life, new life, as well asspring and revival. Fluid, flux, flow and movement is,
after all, the foundation of life on this blue planet. Fluids flow.95 When they freeze solid, life
stagnates. To put this in the context of the legibility of ice, we can observe that the mediation of
melting ice through video lapses shows how movement or speed facilitates perceptibility. This
moves us towards an understanding of the Lower Waterfall fishway as a static technology and
therefore as not self-reflexive in the same way that video media is. However, it still mediates
movement. The inherent drama of velocity, turbulence, and eddies which is constituted by the
structure thus conditions a perceptibility of life in moving fluids; it is the mediator of what Astrida
Neimanis defines as nature writing itself.96 Accordingly, it conveys an understanding of nature as
always being in a state of questioning its own reality through creative processes, when it is read and
understood by itself. Eddies and turbulence are read and understood by fish and benthos at Lower
Waterfall, while the seeds, pollen or macroinvertebrates transported by the flow of the river are read
and understood by other life-forms along its path, including humans. To dwell a little longer on
Neimanis’ conception of nature writing or representing itself, and to better relate it to the context
of the Lower Waterfall, I would like to put two examples in motion.
As already stated, the flow, eddies and turbulence created by the fishway are read by fish and
benthos and thereby understood as representations of passages or resting places. As a result, within
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the fishway nature’s self-writing is mediated, or rather manipulated, by the static structure, and as
such the more-than-human legibility at Lower Waterfall reveals the falseness of a binarity of nature
and culture. To explain this further, nature does not simply offer itself as a metaphor for culture
(including the culture of natural science), as if epistemology pre-exists “reality.” In the case of ice,
I would like to refer to the discussion above regarding the relationship between ice and climate
change. This example shows that ice, in its status as a natural archive that preserves molecules in
slow motion, withholds and safeguards information for later use. This information can be accessed
and understood by humans (and nature when the ice melts and the seeds and pollen within are
released and spur on new growth) in order to decipher our planetary history.97 As such it is not a
question of epistemology pre-existing ice, because this information was already there and in a morethan-human planetary condition; humans are also already a part of nature. So nature reading and/
or writing itself includes humans too.98
The second example regarding the relationship between Neimanis’ offer and the Lower Waterfall
fishway also relates to this notion of the-more-than human and nature as always also including
humans. If nature writes or represents itself, as Neimanis suggests, and this legibility is always
present in the way that nature as a creative entity deciphers and understands its own processes, and
if humans are a part of reading and understanding these processes, then the activities connected to
the environmental park and the Lower Waterfall fishway place this notion in motion. Designing a
fishway is a human activity, but one that is based on deciphering nature’s own creative processes.99
Therefore, the information embedded in water and flow is harnessed and translated into a language
that humans understand. In this context, life in moving fluids can be understood as conduits for the
information which inheres in nature’s own creative processes, as well as conduits for understanding
how these processes are entangled with human activity such as polluting the river through industrial
activity. A good example of this has been given by researchers at the Freshwater Ecology and Inland
Fisheries Laboratory at the Natural History Museum in Oslo and the Norwegian Institute for Water
Research, who write: “There is a long tradition for the use of macroinvertebrate for the purpose of
quality assessment[…], and the emphasis here concerns their role in documenting improvements in
water quality.”100 The implication is that, because macroinvertebrates “read” water quality, they
become a sort of living archive of information about the river.
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This brings us back to the discussion of the relationship between exhibiting wildlife or nature and
the Lower Waterfall fishway in question. As mentioned, there is a striking difference between
Lubetkin’s use of structure as a representation of the penguins’ abstract Antarctica and the structural
art in the Lower Waterfall fishway. In a bid to circumvent a discussion on intention, tradition, and
ideology, I have juxtaposed the two structures with the aim of highlighting the way that nature or
wildlife mediate modes of existence, not simply design and architectural -isms. In other words,
because this chapter deals with the notion of exhibiting, I have emphasized mediation in all its
relevant forms. This brings us back to the question of infrastructure, because the emphasis on the
mediation of nature and wildlife in relation to the Lower Waterfall fishway has to do with its
infrastructural quality. If only one thing is to be said in summarizing the differences in modes of
existence between the penguin pool and the fishway, it is that the former is a thing, an enclosure,
or, in Donna Haraway`s words, “a prison or a temple.”101 The other, conversely, is a conduit, a
continuum and a concrete pass for transit. We can note here that the question of mediation, in
relation to the Lower Waterfall fishway has to do with its infrastructural character. This is because,
as stated, what is mediated is the obfuscation of dichotomies such as static/dynamic, past/present,
polluted/clean, and human/non-human. What is mediated through the static technology of the
fishway - an infrastructure for animals if there ever was one – is hence not only the river continuum,
but also a continuum of the history of the river. This history includes – because of the fishway – the
fish and benthos living in the river.
The troika of fishway, walkway and concrete wall at the Lower Waterfall can be viewed as a stage
which displays synergistically the way that the structure mediates the flow of water to perform a
crafted ecology of the nature of culture. The staging, as place-orientation, is of a gray zone: a zone
where lines are blurred. The penguin pool stages nature and animals as a circus and evokes
“otherness,” despite its representation of the abstractness of ice. Or perhaps because of its
representation of abstractness. If fishways in general are a form of infrastructure, when their
infrastructural qualities are withdrawn, made invisible, then it only makes something else appear.
Not as hard lines, as a staging of “us and them”, but as blurred lines, creating an ambiguous space
where a “nothing” is clear. The fishway is not a habitat or a representation of a habitat, but a link, a
continuum. As Castro-Santos and Haro remind us: “[T]he restoration of the river continuum
constitutes a major challenge to conservation biologists, managers, and civil engineers.”102 (my
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italics) Fishways in general are one of the solutions to fractured river ecosystems because of their
ability to restore the river continuum for fish migration patterns.
The Lower Waterfall fishway blurs the boundaries between nature as something outside of culture
and culture as something opposed to nature. It narrates a story of collaboration and co-habitation; it
both separates and combines entities. There is certainly a staging of nature as a spectacle at the
Lower Waterfall fishway, but it is blurred, un-sharp and somber through the unassuming quality of
a structure which is almost completely submerged in water. Lubetkin wanted to stage animals as a
circus, through bold geometrical architecture. Through the Lower Waterfall fishway, however, the
municipality stages a story about nature in symbiosis with culture. This submerged stage crafts an
ecology of the urban and pastoral; an ecological grey zone with ill-defined boundaries. The grey
concrete fishway is thus not only grey to our perception, but also represents a grey ecology. It seems
to eradicate distinctions between nature and culture. To present a continuum instead of a break. It
creates a new landscape, yes, but this new landscape is co-created, co-appearing between nature
and culture, between time and space, and between species.
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3.6 The (un)End: summing up the infrastructural
In this chapter I have visited the industrial past of Akerselva. I have listed some of the major toxic
discharges from the 1980s to the present day and examined how the Akerselva Environmental Park
came to be. I have shown how more-than-human animals living in the river are entangled in the
history and culture of the river and environmental park. Moreover, I have tried to explain how the
Lower Waterfall fishway constitutes a stage for exhibiting blurry lines between polarities. This grey
zone, where no one is unsullied, is infrastructural insofar as it is both made up of and facilitates that
which repeats. It is built upon the repetition of an industrial past, the repetition of cultural narratives
brought about through re-building (merging the old with the new), and the repetition or return of
philopatric animals eager to come home. Furthermore, it facilitates all of these repetitions. The point
of this infrastructural critique has been to bring into focus how the vanishing is exhibited through
the grey zone of nature-culture.
The chapter started with a reference to how John Berger critically engaged with the human (western)
gaze directed at animals in zoos. Berger summarizes how the role of animals has undergone a
transformation simultaneous with the transformation of society. The vanishing of animals from
man’s inner circle has unfolded together with industrialization, urbanization and global capitalism.
The point of referencing Berger was simple: to solicit a way of thinking about the negation at play
in exhibiting the vanishing or extinct. True, not all zoo animals belong to extinct species, but as (our
way of thinking about) time develops – and even in the timespan of writing this dissertation – more
and more of these species are becoming, or are in danger of becoming, extinct. We are living
through what has been called the sixth extinction: an unfolding of species mass-extinction.
Extinction is, as Justin McBrien argues, “both the immediate success and ultimate failure of the real
subsumption of the earth by capital; the ecology of capital is constructed through attempted erasure
of existing ecologies – ecologies that include humans.”103 McBrien’s statement neatly sums up the
theme of this chapter, the success of Akerselva as a primus motor of a nation’s industrial birth –
how the city of Oslo grew to be an industrial hub – and, consequently, the immediate failure of this
industrial logic; the extinction of wildlife in the river. Moreover, this summary showcases the
unfolding of the infrastructural at work in this story; the continuation of wildlife through
conservation. A long-lined conservational strategy is finally exhibited through a piece of
infrastructural design at “Nedre foss bypark.” Coming back to McBrien’s thoughts on extinction
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for a moment, one thing becomes painfully clear. The logic of capital – and the inherent link
between industrialization and capitalism – lies in the continuation of exhausting resources and
depleting ecologies. However, through the depletion of existing ecologies, these ecologies take on
new forms.
As an alternative to (and amidst the myriad different versions of) the Anthropocene hypothesis
McBrien suggests “the Necrocene” as a way to delineate the role of extinction and depletion in the
Holocene. “The Necrocene”, he argues, “is the Capitalocene’s shadow double, the future past of its
necromancy, its monstrous sublime and uncanny paradox.”104 As stated in the introduction of this
dissertation, I do not want to characterize or subscribe to any of the different “-cenes” in order to
explain the fishways at play in the stories. However, all these different ways of delineating a
particular type of “-cene” has their own particular usefulness. This chapter delved into the
infrastructural character of exhibiting the extinct or vanishing at the Lower Waterfall fishway, so a
short deliberation on McBrien’s “Necrocene” invites a way of thinking about the relationship
between capitalism and extinction. We have seen how the extinction of Atlantic salmon (as well as
a myriad of other species) was a direct consequence of the industrialization of the river. Moreover,
we have seen that a particular logic of environmental politics of the mid-1980s continued a
conservational plan that involved the more-than-human.
Although the environmental politics of the Akerselva Environmental Park project evoked a way of
understanding nature as something entangled with the human, the environmental park also
prompted a new type of capitalist logic. This brings to mind the term “ludo-capitalism”, which
purports to describe the relationship between experiencing the pleasure of nature and creating
economic value.105 The dream of a radial park vein turned into an environmental park, which
subsequently turned into a commercial building project. Though some of the old factories were
bought by Statsbygg and came to house non-commercial institutions, the Vulkan area where “Nedre
foss bypark” is located is a mesh of the commercial, park and river. This “commercialization” of
the Vulkan area delineates it as a recreational area, in which play, pleasure and consumption all
appear hand in hand. So, from industrial capitalism to ludo-capitalism, the entanglements of
capitalism, environmental politics, and culture unfold in the continuum of the river ecosystem.
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However, this logic of experience capitalism also brought about a new way of commodifying
salmon. This commodification was more connected to experience and play (angling or recreation)
than to the market economy.
The idea of the “Necrocene” is based on an understanding of a world-ecology where everything is
enmeshed. It comes from a view of capitalism in which “capital accumulation is understood as
fundamentally embedded in, and shaped by, the web of life.”106 This chapter was not a story of
world ecology, but a micro-history of a river conservation plan in the city of Oslo. However, the
idea of capital accumulation causing depletion and death is a useful tool for thinking about
entanglements, continuation, and thereby the infrastructural character of the Lower Waterfall
fishway. Moreover, it is useful in trying to articulate what comes next. If a zoo is a means of
exhibiting animals as monuments of their own extinction – both species mass-extinction as well as
their expunging from our daily lives – then the Lower Waterfall fishway exhibits something to that
effect, only it also exhibits the return of fish to our daily life.
Extinction is a process. Something becomes extinct through the process of extinction or depletion.
This process is like the infrastructural; not an enclosure, but something that unfolds. Thus, the
different components which make up extinction are connected to extinction in an open-ended way.
However, in this story the fish that became extinct through the process of industrializing the river
came back in a kind of reverse extinction process, which took the form of their re-habilitation or repopulation. This reverse extinction process invites scrutiny through the lenses of design. Design (as
a noun, marking an end result) and designing (as a verb, denoting a process) is a process or plan for
systems, activities, or objects. Thus, it refers as much to the process or plan as the shape or form of
the result. There was a designing of the environmental park (process), but the environmental park
project is also a part of the design (result) of the urban ecology of Akerselva. The Lower Waterfall
fishway is a piece of structural design as much as it is a part of the designing of the river as a system.
In this system of river design, the OFA hatchery program, the old plans and ideas for an
environmental park, as well as research initiatives like the Freshwater Ecology and Inland Fisheries
Laboratory at the Natural History Museum all contribute to the ever-evolving, dynamic designing
strategies for the river. Hence, this designing of a reverse extinction process must be understood as
a design intervention.
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Moreover, this re-population and re-habilitation of the Akerselva river and its wildlife belong to a
major project of designing an urban ecosystem. In coming back, or returning, the homecoming of
the philopatric salmon in Akerselva offers a second layer of what Marina Vishmidt calls “formerness.” As Vishmidt explains, to critically deal with the infrastructural at work in the process of
something becoming “past” or “former” is to give emphasis to the entanglements of the temporal.107
If the process of extinction and the designing of a reversal of this extinction are understood as part
of the same story, then the fishway is infrastructural in more than being literally infrastructure. It is
also infrastructural because it stages or materializes repetition. The fishway is made out of the
history of the river because it is the thing that repeats this history. Moreover, it is infrastructural
because it repeats the particular character of the more-than-human at work in the Akerselva
ecosystem.
Infrastructure, according to John Durham Peters, is characterized by withdrawal. It is the thing
between something and something else, the in-between that is so mundane that it borders on being
boring. It often comprises a system or part of a system that makes something else function. In this
chapter infrastructure has been treated in a double sense, both as a technical structure which allows
fish to circumvent an obstacle and as an analytic device for probing the question of “exhibiting.”
The Lower Waterfall fishway is a structure preserving the river continuum, but in doing so it is a
material analytic that exhibits the continuum of the river’s history, and as such it shows the
designing of a reverse extinction strategy. However, it is also a space legible for fish and in this role
it creates a conduit or artery between the human perceptual world and the life world or Umwelt
belonging to the fish themselves. What this conduit creates in being a part of a process of reverse
extinction and concrete exhibition is the illusion of an unbroken lineage. A staging of the salmonrun as if it was never broken.
Since extinction is that which renders something gone or vanished, it is ultimately also a process of
transforming something vanished into something else. That which once was the habitat for the Dodo
is now different in nature: a colonized place. As such, extinction as a process that is materialized in
both the landscape, the imaginary and the systems it was a part of. If extinction is the logic of
capital, as McBrian argues, and this logic reproduces “the means of production by its destruction,”
then this logic marks a process of taking something away by replacing it with something else. 108
By extracting or depleting resources, capital is accumulated through very real things. This
accumulation through depletion “feeds on live and dead nature the same; it seeks to render them
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indistinguishable.”109 Processes of extinction thereby render very real places bleak and lacking in
contrast.
If, then, the history of Akerselva, the environmental park and the fishway at Lower Waterfall can
be conceived as designing reverse extinction, according to this logic it should add some contrast to
this very real place. But, as I have set out to argue, it is still a place and space very much lacking in
contrast. Because, if the logic of capitalism in the context of extinction seeks to render live and dead
nature indistinguishable, then a reversal of this process still reproduces the same logic. However,
this lack of contrast with respect of reverse extinction takes on a different form, as I have tried to
show, so that the Lower Waterfall fishway becomes a stage where lines are blurred because of the
repetition of history and the present and their effect upon each other. Concretized through the
materiality of the fishway, an illusory boundary becomes erected between categorizations such as
human/animal and nature/culture. The environmental park as a whole stands as a cultural heritage
project in which a natured culture and cultured nature is combined through repetition of the cultural
history of the city and its industrial past. But the fishway is something different entirely. It is a
material-semiotic beacon that is haunted by the broken lineage of migrating fish, a living and
thriving river and the anglers of times gone by.
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Concluding and moving forward
In this dissertation I have disseminated three fishways and fishway design research as design
interventions in grey ecologies. I have started out by drawing attention to the fishway design
research at FERL in the early 1960s in order to create a narrative bridge to the two following
chapters which deals more concretely with fishways as concrete design interventions in urban
landscapes. As my aim has been to keep the concept of grey ecology in the back of my head through
the dissertation, meaning that there are blurring of boundaries at work in all three of the different
cases studied here. In the first chapter the issue of greyness has been treated as a kind of “origin”
for the establishment of FERL. Because researchers, policymakers and engineers at the Bonneville
dam considered themselves as “being in the dark” of as to why salmon chose to use the three
fishways at the dam, I have treated the issue of greyness as a driving force behind establishing a lab
at the dam. A laboratory as opposed to an animal`s natural habitat, provided the researchers at FERL
with a controlled environment for experimentation. I have shown that this places the efforts at FERL
within a historical context of, if not modernism, then at least modernity, where the controlled
environment and objective scientific truths could be attained.
Furthermore, I have shown that despite this drive to achieve objective and verifiable research data
on the behaviour of fish inside a fishway, the issue of collapsing boundaries was at work in FERL´s
experimentation in the “endless fishway.” I have identified a central metaphor of “circulation” in
this experiment to show that despite “circulation`s” relationship to autonomy and self-containment
(as described by Adrian Forty in relation to “circulation” as an architectural metaphor) it still
operated in relation to the outside world through its resemblance of what William Gosling described
as flow systems. Furthermore, I have shown that the experiment`s ethological nature places it in
relation to early cybernetics, because of cybernetics relationship with ethological studies in the early
1930s. With cybernetics and ecological thinking emphasis was placed on systems and relation, not
on singular occurrences, as evident in the implementation of rates in ethological research in the
1930s. Within such a reality then, where salmon affect and is being affected by its environment,
boundaries between space and body are being blurred. Furthermore, because of FERL findings`
importance for the development of future fishways all over the world, boundaries between “natural”
fish habitats and man-made infrastructure were blurred. To be more precise, fishways in general (as
argued by Brett Towler in this dissertation`s introduction) should be included in a definition of
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watery ecosystems because they have become inherently enmeshed in ecosystem processes.1 As
such fishways (and modern fishway research`s roots from FERL blur the boundaries between what
is “natural” ecosystem processes and what can best be described as bio-engineered ecosystem
processes.
In chapter 2 I zeroed in on an environmental sculpture in Grand Rapids which formed an entirely
unprecedented type of public space. A public space which blurred the boundaries between art,
environment and ecosystem processes. I have shown that the Grand Rapids Fish Ladder Sculpture,
designed by Joseph Kinnebrew in 1975, is best understood in the context of 1970s earth art because
it incorporates the external world and ecosystem processes into its sculptural body. I have shown
that a move from objectivity to intersubjectivity and mind-body holism at work in ecological
thinking in the 1970s provides an understanding of the Fish Ladder Sculpture where bodily
experience produce knowledge about the world. In other words, by drawing on the ecosophy of
Arne Næss where Self-realisation places emphasis on the interconnectedness between everything
on this planet, I have shown that the Fish Ladder Sculpture occupies a space (both physically and
intellectually) where deep identification with the environment is at work.
With the concept of grey ecology in mind, I searched for the kind of boundary blurring the Fish
Ladder Sculpture`s material condition produced. What I found was that the material uses of
concrete, in that the traces of the formwork was not hidden, guided attention towards structural
engineering and architecture. By drawing on Rosalind Krauss` description on minimalist sculpture,
I argued that the use of concrete as a structural building material was a deliberate move to guide
attention towards the historical significance of human activity in ecosystem processes. This
greyness of the concrete sculpture, then, reminds us that human beings are part of nature and, thus,
obfuscate binary logics. By drawing on the history of hydraulic engineering and zeroing in on how
human beings have controlled water and thus changed geo-environmental conditions on the planet,
I have shown that the Fish Ladder Sculpture opens questions of the relationship between nature and
culture.
In the final chapter, I have shown that a series of toxic discharges as well as a complex industrial
past of Akerselva in Oslo put in motion the need for a reverse extinction process. I have drawn
attention to the Akerselva Environmental Park project, which was initiated by minister for
Environmental Affairs, Sissel Rønbek, in 1986, to show that a kind politics of urban nature was
taking place in the capital of Norway. By using the history of the Environmental Park project, I
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have shown that Akerselva and its fish population enjoyed a particular position in environmental
politics and urban planning from the beginning of the 1900s until the present. I have zeroed in on
the fishway at Lower Waterfall to discuss how even in this mundane and unassuming structure
which, as opposed to the Fish Ladder Sculpture, does not occupy significant public space, aesthetic
considerations are highly pertinent.
By understanding the Lower Waterfall fishway as producing a space of in-difference, I have shown
that the blurring of categories such as nature and culture, urban and rural, and past and present, are
being blurred. In-difference, then, is a concrete space within a grey ecology. Or, rather, in-difference
is what is produced by grey ecology. By blurring the boundaries between what was before, what
was in between, and what came after, the infrastructure which is the Lower Waterfall fishway is a
stage where the move from the “former” industrial condition of Akerselva is obscured. However,
because of in-difference, this former industrial past is not gone or obliterated, it haunts the fishway
through the presence of absence. In this grey ecology then, which is both the whole of Akerselva
and the space created by the fishway at Lower Waterfall, no one is uncorrupted. The fishway, then,
is the material-semiotic beacon reminding us that this river, its fish and benthos, are deeply and
widely entangled in a more-than-human web of life.
Both chapters 2 and 3 relates to broader landscape design projects. Interestingly both these projects
are ongoing; still in the making. This relates the role of process at work in this project, in more than
one way. First of all, fishways are still being developed and the way fish use these structures will
change drastically (and unfortunately, rapidly) in the coming years. A timely example of this are
the grim news headlines at the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation online newspaper on June 1th
2022. According to the news report, the Norwegian population of wild Atlantic salmon is in dire
straits.2 All over the country rivers are closing for sports fishing and images of salmon struggling
against dried up river beds dominated news and social media feeds. Dried up water reservoirs and
a subsequent contest for freshwater reserves are cited as one among several possible reasons for this
impending disaster. The spread of diseases from farmed salmon is another.3 In any case, it testifies
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to the dynamic relationship between the environment, capitalist logic and climate change. In the
north of Norway, the Atlantic salmon population is on the verge of collapse due to its competition
with the invasive species pink salmon. Anthropogenic activity is without question at the core of this
situation, and it testifies to the complex and dynamic relationship between nature and culture.
Furthermore, the processual nature of this study, its interest in the dynamic relationships of being
and becoming read through the concept of infrastructure, also indicate that this is a story still
unfolding. Both literally and metaphorically. The fishways I have studied are still players in the
seasonal salmon runs. This seasonal event is fundamentally connected to the changing planetary
and climatic condition. The continuous loss of wild salmon, evident in this summer`s dramatic
decline in population numbers, is just one of many visual and material signs that things are
changing, and changing fast. For this reason, the processes operationalized in this dissertation serves
a final purpose, namely that of marking an open end.
Through the process of this project I have been confronted with new ways of thinking about the
relationship between human beings, more-than-human animals and the planet. Coming from art
history with an ambition to do multispecies work in a manner that avoided representation was not
easy. However, as mentioned in this dissertation`s introductory chapter I had the privilege to train
as an environmental humanities researcher among many great scholars. Some of these scholars
urged me to think research through new and creative ways. And while this dissertation was not the
time and place to do such creative work, I think this concluding chapter might be a suitable place
to contemplate what the future of multispecies design history might be. Before I delve deeper into
this line of thought, however, I find it necessary to say a few words about the role of discipline for
the future of this work. After working through the material and theories which has formed this
project, I realized that traditional history writing was perhaps not best suited for this project.
However, as the boundaries between the fields of design history, design culture and design studies
are blurry at best, I have chosen to situate this project within design history. I do believe that this
current dissertation text, however, is more a merging between these interchanging fields of design
research. I have drawn on modes of operation from design culture to study the way fishways operate
as carriers of meaning, and I have engaged a wider understanding of the field of design as
operational in design studies. However, the emphasis have been placed on historical contexts and
events as to develop a story of the relationship between fish and people in the modern age.

seems to encapsulate the contact and conflicting points between the cultural and economic significance of wild salmon.
The detrimental effect upon ecosystems and the health and life worlds of these individual appears to be secondary.
Bård Siem, "Fredssenter kopla inn for å roe spenninga i laksestrid," NRK (www.nrk.no), 07.06.2022 2022,
https://www.nrk.no/vestland/fredssenter-kopla-inn-for-a-roe-spenninga-i-laksestrid-1.15985478.
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To conclude and reflect on my findings, then, I would first express my enthusiasm in regards to
further development of the project. I am left here at the end with a feeling that this is just the
beginning. This reflection, of course, originates from the fact that this study of fishway design is to
my knowledge the first contribution to the field. There were no established framework or existing
research were I could fill the proverbial hole. Looking back, then, on the research I have done I am
left feeling that this is where my project should have begun. The findings from this project has
primarily proved two things. First, that methods and theories from art and design history are
important for understanding and describing the current planetary condition. By this I mean that
environmental research benefits tremendously from aesthetic and material considerations. If, as the
Anthropcene hypothesis suggest, we are living in an epoch where human activity has altered the
earth into its geological layers, then the visual, material and aesthetic dimensions of these activities
cannot go unstudied.
In this project I have found that art and design historical theories and concepts are not only useful
but essential tools for confronting this time in history where what humans have built, believed,
designed and produced have altered the planet. Fishways, despite their structural quality, was not
an obvious subject matter for art and design historical research. However, as I mentioned in the
beginning of this dissertation, they are useful prisms for discussing the murky relationship between
humans and the environment. In the offset of this project they appeared to me as a material rejection
of the Cartesian split. Moreover, the more I worked with the subject matter it became clear how
well suited it was for aesthetic interpretation. In the dynamic relationship between the subject matter
and theory, then, it became clear how much of the current planetary situation that could be explained
and understood through aesthetic concepts. There is a concept for this, of course, which designates
the aesthetic experience of nature. Interestingly, this focus on the aesthetic experience of nature
appears over and over in environmental research throughout history. This comes as no surprise to
art, design and architectural historians because nature as a reference, influence or mode of thought
is operational in all of our isms, epochs and styles. However, what is interesting is how the natural
sciences have used aesthetics as tools for explaining and experimenting for decades. To put this in
context of aesthetic analysis in the Anthropocene and this current study, then, the findings from this
project reflects the benefits that come by drawing on aesthetic analysis in order to explain manmade interventions in ecosystem processes. The second finding from this research project is that I
believe this type of research could benefit by further collaboratory and interdisciplinary work.
This latter finding, I believe deserves some more deliberation. As I stated in the introduction of this
chapter, I have drawn on methods from STS to help organize the research and its findings.
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Infrastructural ethnography as developed by Susan Leigh Star has been particularly important in
this regard. However, the extent to which I have utilized the potential in of this approach is limited.
As I also explained in the section on oral history, a larger group of informants could have provided
this project with richer and broader material. The findings from this research project shows that
these types of studies, where material, aesthetic and visual aspects of the built environment are
studied in relation to ecosystem processes, are ripe for dynamic interactions between different
groups of people. Utilizing the full potential of infrastructural ethnography, then, by incorporating
more fieldwork, more oral history and using computational tools to manage large quantities of data
(for instance from news reports, social media, legislation etc.) could help further developing
multispecies perspectives into art and design historical research. Furthermore, integrating other
approaches of citizen engagement could prove particularly beneficial to the study of fishways as
carriers of meaning.
One of the key postulations in environmental humanities is the call for action. Within this thinking,
then, environmental humanities researchers are encouraged to find new and creative ways of doing
and disseminating environmental research. One of the largest contributions from the environmental
humanities is its potential of creating new knowledge about nature. This knowledge, however, is
not purely cerebral but also empirical, emotional and corporal. So how should we as environmental
humanities scholars take on this challenge then? One possible way that have proved quite beneficial
is collaborator projects involving artists, designers, architects, city planners and natural scientists.
These approaches are able to utilize the full potential of artistsic research practices because of the
pedagogical potential imbedded in the mediation of knowledge through art. As mentioned in this
dissertation`s introductory chapter, one of the methods I applied when working through this project
was the interdisciplinary research project +Habitat+. This project was a collaboration between
myself, scenographer Annike Flo and biologist Hanna Bjørgaas. And while our interest was not
fishways, but a limited geographical area of the Nordmarka forest in Oslo, the project had transfer
value for the “Structures in the Stream” project and vice versa.
Collaboratory work of this type has the potential of transferring knowledge from one discipline to
the next. Second, it has the potential to draw attention to gaps of knowledge in your own field.
These gaps then, can be filled by the findings from the collaboration. In the +Habitat+ project we
soon discovered that we all had a lot of the same knowledge. However, we all had different ways
to talk about it in addition to different technical terminology and different epistemic foundations.
The common ground was not reached before we had worked together for some time. At first we
had meetings and reading groups as we tried to explain the project to ourselves. It was not until we
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did our first collective fieldwork, however, that we understood that we did possess common
language and that there were points of contact between out fields. One of the most important
findings from this project, then, was the role of nature or real life setting to create common ground.
Finally, the +Habitat+ project resulted in an on-site scenographical installation at the old quarry in
Årvollåsen in Oslo. The quarry was one of the most important places for the excavation of granite
and as such an important cultural heritage site. The site was selected for exactly this reason. The
layers upon layers of cultural and geological sedimentation at the quarry offered a rich setting for
the staging of a habitat. What the project produced was new ways of knowing nature through the
affective potentials of scenographics and stage design.4
The findings from my Ph.D. project, then, shows that the history and reality of the built environment
offers new ways of knowing nature. Furthermore, I found that the potential for critical and
comprehensive knowledge about the interconnectedness of nature and culture can be achieved
through a myriad of ways. As a trained art historian I am familiar with the knowledge gained by
real encounters with the work you study. Through this research project I applied this approach to
the development of a multispecies design history. However, in hindsight I know that this could have
been taken even further. This is why I think that the findings from this study of fishways have
potential for further interdisciplinary and collaboratory work. One example of such work is the
“Earth Indices” project currently on display at the Haus der Kulturen der Welt in Berlin.5 In this
exhibition Giulia Bruno and Armin Linke shows the results of a two-year long research project
where the two artists collaborated with scientists to understand what tools and approaches allows
us to understand the changes of the earth. Also, Patricia Corcoran and Kelly Jazvac`s
“Plastiglomerate” project from 2012 could provide disciplinary kinship to a potential expansion of
the “Structures in the Stream” project. Through “Plastiglamorate” geologist Corcoran and artist
Jazvac collaborated in describing and exploring possible ways of understanding the geological
impact of plastics.6 Such interdisciplinary research project`s shows the potential for knowledge
production in artistic research. The findings form the “Structures in the Stream” project shows that
such collaborations between artists, designers, engineers and scientists can provide more in-depth
as well as distributed knowledge about the role of structure in ecosystem processes. This is evident

4

The issue of staging and scenographics influenced my thinking in the dissertation`s third chapter. It was the +Habitat+
project that directed my attention to this way of thinking, and it became apparent that staging could be an unexpected
product of structure because it directs attention in a certain way.
5
"Earth Indices: Processing the Anthropocene," 2022,
https://www.hkw.de/en/programm/projekte/2022/earth_indices/start.php#:~:text=Earth%20Indices%20focuses%20on
%20the,the%20new%20geological%20epoch%20emerges.
6
Robertson, "Plastiglomerate."
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in the way some of the dissertation`s themes and concepts could have been better developed through
visualization or materialization.
To sum up this concluding section on the findings from this project, I would like to add that another
finding from the project, which I have already mentioned, was the potential benefit from more
actively engagement with the public. Infrastructural ethnography is ripe for this sort of
dissemination. Not only though interviews or oral history, but through workshops and citizen
science. I think that creating a citizen science project in connection to the Lower Waterfall fishway
could have provided much needed data on the use of the fishway.7 I draw this conclusion on the
basis of one of the dissemination activities I have conducted from the findings from the project. In
spring 2022 I was invited as a guest lecturer at the Oslo School of Environmental Humanities`
“Knowing Natures” course. The assignment was to develop a fieldwork type of seminar where
students from across the university of Oslo`s MA programs would develop critical skills about the
knowledge of nature. I based the seminar on the findings from the “Structures in the Stream” project
and gave the student an assignment where they should treat the Akerselva River as an archive. The
point of the task was to take photos along the river and subsequently produce an archive of the river.
The ambition of this task was to create awareness of the layers of sedimentation (both human and
non-human) along the river, and for them to critically discuss the role of history (both as archive
but as traces and sedimentation on the earth`s crust). This concrete example of how the findings
from my research has been disseminated shows that this project has not only been about dissecting
the formal and structural qualities of fishways, but also to show how these structures in the stream
partake in complex historical networks. Networks that stretches far into the future. As I final word,
then, I want to stress how the findings from this project shows how knowledge about nature and the
built environment can develop through unconventional and unpredicted routes.

7

OFA`s activites could in all respect be considered citizen science in this regard, but it would be interesting to see how
other user groups would collect and manage data from the Lower Waterfall.
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